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Abstract
How can digital technologies be designed for good rather than harm? Dozens of civic organizations under the “tech for good” banner have emerged in recent years to address exactly this question. Although these organizations have commendable goals, many scholars have criticized them
for naively believing that technologies can solve complex social problems. However, we do not
yet have empirical data on how they are, in practice, working to address local social problems.
This study investigates one particular effort to design digital technologies for the common good:
civic technology. Civic technology organizations are made up of technologists—employed or
seeking employment in the high-tech industry—who volunteer in their spare time to build digital
technologies to be used by municipal employees and local residents. Drawing on participant observation and interviews with civic technologists in the San Francisco Bay Area, I argue that civic
technologists’ efforts end up being less about serving local residents and more about proving
that, despite current critiques, the Big Tech industry can still ‘save the world.’ To capture the
complex dynamics which lead volunteers to repair their investment in the Big Tech industry even
as they critique it, I develop the concept of the “spirit of civic technology,” which is an ethos
comprised of value judgments about what makes a ‘good’ technology, technologist, project, and
organization, and which are exported from high-tech workplaces into civic organizations. I conclude the spirit of civic technology leads volunteers to inadvertently reinforce the epistemic, economic, and cultural power of Big Tech firms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
On May 31, 2018 a dozen activists blocked a series of tech shuttles in San Francisco. The shuttles,
frequent recipients of local residents’ indignation, pick up employees of high-tech firms such as
Google and Facebook at public bus stops across the city and transport them to work for free.
Protestors had staged several actions against the shuttles over the past few years in order to draw
attention to the role of the shuttle program in accelerating displacement and gentrification in San
Francisco alongside the fact that the tech firms were using free public infrastructure for private
gain, often blocking city buses in the process. On this particular day the activists were also targeting a second source of tech-driven inequality: the scooters tech companies had recently
dumped on the streets of San Francisco without seeking permits from the city and without any
infrastructure to keep pedestrians safe. Scooters blocked sidewalks, store fronts, and handicapaccessible curbs; there did not appear to be any rules governing where riders could use the scooters—some used them in the street, others in bike lanes, others on the sidewalk; and the scooters
moved so quickly that walking down the street wearing headphones felt risky. For the activists
the problems the scooters were causing were yet another instance in a long line of examples of
the Big Tech industry using the city as their playground and as their testbed for new technologies
without considering the needs of local residents.
One year later Google made a major announcement: it was pledging to invest $1 billion
in housing across the Bay Area. “As we work to build a more helpful Google, we know our responsibility to help starts at home,” the company stated in a press release announcing the plan,
“for us, that means being a good neighbor in the place where it all began over 20 years ago: the
San Francisco Bay Area” (Pichai 2019). The fund was to be spent in three ways: rezoning Googleowned land to enable housing development; establishing an investment fund to incentivize developers to build more affordable housing; and providing grants to nonprofits who are focused
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on homelessness and displacement (Pichai 2019). The announcement came amidst a massive controversy brewing in San José, the tenth most populous city in the United States. Google had recently purchased some of the most valuable public land in the city which surrounded the downtown train station, itself the future site of a high-speed rail line which will run the length of the
state. At a city council hearing in December 2018, as the councilmembers moved towards a vote
on whether to sell the public land to Google, eight residents chained themselves to chairs in protest of the pending decision (Giwargis 2019). After the protestors were removed from chambers,
the city council voted to sell the land to Google in front of an empty room.
Throughout this period tech workers at Google were increasingly engaging in political
action themselves, often against their employer. Workers staged an international walkout in November 2018 in response to revelations about the extent of harassment within the company
(Wakabayashi et al. 2018). That same year, Google employees protested the company’s involvement with Project Maven, a Pentagon program which developed AI to improve the accuracy of
drone strikes (Shane and Wakabayashi 2018; Tarnoff 2020). These activities show no sign of slowing down: four months into 2021, workers have announced plans to form a union; hundreds of
employees have signed a petition further demanding Google take action on workplace harassment; and thousands more have signed a petition demanding the company make substantive
changes following the firing of Timnit Gebru (DiFeliciantonio 2021a, 2021b; Google Walkout For
Real Change 2020).
To say that Big Tech companies have a complex, and often fraught relationship with local
Bay Area residents—as well as, increasingly, their own engineers—would be an understatement.
Local residents have ramped up their criticisms of local tech firms, largely in response to growing
inequalities in the region, especially as they pertain to housing, homelessness, displacement, and
gentrification. When I visited my hometown of Redwood City in the summer of 2018, as my
brother drove me home from the airport, we passed a sign on the highway announcing we had
arrived in the city limits. But where the original sign had stated the city’s population, someone
had crossed out the number and replaced it with one word: “FULL.” Such public displays of
2

displeasure with tech workers are ubiquitous across the nine-county region. You would be hardpressed to walk down any major city street without seeing at least one admonishment for tech
workers to leave the area and never return. At the same time, tech workers themselves are increasingly recognizing the role their employers play in contributing to local inequalities; there
have been several books, articles, and documentaries which feature stories of tech workers coming to the realization that the Big Tech industry is not all that they originally believed it to be (e.g.,
Liu 2020; Wiener 2021; and the documentary The Social Dilemma).
Big Tech companies are taking action to improve their image with local residents and their
employees. Executives habitually assure policymakers and residents that they are dedicated to
being “good neighbors” (Pichai 2019) and many councilmembers, including San José mayor Sam
Liccardo, agree that these companies are trying to do the right thing. After Google announced it
was pledging $200 million towards anti-displacement efforts in the neighborhoods most impacted by their new mega-campus in downtown San José, Liccardo praised the company, stating
that “while working in collaboration with the city and our community to transform our western
downtown into a vibrant urban village, Google has also crafted a new national model for transforming the relationship between tech and the surrounding community” (Angst 2021). In exchange for a tax break in 2011, several tech companies—including Twitter and Zendesk—signed
onto Community Benefits Agreements with the city of San Francisco wherein they agreed to pay
their employees to volunteer with local organizations (City and County of San Francisco City
Administrator 2013). San Francisco also agreed to rename its largest hospital after Mark Zuckerberg and Priscilla Chan after they received a $75 million donation from the couple (McElroy 2019).
How are these companies’ high-status, professionalized workers confronting the increasingly fraught relationship between themselves, their employers, and local residents? This dissertation examines one avenue many technologists are taking to try to recuperate some of the promises of the tech industry, while reforming its worse qualities, in order to steer tech work towards
improving common life rather than contributing to inequalities: civic technology.
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Civic technology is an emergent and rapidly growing field which captures a wide range
of activities, such as ensuring public data is accessible and transparent; building platforms for
civic engagement; digitizing public services; and creating centralized repositories of information
about local goods and services (Patel et al. 2013). These activities are carried out by volunteerbased civic groups, nonprofits, companies, and governments. The volunteer organizations are
largely made up of designers, developers, and engineers who volunteer in their spare time to
build digital technologies to be used by government bureaucrats and local residents in order to
increase civic engagement, improve trust in government, and make public service delivery more
efficient. Civic technology initiatives are also housed within government. President Obama initiated two government organizations at the federal level during his presidency: 18F and the U.S.
Digital Service (USDS). These departments “recruit technologists for short-term tours of duty
ranging from a few months to several years” (Lin 2021). 18F is made up of about 120 designers,
software engineers, strategists, and product managers who partner with other government offices, departments, and agencies to “fix technical problems, build products, and improve how
government serves the public through technology” (18F 2021). Similarly, the USDS recruits technologists for “tours of duty” to help digitize government services; for example, they are currently
working to revamp the Medicare payment system (United States Digital Service 2021). Many civic
technology companies have also sprung up recently which focus on contracting with government
entities to build digital solutions for specific programs; there were an estimated 121 companies
doing this work in 2012, up from 16 in 2000 (Patel et al. 2013).

Not Just Another Case of Technosolutionism
We do not yet know much about the dynamics of civic technology. Existing research is largely
exploratory and attempts to define what distinguishes civic tech from open data activism and
F/OSS communities, as well as outline some of the basic activities and goals which characterize
civic technology (Boehner and DiSalvo 2016; McNutt et al. 2016; Schrock 2016). But even basic
questions about what makes civic technology a unique field have been difficult to answer clearly.
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Boehner and DiSalvo (2016) note that most definitions of civic technology, including those provided from practitioners themselves, are largely aspirational—meaning they reflect what civic
technologists hope to accomplish—rather than the actual activities they engage in. Part of the
problem is that we do not have much empirical data on what civic technologists do, the material
consequences of their work, or the extent to which their products are taken up by municipalities
(Johnson and Robinson 2014; McNutt et al. 2016). Some scholars investigating the rise of smart
cities have voiced concern about the possibility of cities becoming more dependent on civic technologists for delivering social services. For instance, Johnson and Robinson (2014) suggest civic
technology could represent a form of “outsourcing” government procurement with less democratic oversight and accountability. When municipalities sponsor civic hackathons with the goal
of bringing in technologists to develop civic apps to help deliver social services, they might be
using technologists’ free labor to save money on procuring technologies during an era of widespread austerity (Johnson and Robinson 2014). Similarly, some scholars critique civic technology
as another instance of “technosolutionism,” or technologists believing they can solve complex
social problems with technology while ignoring the complexity of social, economic, and political
structures (Green 2019; Morozov 2013; Perng and Kitchin 2018). In other words, technologists
have a hammer and everything, to them, looks like a nail.
However, several scholars articulate civic technology in a more positive light, highlighting the possibilities it holds for opening up new forms of civic participation. Baack (2018) finds
that civic technologists form productive relationships with journalists in collecting and visualizing data. Participants in this “community of practice” do not always agree on the shared goal of
their work: some see themselves as “facilitators” who make data open and accessible for people
to use however they wish; others adhere more closely with traditional understandings of journalists as gatekeepers and believe that they should use data to tell a particular story (Baack 2018).
But these different ideas of the goals of civic tech do not fracture participation or cooperation, but
actually mutually reinforce each other, supporting new forms of data journalism which ultimately benefit the public. Similarly, Schrock (2016) positions civic hacking as a form of data
5

activism in which technologists are opening up new forms of political participation by contesting,
remixing, and building civic data (Schrock 2016).
The study presented here constructs a more complicated picture. Over the course of 201819 I spent approximately six months conducting interviews and participant observation with civic
technology organizations in the San Francisco Bay Area. I attended their monthly meetups, participated in unconferences and hackathons, and interviewed technologists on their lunch breaks.
What I found was that civic technologists are largely motivated to participate in civic technology
because they are disillusioned with their day jobs in the tech sector and are seeking out a space
where they can practice their technical skills while benefiting local communities. Tech workers
recognize that the industry is not following through on many of its original promises to disrupt
old institutions and replace them with equitable ones. A few even voiced their concern that they
were contributing to local inequalities just by living in the area, working in tech, and being white.
Technologists funnel these concerns into civic tech volunteering, I argue, because it helps smooth
over many of the contradictions which they face living in the region as tech workers, especially
for companies which have long promised to be improving the world, but which have lately been
subjected to repeated, high-profile controversies. In doing so, volunteers export the moral orders
structuring their workplaces—judgments about what makes a good worker, project, technology,
and organization—into civic groups. These judgments fundamentally structure how they design
projects, how they build digital technologies, and how they approach their partnerships with
local bureaucrats, often in ways that limit the scope of their interventions and, in some cases,
actively reinforce the epistemic, cultural, and economic power of Big Tech firms—even when
technologists are openly critical of the industry.
Given that civic technologists more often than not failed to achieve the goals they set out
to accomplish, it would be seductive to conclude that civic tech is just another instantiation of
what scholarship has called technosolutionism. Civic technologists appear, at the outset, to be
constructing digital technologies which solve problems which are significantly disconnected
from residents’ concerns—and even what volunteers themselves told me that they believed were
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the most pressing problems facing the region—and are often left with products which no government partner wants to adopt or websites that very few people outside the organization visited. I
argue that if we ascribe civic technologists’ activities as only a result of their ideology, epistemology, or beliefs as professional engineers and developers, we miss crucial aspects of the relationship between contemporary high-status, professional workplaces, moral judgments, and civic engagement. Civic technologists are not being manipulated by a determinist ideology, nor are they
uneducated about the complex, structural intricacies of local social problems, nor are they opening up new forms of material political participation by contesting government data. Rather, they
are guided by a deep desire to repair the narrative that ‘tech can save the world,’ by a longing to
salvage the industry they have dedicated much of their career (and lives) to, and to feel that they
are using their privileged positions in the tech industry to help local residents. In trying to accomplish these goals by proving that tech work can still improve collective life, they organize
their volunteering experiences so that they can explicitly connect the moral judgments they make
in their workplaces to the common good. Thus, I propose that we conceptualize civic technology
as structured by a spirit: an ideology that justifies participation in capitalism (Hirschman 1977;
Weber 2002). The spirit of civic technology is the moral order, exported from high-tech workplaces, which animates and structures volunteers’ practices, encompassing judgments about
what constitutes a ‘good’ project, technologist, organization, and technology.
I conclude that we should be wary of civic technology as a route to critiquing the technology industry and of improving how technologies are designed for the common good. Civic technology, because it forwards a fundamentally reformist critique of the industry while holding onto
many of the original promises Big Tech firms made to their workers, is largely concerned with
improving existing capitalist structures. The risk is that it could undermine more radical critiques
of the industry which articulate how high-status, professionalized engineers are, at the end of the
day, workers—they are employed by Big Tech firms who are concerned with making profit. There
is already evidence that there is significant overlap between how many civic technologists approach problem-solving with how technology companies articulate ethical problems with their
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products (Greene, Hoffmann, and Stark 2019; Metcalf, Moss, and boyd 2019; Taylor and Dencik
2020). For example, vision statements for “ethical AI/ML” often frame problems with new digital
technologies as being universal concerns impacting every human being—but assume that technical and legal experts are the only ones equipped to intervene in making these technologies more
ethical (Greene et al. 2019). This raises important questions about what happens to more radical
critiques when the technology industry takes up the language of “tech for good.”

Chapter Overview
I start by laying out my methodological approach to studying civic technology. I conducted over
20 semi-structured, in-depth interviews with staff and volunteers with civic technology nonprofits, as well as two founders of civic technology contracting firms. I also spent approximately six
months conducting participant observation at civic technology events and meetings. Throughout
this period, I also conducted interviews and participant observation with over a dozen non-civictech organizations in the Bay Area, including ones focused on labor issues in the high-tech industry, immigrants’ rights, surveillance and privacy policy, and local economic development. Although data from these organizations are not included in the account presented here, they were
crucial during the data analysis phase, where they provided a point of comparison for what made
civic technology a unique site for civic engagement.
Chapter 3 explores technologists’ motivations for getting involved in civic technology.
When I asked volunteers why they sought out volunteering opportunities and eventually settled
on civic tech, they invariably told me the same story about their careers. They felt that in their
workplaces, they were not permitted to work on their passion projects according to their own
terms, and that their employers really only cared about making money—which prevented them
from designing digital technologies for the common good. They were also seeking a space where
they could continue to practice and update their technical and project management skills. Others
were new to the industry, having recently graduated from coding bootcamps, and were looking
to continue honing their newly learned coding languages as they sought employment. These
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motivations lead civic technologists to structure their volunteering experiences in ways that will
allow them to fulfill all of these goals, and in the process lead them to export the moral judgments
of the private tech industry into their civic tech projects.
Chapter 4 explores how these moral judgments structure how volunteers design projects
and digital technologies. I argue that there are three predominant ways civic technologists go
about designing projects: reverse engineering, scoping, and scaling. First, civic technologists often
begin projects by settling on a particular dataset and skill set that they want to practice. For instance, they might access their city’s open data portal and find a dataset about an issue area that
interests them. They then explore this dataset using the skill they want to practice. After finding
something interesting about the data that jumps out at them, they will then reverse engineer a social
problem which they can solve using the data and their skill set. Second, volunteers sometimes
begin with a major social problem they want to address, such as homelessness. In these instances,
other volunteers step in to teach participants how to scope out the project into something ‘doable.’
This inevitably involves systematically removing the political aspects of a particular problem until the only elements that remain are technical ones; the end result is a project that is very different
from where volunteers originally started. Third, volunteers valorize projects which can scale, with
the hopes that it can be exported to other cities across the U.S. Local, idiosyncratic, bespoke solutions are often avoided, even if a government partner specifically requests a technology tailored
to their needs. These three strategies, which volunteers judge as ‘good’ techniques which lead to
‘good’ projects and ‘good’ technologies, in practice generate products which are rarely adopted
by local government partners. Even so, volunteers judge these projects as a success because they
demonstrate “proof of concept”—that this work could be done, even if it is not currently so.
Chapter 5 explores how civic technologists’ moral judgments impact their partnerships
with bureaucrats. Civic technologists voiced a consistent critique of bureaucracy as being glacial,
analog, inefficient, and ultimately of getting in the way of effective public service design. One of
the most common descriptions of bureaucracy I heard during the course of this study was that it
was “siloed” and that these siloes needed to be broken down so that bureaucrats could operate
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in a more networked fashion. In fact, several civic technologists explained to me that they saw
this as their primary contribution: civic technologists should teach bureaucrats a different way of
approaching their work, rather than trying to design a particular product for them to adopt. As a
result, many civic technologists approach their partnerships with bureaucrats as an opportunity
to discipline municipal employees. The moral judgments which civic technologists have exported
from their high-tech workplaces into their volunteering organizations now travel into local government, where civic technologists attempt to train bureaucrats to how to value working in project teams in flat, networked organizations, while designing public services using Agile project
management techniques and building digital platforms to increase resident engagement with
government. I argue that this represents a more complex, hidden way that local government is
being made to act like a tech company: through technologists’ grassroots efforts to discipline bureaucrats into approaching their jobs as tech workers do in the private sector.
How can we explain these findings using existing theoretical tools? In Chapter 6, I critically engage with studies of technosolutionism and technophilanthropy in order to explore two
primary contradictions that emerged during my fieldwork. First, why do civic technologists conceptualize social problems in systemic, structural terms—often making reference to racism and
tax and housing policy—when discussing their views with me during interviews, but simultaneously pursue narrow, circumscribed technical solutions to these same problems while volunteering? Second, why do volunteers continue to design products using best practices from the private
sector in the face of mounting evidence that their products are not being adopted by local government? Existing research helps us explain aspects of these contradictions but does not give us
the full picture.
To explain the contradictions of civic tech, I draw on theoretical frameworks rooted in
pragmatic sociology to develop the concept of the spirit of civic technology (Chapter 7). The spirit
of civic technology is the moral order, exported from high-tech workplaces, which animates and
structures a specific set of practices in civic engagement initiatives. The concept draws upon
Boltanski and Thévenot's (2006) notion of ‘worlds’ and Boltanski and Chiapello's (2018) concept
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of ‘cities’ to identify the set of moral judgments which civic technology volunteers mobilize to
justify certain courses of action in civic spaces. These judgments—which to a large extent govern
how technologists approach their day jobs in the tech sector—determine what constitutes a ‘good’
project, technologist, organization, and digital technology. I argue that spirit of civic technology
provides the ideological resources which technologists draw upon while volunteering in order to
prove to themselves and each other that ‘tech can save the world.’
I conclude this dissertation by articulating what civic technology can teach us about the
conditions under which efforts to design for justice can be successful. I argue that any efforts to
design digital technologies for the common good, when led by technologists employed in the
high-tech private sector, must be paired with a process of unlearning many of the moral judgments salient in the industry—especially those judgments which concern our relationships to our
careers. Until we confront our underlying assumptions about what makes a good workplace, a
good worker, and a good project—and even the belief that work should be organized into projects
in the first place—we run the risk of reproducing the moral order that is sustaining the industry’s
continued success.
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Chapter 2
Studying Civic Technology
I initially set out to conduct quite a different project, one that did not focus on civic technology at
all. Originally, I was interested in how nonprofit organizations were contesting and shaping internet infrastructure. I planned to conduct participant observation with two organizations in order to explore how they conceptualized problems relating to internet infrastructure, how they
were working to address them, and what this implied for the kinds of futures they were imagining. Although the internet governance literature has investigated similar processes, this scholarship has largely focused on large, international multistakeholder initiatives, and I wanted to add
a different perspective by centering organizations that were operating at the state and national
level.
However, I ran into a problem familiar to many qualitative researchers: I could not access
a field site. Several staff members at nonprofits expressed their interest in the project and their
desire to facilitate access but were stymied when they ran the proposal by their organization’s
lawyers. I developed a promising relationship with a staff member with one group who was
committed to helping me gain access, but they left the organization before we could come to an
understanding. The process was made more difficult by the fact that I was trying to gain access
from Kingston, when many of these organizations were spread across the United States; I could
not walk up to them at a conference and strike up a conversation but had to try to contact them
digitally.
It was time for Plan B. I first needed to expand my research questions to focus not just on
internet infrastructure, but on digital technologies more generally; eventually, I also came to include the Big Tech industry itself as a target for action. I also broadened out my search for civic
organizations beyond high-profile national groups to include local, grassroots organizations,
some of which were run informally and not registered as nonprofits with the government. But
this led to the opposite problem: instead of running out of potential field sites, I was overwhelmed
12

by them. I needed a method for simultaneously increasing the scope of organizations I would
study while making it manageable. I ultimately decided to focus on all the organizations targeting
digital technology—broadly defined—for social change in one circumscribed geographic region:
the San Francisco Bay Area. It is at this point that I selected civic technology organizations as one
of many types of groups for participation in this study.
In this chapter, I outline how I came to focus on civic technology organizations in the San
Francisco Bay Area, with a focus on the mechanics of how I selected organizations for participation, collected data from various sources, and analyzed data using grounded theory and theoretical sampling. Throughout, I lay out what did and did not work as originally planned, how this
shaped my analysis, and what this means for the scope of my conclusions.

Case Selection: Technology Organizations in the San Francisco Bay Area
As it turns out, my decision to pursue Plan B actually strengthened my study, rather than weakened it. First, selecting one region as the focal point for analysis allowed me to capture a wider
range of organizations than would have been possible had this study been conducted on a national level. Seeking out high-profile, national groups which have amassed sufficient resources
to operate on a large scale could capture relatively less organizational heterogeneity and therefore
skew my sample towards groups that have sustained success for at least a few years and have
attracted large donors. Turning my attention towards all organizations operating within a single
region increased the diversity of organizational structures, issue areas, and forms of civic and
political engagement in my sample, which further allowed me to make more nuanced comparisons between a greater variety of groups; these comparisons are crucial for making salient more
subtle distinctions that might have a significant impact on the dynamics and consequences of
certain organizations.
Second, selecting organizations within a single geographic region also allowed me to
speak more directly to how groups were addressing local issues, rather than national ones, which
is an important perspective that is largely missing from the literature on how civic action shapes
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how digital technologies are regulated and designed. One of the original impetuses for this study
was to add to scholarship investigating the intersection of civic society and digital technology
production by focusing on national- and state-level campaigns. But Plan B presented an even
better option: focusing on efforts that target local issues at the city or neighborhood level. Additionally, because organizations were addressing similar local problems and working in the same
field, they were often in collaboration or conflict with one another; it is these moments of conversation between organizations which are critical for comparative studies because they illuminate
how organizations agree and disagree on how to conceptualize and address local social problems.
Third, there were benefits to focusing on the San Francisco Bay Area in particular. As the
birthplace of the Californian Ideology (Barbrook and Cameron 1996), the Bay Area is home to a
unique mix of tech-driven commercial development, cultural shifts instigated by the influx of
high-status tech workers to the region, and local resistance to the presence of the Big Tech industry. Several recent books written by technologists who worked in the Bay Area chronicle their
gradual disillusionment with the industry in part due to the dissonance between the wealth enjoyed by many high-status tech workers and the poverty and destitution of local residents (see,
for example, Liu 2020; Wiener 2021). Together, these factors make the Bay Area a rich location for
studying the imbrication of the technology industry and efforts to regulate and design technologies for the common good.
Finally, there were some practical advantages to conducting this project in the Bay Area
in terms of field access. The fact that I was raised in the region gave me a unique vantage point
for understanding how the influx of tech companies has shaped the region in uneven ways over
a long period of time. My insider status as a Redwood City native also helped facilitate field
access with certain organizations, especially those which are comparatively more critical about
Big Tech’s presence in the Bay Area. Choosing to focus on all organizations in the San Francisco
Bay Area not only gave me greater field access but presented better opportunities for addressing
my research questions.
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After deciding to focus on the Bay Area, I selected groups to contact for participation in
the study (see Appendix A for how I dealt with ethical considerations in sampling, collecting, and
analyzing data). I began by making an exhaustive list of all organizations in the nine-county San
Francisco Bay Area which were working to regulate or design digital technologies and the tech
sector for social change. I deliberately kept selection criteria as broad as possible in order to capture the greatest diversity possible, as described above. To be selected for potential participation,
organizations needed to demonstrate the potential for engaging in civic action. I say “potential”
here because, as Lichterman and Eliasoph (2014) point out, whether groups are actually engaging
in civic action can only be determined after empirical investigation. Additionally, organizations
needed to be targeting digital technologies, internet infrastructure, or the Big Tech industry,
broadly defined. I made this assessment based on groups’ descriptions of their activities, focus
areas, current projects, mission statements, press releases, and blog posts, all available via their
websites and promotional materials. I also searched for events listed on sites such as Meetup,
Eventbrite, and IndyBay; stories from local newspapers about activist demonstrations and nonprofit efforts at passing legislation; and government lists of registered nonprofits. I continued
adding organizations to the list via snowball sampling as groups were mentioned in participants’
interviews and my observations of organizational meetings.
In total, I conducted 38 interviews and/or participant observation with approximately 22
civic and political organizations over a period of six months during 2018-19. The number of organizations which participated in the study remains approximate because some individuals participate in multiple organizations, and their affiliations can be quite blurry at times—a common
characteristic of complex organizations (Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014). This yielded a heterogeneous sample of organizations, no two of which are doing exactly the same work. Some are registered as 501(c)(3) nonprofits; others are organized more informally, with no official nonprofit
status and instead using Meetup or email lists to coordinate regular in-person meetings. Some
groups direct their efforts towards government by attempting to reign in excesses in police surveillance; others look to change tech companies’ behavior; some target how governments relate
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to the tech industry, including how cities regulate tech-driven commercial development. Organizations are made up of a combination of paid staff, activists, and volunteers.
The organizations I observed for this study can be broadly grouped into four categories,
based on a consideration of groups’ primary tactics, targets, and goals, as well as how they relate
to local government and Big Tech more generally (see Table 1). The first are regulatory organizations. These groups act as a check on government and corporate power by trying to build regulatory frameworks, rules, ordinances, and legal cases against specific uses of, and policies governing, digital technologies. The second type, labor organizations, organize around the working
conditions experienced by workers who contribute to building digital technologies, from the
highly paid engineers to the poorly compensated contractors, service workers, and construction
workers who build tech campuses. Third, design organizations enroll residents with technical expertise to build digital technologies for social impact, including civic technology organizations.
Fourth, there are economic development organizations which are focused on building what they
understand to be just and fair tech-driven economies in the Bay Area. These organizations have
varying understandings of what an equitable local economy should look like and the steps that
government, tech firms, and nonprofits need to take in order to get there. The differences amongst
economic development groups became most visible during negotiations over large-scale commercial developments, such as Google’s mega-campus in San José.
After completing the first round of fieldwork during the summer of 2018, I returned to
Kingston to analyze my data and conduct theoretical sampling to plan follow-up research. Theoretical sampling “entails going back to data and forward into analysis then returning to the field
to gather further data and refine the theoretical framework,” thus adding rigor to the research
process by “building systemic checks into both data collection and analysis” (Charmaz and
Mitchell 2011:3). In practice, this means developing abstract categories based on initial fieldwork
and data analysis, identifying emerging theoretical concepts that require further elaboration, and
returning to the field to collect additional data until the saturation point is reached. Collecting
data following theoretical sampling had several distinct advantages. Primarily, it allowed for the
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practices of technology organizations to drive the focus of my analysis. Considering that I was
interested in how practices unfold in concrete situations, it was crucial that my analysis was
guided by targeted attention to how volunteers, activists, and nonprofit staff conceptualize social
problems while they are working to address them. At the same time, theoretical sampling sets
clearer boundaries around which data is significant and which is tangential to analysis. Following
a theoretical sampling strategy in my research therefore helped me grapple with the challenge of
“seeing data everywhere and nowhere, collecting everything and nothing” (Charmaz and Mitchell 2011:160). Due to the expansive criteria which I used for selecting organizations for participation, I was inundated with a deluge of data, and theoretical sampling was crucial to making sense
of it.
It was only after conducting the first round of data analysis (see the next section for more
detail on how I analyzed the data) that I ultimately decided to focus on civic technology organizations. I based this decision on themes that emerged during the first round of analysis when I
noticed that many civic technologists were recounting nearly identical stories about why they
sought out volunteering opportunities with civic tech organizations. In particular, I was captivated by the language many volunteers used to describe their gradual disillusionment with the
Big Tech industry and the types of issues they identified as obstructing Big Tech’s ability to truly
change the world in ways volunteers initially believed they would. Much of this language was
reminiscent of Boltanski and Chiapello's (2018) articulation of the projective city, the moral order
that characterizes network capitalism and motivates high-status workers to engage in capitalist
enterprise. The resonance between the moral order of the projective city and volunteers’ moral
judgments of their workplaces and of civic tech volunteering is what drew me to focus on civic
technology organizations during subsequent rounds of data collection. In addition, I was intrigued by volunteers’ simultaneous denial that they believed digital technologies could solve
social problems, their devotion to building civic technologies in their spare time, and the lack of
evidence that their projects were being taken up by community partners in any meaningful way.
I decided to further investigate this apparent contradiction during my second round of fieldwork
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in the summer of 2019. During these months I dedicated my time to interviewing civic technology
volunteers, paid staff with civic tech nonprofits, civic tech contractors, and the bureaucrats who
partnered with civic technologists on projects, as well as attending additional civic tech events
held in cities across the Bay Area.

Data Collection
After selecting organizations to participate in the study, I then began interviewing members of
these groups and using the interviews as an opportunity to ask participants for access to their
meetings and events for participant observation. The primary goal of data collection was to amass
empirical data relating to (a) how participants conceptualized social problems; (b) how participants went about trying to address these problems in concrete situations; and (c) how they attempted to inscribe their ideas of the common good into digital technologies. There were two
main phases of data collection. The first occurred during the summer of 2018, when I conducted
interviews with the widest possible range of organizations in the Bay Area. The second occurred
in the summer of 2019 following initial data analysis and theoretical sampling.
In all, I collected data on civic technology organizations from four main sources. First, I
conducted in-depth, semi-structured interviews with members of civic associations and bureaucrats (see Table 1). During the first round of fieldwork in 2018, I interviewed 18 individuals from
11 organizations, with one participant a member of two organizations. During 2019, I interviewed
20 individuals with 15 organizations and government agencies, with two interviewees members
of two groups; one of these interviews was a follow-up with a civic technologist had interviewed
in 2018. I found interviewees by looking at the list of project teams on organizations’ websites
and contacting the email address listed as the primary contact for the project. As I conducted
interviews, I also used snowball sampling by either (a) asking participants if they knew other
civic technologists who might be interested in participating, and (b) following up with individuals which participants voluntarily, without me prompting, identified as being important people
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for me to speak with. During the second year of fieldwork, I also joined organizations’ Slack
channels and posted requests for interviews there.
Table 1. Participating Organizations
Number of

Number of

organizations

interviews

Design

16

25

Regulatory

3

9

Labor

1

2

Economic development

2

5

Total

22

41*

Organization type

*The total number of interviews here does not add up to the actual total (which is 38) because three individuals are members of multiple groups and have been counted twice.

Table 2. Interviews with Civic Technology Organizations
Number of

Number of

organizations

interviews

Volunteer

6

12

Bureaucrats and government partners

5

6

Paid staff, nonprofit

3

5

Paid staff, contractor

2

2

Total

16

25

Formal role

The interviews took place at a time and location of the participants’ choosing and lasted
approximately 45 minutes, with a few going slightly over one hour. My interview guide was
made up of three sections (see Appendix C). The first was comprised of a set of opening questions
intended to build rapport with interviewees and set a tone and pace for the discussion. For example, I asked respondents how they came to get involved in their current organization and to
walk me through a typical day of volunteering. The second section intended to get at how respondents solved social problems. These questions were focused on volunteers’ practical activities, such as how they met their project team; how often they met; how they found a government
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partner; recent events they had organized; and campaigns or projects which they found most or
least successful. The third section asked participants about their understandings and conceptualizations of social problems. I asked, for instance, about why they thought their work was important; where they believed they were making the biggest impact or where they could be doing
more work; and concluded by asking participants what they believed was the biggest problem
facing the Bay Area, and how their organization was working to address it. After conducting
theoretical sampling and narrowing my focus to civic technology organizations, I also added
questions specific to events I had witnessed and statements other interviewees had made; for
example, I asked about their impressions of a hackathon that was held during the summer of
2019.
Second, I conducted direct observation and participation with civic organizations. This
mostly involved attending monthly organizational meetings and periodic events (see Appendix
B for the Letter of Information and Consent forms used during these events). I also attended several industry events held by “tech for good” groups, although I did not conduct interviews with
participants. Following theoretical sampling, I attended the monthly meetings of two civic technology organizations, where I also sat in on steering committee meetings. Additionally, I attended public hackathons which civic tech groups organized each summer, where I sat in with
project teams as they worked throughout the day and attended unconference sessions. During
participant observation, I took field notes using the strategies outlined by Emerson, Fretz, and
Shaw (2011). The authors take a symbolic interactionist and ethnomethodological approach to
understanding qualitative fieldwork. The authors emphasize that all field notes have different
ways of selecting, filtering, emphasizing, marginalizing, or ignoring certain aspects of elements
in the field. Although the authors point out that there is no single “right way” to take notes, they
suggest that researchers avoid “characterizing scenes of what people do through generalizations
or summaries” and instead should focus on writing detailed, textured descriptions without impressionistic or opinionated language (Emerson et al. 2011:32). This suggestion in particular
guided my fieldnotes, which focused on describing in as much detail as possible participants’
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actions and noting verbal phrases that came up multiple times. I recorded these observations on
the left side of my notebook. On the right side, opposite the detailed notes, I would write down
my impressions of events as they unfolded, which allowed me to later reflect on my personal
responses to what I witnessed while keeping my description of events separate.
Table 3. Overview of Participant Observation
Host organization

Event type

Number of visits

Design

Conference

2

Hackathon

1

Meetup

4

Steering committee meeting

2

New member orientation

1

Membership meeting

1

Panel discussion

1

City council meeting

1

Labor

0

0

Economic development

Town hall

1

City council meeting

1

Regulatory

Third, I collected data from organizations’ online communications. During the first phase
of fieldwork in summer 2018, I joined the email lists of each organization which participated in
the study, including internal lists which are not public facing. I remained on these lists throughout
the duration of the project. In summer 2019, following theoretical sampling, I joined several Slack
channels for civic technology organizations. I do not quote directly from these sources in this
dissertation to protect people’s confidentiality but use them for general background information
and for keeping up with the status of projects.
Fourth, I collected data from other documents and textual materials outside of communication channels. For instance, some bureaucrats provided me with internal documents outlining
their mission statements and specific project goals, as well as reports detailing the outcomes of
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specific initiatives. I also accessed civic tech groups’ GitHub pages, where project teams publish
their code. Here, the “Read Me” documents were most useful because they specifically outline
the goals of the project and distribute tasks amongst volunteers. This is particularly helpful for
simultaneously investigating how participants conceptualized the problems they hope to solve
and how they made these ideas concrete in specific coding tasks.
The average civic technologist in my sample is young, roughly in their thirties, although
there were a few retired technologists who participated as well. The vast majority identify as
white or Asian, and a couple identify as immigrants to the United States. All of the civic technologists I interviewed are university educated, several at highly-ranked institutions and others at
state schools; one interviewee even taught at a university for many years. The vast majority are
employed in the private tech sector or are public employees with local government; those who
are not employed are moving from non-tech work into the tech sector and have recently graduated from a coding bootcamp to help facilitate their career change. Interestingly, most of them
were not born in the San Francisco Bay Area, but other parts of the United States and Canada.

Data Analysis
After collecting data from the above sources, I first transcribed all the interviews and uploaded
them into NVivo. The first round of data analysis occurred in the winter of 2018-19, when I analyzed the first 18 interviews using grounded theory. Grounded theory methods “consist of flexible strategies for collecting and analyzing data that can help ethnographers to conduct efficient
fieldwork and create astute analyses” (Charmaz and Mitchell 2011:160). Although strategies may
vary, grounded theory generally includes (1) simultaneously collecting and analyzing data; (2)
pursuing emergent themes early in data analysis; (3) discovering basic social processes within the
data; (4) engaging in the inductive construction of abstract categories; and (5) synthesizing these
categories into a theoretical framework (Charmaz and Mitchell 2011). By focusing on inductively
generating emergent categories and relating them to a more abstract theoretical framework,
grounded theory is particularly well-suited for theory-building in an understudied area.
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Considering that scholarship on efforts to design digital technologies for social justice is just
emerging as a research program, it is essential that work in this area is rooted in rich empirical
material in order to facilitate the creation of theoretical concepts which can guide future work.
I coded the first 18 interviews using open coding. Open coding focuses on generating
codes which stick closely to the data. To do this, my initial codes used gerund verbs which reflected the detail of interviewees’ responses in order to avoid early generalizations and “conceptual leaps” (Charmaz 2006). For example, initial codes revolved around how civic technologists
conceptualized social problems (e.g., “defining the problem: technical” and “criticizing bureaucracy”) and how they talked about their employment (e.g., “expressing feelings about their job”
and “building skills”). I coded each interview line-by-line, keeping the codes as close to the data
as possible. I then conducted a second round of coding, where I combined existing codes and
refined them based on themes that emerged repeatedly throughout interviews. Here is where the
theme of “disillusionment” and related concepts began to become salient. I broke down the category of “expressing feelings about their job” into its component parts: interviewees started with
why they wanted to work in the tech industry, then explained their changing (often, souring)
relationship to their employers over time, and eventually concluding by describing why they
sought out civic technology in particular and what they feel like they get from their engagement.
Whenever an interviewee walked through this story in part or in full, I coded it as “disillusionment.” I then finalized my list of codes by making sure there was no significant overlap between
them. At this point, I conducted a third round of coding where I applied the finalized list of codes
to all interview transcripts to ensure the same set of codes were applied to each transcript.
Throughout this process, I wrote memos based on themes that were emerging from the
analysis. The memos were also rooted in situational analysis (Clarke 2005). In situational analysis,
the situation becomes the object of analysis, rather than individuals or objects on their own. Mapping the situation rather than just analyzing my informants’ speech helped me keep track of the
structural, technical, organizational, and other contextual factors which shaped their work. The
primary goal of analysis is to understand the relationships between the elements in the map
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(Clarke 2005). Maps are constructed by writing down “all the analytically pertinent human and
nonhuman, material and symbolic/discursive elements of a particular situation as framed by
those in it and by the analyst” (Clarke 2005:87). The maps varied based on the memo, but generally included elements of technical knowledge, broader political cultures, material constraints on
organizations’ activities, discourses on digital technologies, and a mix of local, state, and national
governing bodies. After constructing several memos and situational maps, I compared the content of each and pulled out themes that came up repeatedly throughout. This analysis is what led
me to focus on civic technology organizations, and in particular how they relate to the high-tech
industry and its attendant work cultures. I used this analysis to focus who I contacted for interviews during the second round in the summer of 2019 and to refine the questions in my interview
guide. It was also at this point that I decided to interview bureaucrats with local governments. I
had not anticipated the link between civic organizations and local government, and grounded
theory, situational analysis, and theoretical sampling helped guide me towards this new source
of data that was crucial to my analysis.
After conducting an additional 20 interviews (for a total of 38), as well as another three
months of participant observation with civic technology organizations, I returned to Kingston to
conduct the second and final stage of data analysis. This proceeded similarly to before: I transcribed the interviews and uploaded them to NVivo. I started with the set of codes that I had
finalized from my first round of analysis the previous summer. I used these as guideposts for the
analysis but did not limit my coding to these pre-existing codes alone. Rather, they sensitized me
to certain patterns, but my focus during this stage was also on adding depth and nuance to the
codes and using them to build out theoretical concepts. I again conducted three rounds of coding
where I began with a semi-open coding procedure, followed by refining codes and re-applying
them to all interviews.
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Limitations and Future Questions
Despite the strengths that qualitative methods in general—and grounded theory, theoretical sampling, and situational analysis in particular—afford this study, there are also strict limitations that
are important to acknowledge. First and foremost, I am limited in my analysis by who agreed to
be interviewed and which organizations consented to giving me access to their meetings and
events. There were several organizations which did not grant me access, and several interviewees
who I believed to be important players in the field turned down my requests. Undoubtedly, this
means I am restricted in how I can generalize my findings to all civic technology organizations in
the region. Similarly, because this study was not originally designed to focus solely on civic technology, I am analyzing a subset of a larger dataset. This means I did not dedicate all of my time
in the field to studying civic technology; I was limited in how many civic technologists I could
interview and how many events I could observe because my time was spread across dozens of
groups working on quite distinct subject areas.
This limitation is perhaps most significant when it comes to analyzing how civic technologists partner with bureaucrats. These relationships can take a long time to build, and often progress in fits and starts. Civic technologists and their municipal partners are both working on these
projects in their spare time, not as part of their paid employment, so they often get pushed to the
bottom of the to-do list when people get very busy. This means that it was difficult for me to
witness the entire lifecycle of a partnership between a civic technology project team and a government office; many projects I analyze in the following pages either began before I entered the
field or had recently stagnated, meaning I had to rely on participants’ recollection of events. Additionally, because I am particularly interested in how bureaucrats are adopting civic technology
practices in their work as a result of these partnerships, I would need to collect additional participant observation data from within government in order to come to any strong conclusions. On
this point, my findings are more suggestive than conclusive.
Lastly, although I outline above several advantages to focusing on the San Francisco Bay
Area, there is an argument to be made that this decision makes the study even less generalizable
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and could perhaps reinforce the idea that Silicon Valley is the center of the digital economy, thus
erasing many of the other (often overlooked) sites of production which are crucial to the success
of Big Tech firms. This is an important argument that I took very seriously, especially at the beginning of this project. However, I believe that because Silicon Valley has disproportionate power
to shape the kinds of technologies we get; because it is the birthplace of the Californian Ideology;
and, most importantly, because it has historically exported products and cultural ideas to other
regions, it is an important site for studying efforts to design for digital justice. If Silicon Valley
companies export digital technologies, cultural values, and ideologies, could they not also be exporting a new method for civic engagement? I return to this question in the concluding chapter,
but for now I want to emphasize that again my findings are more suggestive than conclusive.
Although there is some preliminary evidence that the language of civic technology—as well as
the critiques technologists make of the industry in terms of its labor practices and the types of
technologies it develops—are being taken up and absorbed by tech firms in order to buttress the
industry from future critique, additional research is required to really unpack this process and
investigate the extent to which this is taking place. Additionally, future research could make comparisons between the findings laid out in the following chapters and civic technology organizations in different regional contexts.
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Chapter 3
Is Tech Really Saving the World? Working Through the Contradictions of
High-Tech Labor
I meet Victor one weeknight in a San Francisco coworking space. We sit in overstuffed chairs near
a window overlooking the city’s evening commute. Victor volunteers with HConnect, an organization building a web site for homeless people looking to access local services and shelters. As
we start the interview, I ask Victor how he got involved with his current organization. “I guess
for me,” he begins, “it’s me being unsatisfied with the day job that I have, as far as giving local
impacts and doing good for the community that I’m a part of, which led me to this nonprofit.” At
his day job as a chemical engineer for a company serving water municipalities, Victor’s job is to
“make sure that cities across the U.S., now internationally as well, have clean drinking water
systems.” Although he recognizes this is important work—especially considering he grew up in
a town without clean drinking water—Victor still has trouble feeling, on a personal level, the
impact of his work. “I’m so far removed from the end product that I don’t really feel the impact
of what I’m creating,” he tells me. “Hence, you know, my search for other means to fulfill the
goal.”
Not long after, I shadow Jenna at a weekly hack night hosted by the civic technology
group where she volunteers. The room is filled with a half-dozen project teams scattered across
multiple tables, themselves each made up of several computer scientists, engineers, and developers. I sit with a team of five volunteers as they continue their work building a website for local
residents to explore campaign contributions to local elected officials. Near the end of the evening,
as the room starts to empty out, a volunteer approaches the team and introduces himself as Lin.
Lin tells us that he owns a startup and was recently “headhunted” by Google because they were
interested in buying his company. He explains that he tried volunteering with other civic tech
groups in the past but took issue with their policy that all code remains open source. “I own my
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code,” he explains, “I wrote it. It’s proprietary.” Despite this, Lin chose to attend tonight’s meetup
anyway, mostly to “get connected,” he says, despite the fact that he is moving to Southern California within the week. Not only does Lin express disappointment with civic technology, but he
has no intention of even staying in the region for very long. Yet here he is, at 9 o’clock on a weeknight, talking to other volunteers. What is going on?
Efforts to design for social justice have recently received greater attention in scholarly debates (Currie et al. 2016; Dencik et al. 2019; Hintz, Dencik, and Wahl-Jorgensen 2018; Maharawal
and McElroy 2018; Milan and ten Oever 2017; Taylor 2017). Digital technologies mediate more
and more of our social, political, and economic institutions: everything from pre-trial criminal
sentencing to welfare are now shaped by the design decisions of private actors building proprietary algorithms. But as inequalities become increasingly coded into technical infrastructures, so
too are resistance efforts. Indeed, some social scientists argue that in order to contest the hidden,
“black-boxed” (Pasquale 2015) inequalities within technical systems, civic and political organizations must mobilize counter-expertise to contest them (Costanza-Chock 2020). There are many
ways this resistance plays out: legal challenges in the courts; civil society representation in multinational stakeholder initiatives such as the World Summit on the Information Society; and efforts to increase the diversity of engineers working in tech firms building these algorithmic systems (Broussard 2018; Myers West 2020; Noble 2018). Although studies on these processes are
yielding important insights on the nature of resistance under network capitalism, researched less
often is how organizations designing for social justice conduct their work on a daily basis. What
exactly does it mean to design for social justice? Who gets involved in these groups and why?
How do volunteers conceptualize social problems to be solved, and how do they go about addressing them in practice? As the vignettes above illustrate, what may at the outset appear like
straightforward attempts to design for social justice can, in practice, be much more complicated.
This chapter shows how some efforts to design for social justice are bound up with the
structures and contradictions of high-tech workplaces in Silicon Valley. First, as my conversation
with Victor illustrates, engineers express some dissatisfaction with their workplaces, especially
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around their ability to create a positive social impact. Despite Big Tech’s promise that they are
changing the world, disrupting the status quo, and inventing a better future, many technologists
feel disenchanted with this narrative. They struggle to reconcile their personal experiences working in the tech industry with the dominant narrative about Big Tech as an unadulterated good.
The gap between their experiences and expectations has become even more salient for technologists in recent years as labor organizing in the tech industry has politicized engineers’ work on
many projects. But whereas tech labor activists respond to these contradictions by organizing
walkouts, circulating petitions, and refusing to work on specific projects, the civic technologists I
spoke to did something different. Civic technologists seek out volunteering opportunities that
allow them to use their technical skills to contribute to the common good.
Second, as my interaction with Lin suggests, many civic technologists understand the benefits of their volunteering in terms of how it facilitates networking and skill building. Even for
the more highly paid, highly educated engineers at some of the largest tech firms, employment is
quite precarious. Job security is nearly nonexistent, as workers are employed on limited term
contracts and jump from job to job every few years (Shih 2004). Networking and skill building
are critical, yet often unpaid, parts of attaining and retaining employment in the tech industry.
But engaging in this constant labor requires Foucauldian discipline: daily practices that facilitate
self-monitoring and internalizing values compatible with network capitalism. The technologists
I spoke with used their volunteering time towards this end. Civic technology provided a weekly
meeting time and space for networking and skill building, all while allowing volunteers to use
their technical skills to improve the common good.
This chapter shows how engineers and developers in the Bay Area tech industry organize
their volunteering experiences as a method for working through these contradictions. First, technologists feel disillusioned with the widespread assumption that the tech industry is unilaterally
contributing to the common good. Second, they are grappling with the expectation that they
should be constantly networking, building their skills, and seeking out the next employment
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opportunity. How technologists navigate these contradictions shapes how they approach volunteering and the consequences this has for the design decisions they make.

Working Through Disillusionment: Finding Civic Tech
Jenna and I sit down for our interview in a sunny San Francisco cafe during the bustling lunch
hour. After making small talk about how bad traffic had gotten in the city, I ask her to tell me
how she came to get involved in civic tech. She tells me:
I took a job in a company, and it’s not that they were doing unethical work, it was like, predominantly benefiting [other] companies,
and it was very profit-oriented, and it was great for my career. And
at some point, I just really felt like I wasn’t really doing much good
for people who actually really, really needed some good for them
being done. And I also just felt like my mindset was very different
than a lot of my colleagues. You know, it was a more conservative
company, people were not very politically minded. They were interested in different things than I was interested in, and that was a
little isolating as well.
She first responded to this situation by going on Meetup.com and signing up for various events
and joining multiple groups. This is how she first discovered a local civic technology organization:
I think I was really just looking for more people that cared about
the same things that I did, and just wanted the opportunity to work
on projects that allowed me to sort of, learn in a space where there
wasn’t like, a hierarchical ladder delegating what I can and cannot
do, and what is my role and what isn’t. And so, the opportunity to
build something that kind of mattered more. Not that, you know—
the work that I was doing was enterprise software, and benefits a
ton of people, and it enables them to do their job faster and easier.
But the end result of this is just profit for a large corporation. So, I
was like—this is not super fulfilling to me, beyond that like, creating successful experiences in digital spaces is fulfilling to me.
What is instructive here is what Jenna says she does not get from work. She was dissatisfied with
“just” helping her employer make money, so she looked for spaces where she could do something
“that kind of mattered more.” This belies an underlying assumption that deep personal fulfillment and the opportunity to contribute to the social good is something her job should provide but
does not. Jenna also expresses a desire to work in spaces without a “hierarchical ladder” and
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without someone telling her what to do. Instead, she wants to build digital technologies on her
own terms and to choose which aspects of a project she works on, all with the freedom to change
her mind if she wants to.
Jenna’s story is not unique; many civic technologists express comparable feelings of disillusionment and disenchantment with their workplaces while questioning the social benefit of the
products they are building. They tell remarkably similar stories about how they started volunteering in civic technology. Whereas the non-civic tech volunteers and activists recall their journey of getting involved as a process of political awakening, civic technologists instead tell stories
about their careers. Generally, the story goes like this: they got a job in the tech sector, but after
doing that for a few years, they started to feel unfulfilled with the work they were doing and
disenchanted with broader narratives about the tech industry disrupting social life for the better.
Joining a civic technology group is a way for them to feel like they are putting their tech skills to
good use.
These expectations and desires are not idiosyncratic. Network capitalism’s promise to
high-status, highly educated, cognitive workers is that their work environment will foster flexibility, creativity, networking opportunities, and personal fulfillment. As Boltanski and Chiapello
(2018) argue in The New Spirit of Capitalism, the move from industrial to network capitalism was
marked by a significant shift in management’s attitudes towards their high-status workers. Responding to criticisms that the industrial firm was rigid, hierarchical, and ultimately dehumanizing because it alienated workers from the products of their labor, management scholars encouraged executives to build firms that addressed these critiques: ‘Where the old firms were centralized, make them dispersed; where you once strictly dictated the tasks of your subordinates, be
more open, flexible, and adaptable. Rather than mass producing hundreds of thousands of identical products, make individualized, tailored goods that cater to ever smaller niches of consumers.’
Perhaps no sector embodies this new ideal more than the high-tech firms of Silicon Valley.
Early entrepreneurs in the Bay Area semiconductor industry explicitly contrasted their
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organizational approaches with what they saw as the top-down, hierarchical, massive technology
firms that populated Route 128 through the 1970s and 1980s (Saxenian 2000). More recently, Facebook—as I have argued elsewhere (Rider and Murakami Wood 2018)—depicts itself and its
products as embodying the ultimate ‘network’ form, as purely connective and non-hierarchical.
This is even reflected in the architecture of the company’s headquarters, which one Facebook
official described as “designed like a village, with town squares, a Main Street and the office
neighborhoods that are positioned a bit off the Main Street […] There is a sense of energy and
connection in the building, and you see people collaborating. That is the signal we want to send
recruits” (Avalos 2018). Additionally, a journalist with The Mercury News explained that “the
building’s design is intended to foster the internal community-building that mirrors the social
network’s goal of helping to connect communities worldwide” (Avalos 2018).
The Big Tech firms of the Bay Area, then, are heavily invested in making their employees
feel like their workplaces are welcoming of collaboration, networking, teambuilding, and creativity—qualities which they also ascribe to the products they are designing. This builds on the
region’s longer historical tradition of valorizing individual genius and disruptive innovation
(Barbrook and Cameron 1996; Turner 2009). The message tech firms are selling to their employees
is that they are changing the world for the better, one project at a time. But the technologists I met
feel disenchanted from this story, that somehow, they are not experiencing what they were promised.
Take Owen as an example. Owen started volunteering in civic tech several years ago and
recently secured a paid position with a civic tech nonprofit. He also experienced severe disappointment after working for a tech firm that claimed to be building technology for social good.
After graduating from college in the Midwest, Owen moved to the Bay Area to find a job in the
tech sector. He ended up working for an online petition web site and was initially very excited
about his new position: “it’s like, oh, this is kind of cool because you can like, drink the Kool-Aid
and be like—I’m using my software engineering skills to make something that is useful for people
and helps them express themselves and improve the word.” But, like other volunteers, Owen is
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now largely disillusionment with this narrative. “The way that the company went in terms of, up
to the 2016 election in the U.S.,” he pauses, looking around the café. “It kind of left me disenchanted with the whole online political organizing space, because our product ended up being
taken over by the alt-right.” He nods as my eyes widen. “Yeah. It was just like—it was toxic, a
toxic terrible place to be. And I’m like, oh god, like—we are facilitating this terrible stuff happening online.” He took a sip of his coffee. “So, I’m a little bit of like—disenchantment at the big
picture of, you know, we’re making tools that help people express themselves. It’s like, well, the
only people who are doing that are crazy people.” In response to this disenchantment, Owen
shifted his career from the private sector into civic tech. He got started by volunteering with a
local organization, which helped him secure his current job with a nonprofit.
Take Sacha as another example. Sacha moved to the Bay Area several years ago to attend
graduate school at a local university. Following graduation, he joined a startup doing software
engineering and data science. After working there for a year and a half, he “realized that, despite
whatever people say about startups, it’s not necessarily the best way to be changing the world.”
When I ask him to elaborate, he replies:
The ecosystem here is very intriguing. You have a lot of money, a
lot of people who are claiming that they’re changing the world. But
the reality is that the incentives are not trying to make you change
anything, especially when money is involved. And so, as a young
graduate, you want to believe that whatever cool technology you’re
working on is doing to be used for good […] The value creation
isn’t directed towards a social impact.
Sacha decided to leave the startup to establish his own nonprofit, PledgeTech, which aggregates
open-source projects from GitHub and matches the project’s needs with the skills of volunteers,
who he recruits from local tech firms.
For Jenna, Owen, and Sacha, their feelings about their day jobs motivated them to seek
out volunteering opportunities. They took particular issue with the lack of social impact—or, in
Owen’s case, a demonstrably negative impact—of their projects. These feelings run counter to
widespread narratives about Silicon Valley changing the world for the better. The technologists
also desire the freedom to choose which projects they work on without someone telling them
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what to do. These sentiments can be understood, I argue, as constituted by a sense that the promises of network capitalism are going unfulfilled (cf. Boltanski and Chiapello 2018). These affective
responses to their workplaces motivate tech workers to get involved in civic technology organizations. At the same time, they shape how technologists organize their volunteering experiences
and the kinds of organizational structures they construct in civic spaces. As I argue below, technologists deal with their disenchantment by building their ideal version of the workplace in civic
technology organizations.

Buffering Against Risk
I meet Samir at a massive mixed-use complex in the South Bay which combines retail spaces,
parks, and condominiums. As we order lunch, I learn that he grew up in the Bay Area in conditions he calls “pretty privileged.” After working for startups for a few years, Samir decided to go
to graduate school and received a master’s degree in computer science at a local university. While
attending graduate school, he decided he did not like working in the university’s library—or anywhere on campus, for that matter—and elected to rent out a desk at a coworking space to study.
As it turns out, a civic technology organization was holding their regular meetings at the same
workspace. “I was studying, and then I was networking in the space, and then the hack nights
would come there, so I stayed there,” he says somewhat nonchalantly. “So, I found it pretty easily.
I liked the co-founders, I liked the mission, I found like—I needed to test my development skills,
and management skills, and so I quickly joined up and started doing work with the team.” Eventually, Samir lost his position with the startup and took a job working for a local city. “It kind of
fit,” he explained to me, “because I was doing semi-government stuff on one end, and then civic
tech work on the other. It helped me see both sides of things.”
Samir, then, started volunteering in civic tech for several overlapping reasons. First, he
feels that because he grew up in relatively privileged circumstances, he is in a position to “give
back” to his neighborhood. Second, he wants to update and practice his technical skills, and civic
tech offers a relatively easy opportunity to do so. Third, since taking a job in the public sector, he
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wants to continue volunteering because it allows him to see “both sides of things”—meaning he
can approach a problem from the government side at his day job and from the community side
while volunteering. But do other volunteers get involved for similar reasons? In Samir’s view, “it
boils down to like, a few really want to make an impact, and have a few ideas. Some people just
make good friends in the group. Some people just want a project to gain experience. And then
some of us are in government and just want to keep going.” When I express some surprise, he
says, “Why do people come out to Meetup groups? It's for connection.”
As my interactions with Samir demonstrate, two core reasons technologists get involved
in civic tech volunteering is to network and build their skills. Such activities are distinctly recent
phenomena which emerged alongside the reorganization of capitalism through the second half
of the 20th century (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018). The high-tech industry, having emerged at the
peak of this shift, has long been characterized by mobile, flexible labor arrangements in which
companies rely on “time-to-market” production and hire contractors to do jobs previously held
by full-time employees (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018; Carnoy, Castells, and Benner 1997; Neff
2015; Shih 2004). Under these conditions, engineers and developers employed at tech firms engage in a form of “venture labor” where they come to understand the precarity of their jobs in
positive terms, such as encouraging “entrepreneurialism” and “risk taking”—good qualities in a
modern worker (Neff 2015).
Part of this risk-taking involves jumping from job to job, rather than working for a single
firm for decades and moving up the internal job ladder. Career mobility is now achieved through
“job hopping,” in which workers spend only a few years at a company before moving on to the
next opportunity (Shih 2004). These tech workers have reinterpreted job hopping not as a manifestation of increasing precarity, but as “taking initiative” (Shih 2004), “taking risks” (Neff 2015),
and having the drive to seek out new ventures (Saxenian 2000). This combination of market structures and cultural values is by no means wholly unique to Silicon Valley. However, it is still important to point out the normative, individualist ideology that permeates the region and which
“interprets the worker as an entrepreneur who can ultimately achieve success (and untold riches)
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in Silicon Valley’s high-tech industry through their own active efforts. In this vision, workers are
responsible for their own performance at work, for managing their own careers by persistently
gaining new skills and remaining marketable, and for constantly look [sic] out for opportunities
to advance via job-hopping” (Shih 2004:233).
But why do technologists use volunteering as an opportunity to build their skills and network with others, rather than attending a coding bootcamp or some other industry networking
event? Here, I argue that the structure of technologists’ time commitment is what distinguishes
civic tech volunteering from other skill building and networking opportunities. Take coding
bootcamps, for example. There are explicit learning outcomes, success and failure are clearly defined, and there are clear start and end points. Civic tech, however, is much more open-ended. It
is an ongoing commitment—volunteers attend weekly hack nights for as long as they wish to
participate. There are also no clear end points. Most projects are never really “complete” in any
obvious sense. Even when a product is released for public use, maintenance remains an ongoing
problem. Civic tech volunteering, then, is an ongoing, routine practice which provides a forum
where new tech workers can acclimate to the pace and expectations of the high-tech labor market.
Networking and skill building are configured as requiring consistent monitoring and improvement.
At the same time, though, technologists do not only get involved in civic technology because they want to maintain their employability. They also feel disillusioned from their jobs and
from broader narratives about Big Tech as unilaterally improving the social world. But part of
this disillusionment also extends to the more precarious aspects of their employment, including
pressures to acquire new skills, generate new contacts, and take on additional projects. Despite
their constant efforts on these fronts, the precarity never seems to translate into stability. When
volunteering, though, technologists can link these activities to tangible social outcomes, to positive things they are producing. Therefore, volunteering helps ease the contradictions they experience between their personal expectations and the reality of their workplaces.
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Alternative Career Pathways
Often, volunteers’ desire to update and practice technical skills dovetails with efforts to foster
new connections which could lead to future career changes—such as moving from private to
public sector employment or starting their own consulting firm or nonprofit. Precarious cognitive
workers network in order to build “back-up plans” to ease potential periods of unemployment
(Neff 2015). This is true of Lin, the volunteer introduced in the vignette that opens this chapter.
He attended a civic tech hack night without any intention of continuing to participate in the space
and knowing full well that he did not agree with the organization’s open source policy. What he
was doing was networking by talking about his experiences being “head-hunted” by Google in
order to demonstrate his technical aptitude (cf. Marwick 2013) while exchanging business cards
with other volunteers.
Volunteers with day jobs in the tech industry often try to use their volunteering experiences to move into public sector employment, especially for agencies using data and digital technologies to enhance public services. For example, Nathan explains that he found employment
with a local government agency through his involvement in civic tech volunteering. “I mean, I
may have found it outside that,” he tells me, “but it’s like—I got involved in civic technology,
and I got to know the community a little bit more, and the people—and one of the organizers
who worked for the city at the time told me like, hey, they’re hiring for this position.” Additionally, Paul intends to make the same move in the future but feels that he’s not in the right position
yet.
My understanding is that the GovTech side, they really aren’t set
up to take on newbies. They want people who know what they’re
doing, and are actually interested in doing it, not just trying to get
their foot in the door into tech and then move on to the next big
thing. So, I see a lot of people through [civic tech], that’s kind of
their goal […] Everybody for the most part there is involved in the
civic tech space in some way, they either know someone or they are
someone, so that’s kind of like the mixing ground for that.
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Thus, both Nathan and Paul characterize nonprofit, volunteer-driven civic technology organizations as a prime space for networking for people who want to make a career change into public
employment.
Dan, a retired professor at a local university and longtime resident of the Bay Area, tells
me a similar story. After retiring, he found that he had a lot of empty time to fill, so he sought out
volunteering opportunities that could give him the same excitement and challenge that he felt
when he was researching and teaching. He currently works on a project that makes it easier for
city residents to find information on city council meetings—a project which Dan and his teammates are adapting from a civic tech group on the east coast. In addition to seeking out civic
technology groups as a way to “do something technical,” Dan explains that he eventually hopes
to turn these experiences into a job. “I would love to get a job, but nobody wants to hire me,” he
tells me one late afternoon in his office. “And I’m not desperate enough to work in downtown
San Jose, it’s too far—the commute is too bad.” That being said, he explains, “I would really like
a job. I mean, I don’t need the money, but I just like getting paid […] I can see trying to get a
position—it would be lovely to get this going and then be a consultant to them, part-time.” In
fact, he points out, the original group that began the project on the east coast turned their project
into a business, “and now they sell themselves, offering this technology.”
Indeed, this occasionally happens to the most successful projects. If a project gets off the
ground, secures stakeholders, and generates excitement and interest among a larger group of
volunteers, project leads elect to move the project out of the civic tech group and use it as the
basis for forming a nonprofit or consulting firm. Samir went so far as to refer to the group where
he volunteers as an “incubator” for these types of ventures. Simon, for example, started his own
civic tech contracting firm after years of civic tech volunteering and organizing. After working
for an online petition site for a few years, Simon explains that he “decided to start hosting
Meetups in San Francisco for the civic tech crowd, people that are interested in using technology
to improve democracy, any way they were interested.” After becoming heavily involved in these
spaces, he decided to start his own firm which has been hosting “community building events for
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about four years, just bringing people together to understand what’s happening, what’s exciting,
what’s working, and to learn and share and get inspired, so that they can do this work.”
Overall, then, some civic technologists approach their volunteering with the goal of practicing and updating their skills, while others do so with the intent of moving into public sector
work. For this latter group, civic technology volunteer organizations are treated as a passage
point through which any technologists outside government employment need to pass through in
order to get a job working for a city. Additionally, volunteers also seek out civic technology organizations because they feel disenchanted with their paid jobs and desire an opportunity to put
their technical skills towards improving society in some way. These volunteers are also navigating a more precarious job market in which the intra-firm career ladder has been replaced with
inter-firm job hopping, requiring workers to constantly update their skills to maintain employability.

Building the Ideal Workplace
Civic technology organizations, then, are deeply intertwined with the dynamics, organization,
and pressures of high-tech labor markets. Not only do technologists seek out volunteering opportunities in order to work through their realization that tech really isn’t changing the world in
the way they initially believed, but they also use the space to network and build and practice their
technical skills. They hope to achieve some distance from the parts of the tech industry they find
problematic while working to prove that tech work can actually improve the world. In practice,
this means that they organize their volunteering experiences to simultaneously feel and not feel
like work.
I meet Paul outside a Philz Coffee on a surprisingly clear summer morning. The fog has
already burned off by 8 o’clock, a rarity for this time of year. We sit outside enjoying the early
sun as Paul tells me his journey to finding civic tech. He was making a career change into tech
work and wanted to improve his employability by building his skills. “I had to do a lot of practice,
like practicing programming, practicing working on projects,” he tells me. “And I figured, if I’m
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going to be doing that, there’s a lot of ways you could do it—you can build, like, a calculator
application just to practice the technique. But I figured, if I’m going to be practicing and creating
something, I might as well have something, some output that’s good, so, have some utility outside
of just, you know, me.”
Paul eventually found himself, somewhat unwittingly, as lead on a project mapping bike
lanes and hazards to bicyclists in a Bay Area city. He now has to decide not only what kind of
product the group should build, but how to run the group itself. To help with the process of
bringing on new team members, Paul recently wrote a document outlining the project, its current
status, and its needs.
I have a document that says, welcome to the project, here’s the project—so, my project is really like, five smaller projects that kind of
connect. So, I’ve outlined them, try to scaffold as clear as possible
without making it feel like work. Like, assign this to yourself and
I’ll check in in a week. It’s like, these are the ongoing large goals,
here’s the tactical goals, at various skill levels. I’ve tried to hit them
for like, good for beginners, more advanced, here’s the priority.
For Paul, an important element of the onboarding document is that it encourages volunteers to
decide for themselves where they want to contribute. He refrains from directly telling them what
to do, or even asking them to complete tasks within a certain time frame. “It’s hard to ask people
to own something when it’s a volunteering thing,” he explains to me.1 “I value people’s time. And
I don’t want to be like, hey, I’m now relying on you to build this thing out. So, I wait for them to
step up.”
Paul repeatedly emphasizes his desire to not make volunteering “feel like work.” He approaches this by not holding volunteers directly responsible for completing certain tasks, imposing deadlines, or even asking them to do something. He instead waits for them to “step up.” Why
is it so important for Paul to avoid making the bike project feel like work? He explains that “the

1

According to Metcalf, Moss, and boyd (2019:449), “owning” something is a phrase commonly used in
tech firms. It means “holding responsibility” for something, “often across multiple divisions or hierarchies within the organization. Typically, the ‘owner’ of a project does not bear sole responsibility for it,
but rather oversees integration of that project across the organization.”
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reason I don’t want it to feel like work is because we don’t have customers, we don’t have a
deadline, really […] I just want people to feel like they can come and go.” Here he prioritizes
volunteers’ freedom to choose how they spend their time and to join and leave projects as they
please. He later reiterates this point, explaining that “if I assign a task to someone, then they now
feel like they are struck on that channel, as opposed to having the freedom to be like, well I know
I said I’d do this, you’ve given me the opportunity to take a step back from this, which doesn’t
happen at work, and now I’m kind of liking it over here.” He sips his coffee. “You know, I just
want people to be able to relax and be themselves.” Again, Paul makes an explicit comparison
between volunteering in civic tech and working in the tech sector, arguing that being able to step
away from a project and look for different opportunities is not something that an employee would
be able to do.
Around the same time, I attend a meeting of a local civic tech organization where they
“onboarded” new volunteers. I later learn that this is a relatively new attempt by organizers to
streamline orientations for new members. In the past, project teams would spend the first few
minutes of the meeting introducing their projects in broad terms, pointing out their goals, the
status of what they were building, and what kinds of skills they were looking for. It would then
be up to new volunteers to move around the room, introducing themselves to teams and figuring
out who they wanted to join. The problem, according to Tyler (who is in charge of the onboarding
process), was that “it gets to the point where, so long as interest is consistent, project leads are
always distracted by having to repeat themselves and explain themselves all over again. So, to
that end, we wanted to up the productivity of project leads, while also not discouraging new
people to wander in.” Hence, they decided to do new member orientations once per month in
order to “shield” the project leads from excessive interactions with volunteers who may never
come back. This night is the second time the group is trying out the new system.
After introducing the organization’s mission, Tyler asks each project team to introduce
their project in 1-2 sentences. He then asks all the new volunteers to grab a chair and congregate
in a far corner of the room. We huddle together as close to the wall as possible so that we do not
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disturb the project teams. Once Tyler gets the projector working, he presents a slideshow with
more details about the group’s mission. “Empathy is our operating system,” he begins. We need
to have empathy for the people we work with and who our projects affect. Second, it is our responsibility, as members of this organization, to contribute to these projects—no one else is coming to help us. And lastly, we do not need to reinvent the wheel, but should acknowledge that we
can (and should) build on past successes, both here and in other civic tech groups. This also means
that we can prevent others from reinventing the wheel in the future by helping others replicate
the changes we make. Tyler then asks us to pair up and get to know our neighbor. I meet a young
man who had moved to the United States a little over two years ago. When I ask why he chose to
attend this meetup, he explains that he just finished a coding bootcamp and feels he needs to
practice working in project teams while continuing to refine his coding skills.
Tyler then calls us to reconvene as a group. It is time for us to mingle with the project
teams and find a place where we can “plug in.” “We’re going to have some organic mixing right
now in terms of how people plug into projects,” Tyler tells us. “Have courage! Walk up and chat
with them!” He also tells us not to feel discouraged if nothing seems to happen right away. “It
might take a few weeks to plug into a project. In the meantime, seed an idea that could have an
impact,” he advises. Tyler also encourages us to use the space to network with others and soundboard different ideas.
I have a good sense of the different project teams in the room, considering I have already
interviewed several volunteers from the group. But I wonder how the rest of the new members
are feeling about the exercise. I sit down with the team I am shadowing and type the following
in my field notes as I observed this “organic mixing”:
Two groups of new volunteers. One being led by Tyler; other three
new people sitting to the side. Awkward walking around. Not sure
how/when to introduce themselves to project teams? No signage/indication of which people belong to which groups. You have
to have an understanding of the projects and talk to individual volunteer leads to figure out who is in which group and then bring
yourself to walk up to them and introduce yourself.
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At one point, the boot camp graduate who I had met during the volunteer orientation walks up
to our group. He explains that he just finished a JavaScript bootcamp and is looking for a team
that needs Java coding. “Um, not, not really,” says Jenna. “But you might ask them,” and points
to a group on the other side of the room.
This series of interactions demonstrates another instance of Paul’s principle that civic tech
“not feel like work.” Volunteers are not told where to go, nor given in-depth descriptions of what
the projects entail. Instead, they are expected to have done this research themselves ahead of attending the meeting. The assumption is that everyone uses GitHub and knows how to read the
onboarding documents. The process in general is incredibly unstructured.
I argue that this is a manifestation of volunteers’ dissatisfaction with their workplaces.
Recall what Jenna said earlier in the chapter: that she sought out civic tech because she wants to
work in a space where there isn’t a hierarchical ladder delegating what she can and cannot do.
Paul, similarly, refrains from making “asks” of people because he does not want them to feel
stuck with tasks that they didn’t choose for themselves. In practice, this means that when new
members are onboarded, they are being introduced to this more idealized version of the tech workplace. The new member orientations show volunteers how civic tech is at once similar and different from what they do in their places of employment.

Corporate Social Responsibility and the Rise of Skills-Based Volunteering
As I have argued in this chapter, several institutional shifts unfolding over the past few decades
have shaped the organization, practices, and ethos of civic technology volunteering. The rise of
network capitalism (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018) has undermined the traditional mechanisms
of job security that high-status workers previously relied upon to advance through their careers.
At the same time, firms now endeavor to extract additional value from their employees by promising work that is rewarding, personally fulfilling, and creative. The problem, though, is that some
employees feel that these promises remain unfulfilled. Civic technologists expressed disappointment with how much of tech work is governed by the profit motive, despite companies’ claims
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to the contrary. Indeed, the past few years have seen a spike in the amount of news stories chronicling workers’ criticisms of tech companies. Tech workers are organizing at unprecedented rates
in companies where unions have been historically nonexistent, such as Google and Amazon. Engineers are voicing their opposition to projects they work on as part of their employment, including Google’s Project Maven—a Pentagon project building AI software for drone strikes (Shane
and Wakabayashi 2018). In the context of increasing skepticism about the ethics of many tech
companies and their products, firms are working to find new ways to pacify worker resistance.
Here, I demonstrate how corporate social responsibility (CSR) initiatives encourage skills-based
volunteering (SBV) among employees.
Although volunteering has a long tradition in the United States, corporate volunteering is
a more recent phenomenon, and corporate SBV even more so (Shachar and Hustinx 2019). In SBV,
employees with a particular skill set are encouraged to find volunteering opportunities that use
these same skills. These “more structured and skill-based volunteering schemes […] are increasing in number and scope, and appear to become an exemplary model of corporate volunteering,
particularly among high-tech, financial and service companies” (Shachar and Hustinx 2019:3).
Indeed, SBV has become so popular that the U.S. Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS), the federal agency that leads national service, volunteering, and grant-making efforts, published a report in 2015 outlining the benefits of SBV and encouraging companies to engage in these opportunities. The report explains that corporations “have found that engaging
their employees in nonprofit work increases those employees’ creativity and problem-solving
abilities, and is an effective means for building critical business and leadership skills” (Corporation for National and Community Service 2015:3). Additionally, “as companies continuously look
for ways to strengthen their image, they show their commitment to being good neighbors by
putting their vital human resources to work in their communities” (Corporation for National and
Community Service 2015:3).
Indeed, management scholars have also recently turned their attention to the potential
benefits of SBV for corporations. One study argues that corporations should embrace their
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employees as multifaceted persons who lead “dual-centric” lives, meaning that they value both
work and non-work activities (Bourne et al. 2009). The idea here is that when workers are encouraged to invest in non-work pursuits such as volunteering, there will be a “spillover” effect
wherein the fulfillment gained through volunteering will augment employees’ investment in
their jobs (Rodell 2013). Another study points out that “firms also reap the benefit of the new
skills acquired by volunteers during volunteering opportunities. Research shows that employees’
hours of volunteering are positively related to an increase in skills acquired from these experiences (Booth, Park, and Glomb 2009), which employees can then reinvest in their regular work
role” (Cycyota, Ferrante, and Schroeder 2016:323). Thus, there is increasing recognition amongst
management scholars that volunteering does not detract from workers’ investment in their jobs—
for example, by taking attention away from their work tasks—but that it can make them more
productive, creative, and loyal to their employer.
Cities and CSR: The Twitter Tax Break
Corporations are not the only ones who benefit from SBV. In the Bay Area, such initiatives are
also bound up in local governance practices. The devolution of responsibility from the federal
government to cities and spending cuts to welfare programs (Davidson and Ward 2018) have
opened up new possibilities and pressures for Big Tech to provide social services at the local level.
SBV is one avenue through which cities are attempting to leverage local tech talent to provide
social services.
One of the most notable examples in the Bay Area is the so-called Twitter tax break in San
Francisco. In 2011, as San Francisco was still reeling from the recession with a 9% unemployment
rate, Twitter announced it was leaving the city. The social media firm, founded in 2006, was preparing for its initial public offering (IPO). Part of this process included going on a hiring spree.
But hiring new employees in San Francisco comes with a price: the city imposes a 1.5% payroll
tax on companies located within city limits. Twitter took issue with this tax, claiming it disproportionately harmed tech companies whose employment rolls grow before their profits do. To
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save money on its tax bill, Twitter threatened to move to the nearby city of Brisbane, which did
not have a city payroll tax. Ed Lee, then Mayor of San Francisco, responded to the threat by not
only trying to retain Twitter in the city, but doing so in a way that would launch development
and investment in a neglected neighborhood: Mid-Market.
Mid-Market covers the Central Market region and parts of the Tenderloin district, a region of the city which has historically been beset with poverty and homelessness. Median household income in the Tenderloin was about $15,000 in 2015, one-sixth of the median of San Francisco
overall (Alfrey and Winddance Twine 2018). Because “policing practices and commercial redevelopment have pushed more and more of the city’s dispossessed into its territory, the Tenderloin
now functions as an over-crowded ghetto for the city’s most underserved” (Alfrey and
Winddance Twine 2018:508). Although serious crime in the area is relatively rare, locals perceive
the neighborhood as “an ungovernable part of the city with intractable social and economic problems” (McNeill 2016:503). For city leaders, then, Mid-Market was a perfect location for tech development. To attract companies to the neighborhood, the city council passed the “Central Market/Tenderloin Payroll Tax Exclusion” in April 2011.
To mitigate against any displacement that could result from the tax break, while also encouraging tech workers to get involved in their new neighborhood, the City of San Francisco
required that any company taking the tax break and who had payrolls of over $1 million to enter
into a Community Benefits Agreement (CBA) with the city. Proponents of CBAs argued the agreements could protect neighborhoods against the consequences of tech-driven development in the
area, facilitate connections between tech workers and the Mid-Market neighborhood, and enroll
tech firms in solving some of the most pernicious social problems facing the area. Each CBA was
signed for one year, and companies re-filed CBAs each year they took the tax break. In 2013, the
year the policy went into effect, six companies submitted CBAs, including Twitter, Yammer,
Zendesk, and Zoosk.
As part of the process of instituting CBAs, the City established a Citizen’s Advisory Committee for the Central Market and Tenderloin Area (CAC). The CAC was tasked with negotiating
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the CBAs with each company and recommending whether the City Manager should approve or
reject each agreement. Early on, the CAC made several suggestions to companies about what they
could do to meaningfully impact inequality and displacement in Mid-Market. These suggestions
included: starting an acquisition fund to be used to buy up affordable housing to take it off the
market; preventing rent hikes; helping to upgrade electricity in single room occupancy hotels,
which are common in Mid-Market; building free public wi-fi for the surrounding neighborhoods;
and requiring companies to spend at least 30% of their catering budget on Mid-Market businesses
(Waxmann 2019). These suggestions were all rejected by tech companies as “not in their wheelhouse” or simply outside the scope of what they wanted to do, according to one CAC member.
The CBAs that were eventually approved by the City Manager were heavy on SBV. Twitter’s 2013 CBA, for example, “encourages” employees to volunteer with local nonprofits such as
Black Girls Code, Project Homeless Connect, and the Tenderloin Tech Lab. The company also
opened NeighborNest, a learning center across the street from their headquarters in Mid-Market
which provides classes and workshops for finding affordable housing, building digital literacy
skills, and teaching kids how to code. It also has a computer lab with access to the internet, printers, and a fax machine. Twitter employees are paid to volunteer at the NeighborNest to run various coding courses and workshops. Twitter also runs a blog which chronicles the activity at the
center and highlights employees’ contributions. On one recent post celebrating the center’s fouryear anniversary, one employee is quoted as stating: “Volunteering at the Nest helps me think
empathetically about users in our community and thus makes me a better, more intuitive engineer. It reminds me that I am blessed and helping others is a gift I give myself.” Here, the employee directly relates their volunteering experiences with their identity—and employment—as
an engineer.
Running Corporate Events in Civic Tech
Over the course of my fieldwork, I met three different civic tech organizations who run corporate
volunteering events to engage technologists in SBV. The organizations host events—lasting
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anywhere from a few hours to a full workday—where they recruit technologists from a single
company to work on a particular problem. For example, Sacha’s nonprofit PledgeTech hosts corporate hackathons where they get employees together to contribute to an open source project of
their choice for a single day. When I ask him why he hosts corporate events, he explains that
PledgeTech is working towards “aligning incentives. The money is usually on the corporate side,
and it has incentives to have their employees volunteer and do more good, whatever the incentives are. It might be PR, it might be team building, it might be that they want to give back. But
the incentives are there. So, our job is to help them do that better.” This is particularly interesting
given Sacha’s earlier explanation of why he left private sector employment to start his own nonprofit—that the “reality is that the incentives [in startups] are not trying to make you change
anything, especially when money is involved.” In this sense, then, Sacha uses civic technology
corporate events to build incentives for tech firms to better contribute to the social good.
Some of these incentives, as Sacha mentions above, include improving a company’s public
relations (PR) and team building amongst technologists. Companies, according to Sacha, are interested in “both internal and external” PR. It's not only about external concerns about "associating your brand and your name with good causes,” but about internal concerns of “making sure
that you attract the best talent, and this is part of that process.” Tech firms have recently expressed
concern over their ability to retain talent due to the rising cost of living in the Bay Area and of
growing tech employment opportunities in other (cheaper) American cities (Fagan 2018). Sacha
understands PledgeTech as intervening in this problem by providing volunteering opportunities
to boost employee morale. “It’s hard to hire talent,” he explained to me, “so they want to do
everything they can do, not only hire but retain talent. Doing projects like this is a good way to
give them a bigger sense of purpose and everything, right? So, it’s actually quite important, for
the retention problem, but also for attracting talent.”
Team building also plays a major role in “internal PR” in that attracting and retaining tech
talent is easier when employees feel personally connected and bonded with other members of
their project team. As Sacha explains, it is important for companies to build “moments like this
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where it’s maybe not as stressful as work, and people can get together. A lot of volunteering
opportunities that happen in the Bay Area, but increasingly everywhere else, are team based.”
One of the core benefits of team and skills-based volunteering, then, is that it is organized like
work but doesn’t feel like work even as it directly contributes to work morale. Indeed, Sacha emphasizes this point when he explains that “some of the incentives are, especially for engineers, is first,
how do we make our employees happy? And part of that, you know, thinking about volunteering, is the feel-good aspect. How do you give your employees a feeling that they’re giving back,
and that they’re using their skills and their time for good?”
Sometimes, these corporate events are structured to educate technologists about the
causes and dynamics of local social problems. Victor, who runs the corporate events for HConnect, educates employee participants in two ways. First, HConnect brings along individuals who
are currently or formerly homeless to sit with technologists as they vet the information in a database of local homeless services. “We always emphasize that this is your chance to talk to them
and learn from them, and what they can learn from you as well,” Victor explains. They tell volunteers to “be aware of the fact that you’re not just here for data vetting. That’s a key selling point
that they’re looking for.” Thus, they encourage technologists to ask the “community reps” questions about their experiences being homeless while they clean up the online database. Second,
Victor explains to me that many companies request HConnect give a presentation about homelessness as the beginning of the hackathon. “They might have the money, they might have the
willingness to help, but when it comes down to people asking them, like, how bad is Bay Area’s
homelessness? They don’t have the numbers. They don’t know what’s going on, they just know
it’s bad. So, the educational aspect of what we do.” These comments are particularly interesting
given that Victor begins the interview by pointing out that his involvement in HConnect “might
be funny because I don’t have any previous knowledge on homelessness issues nor any social
justice or digital equity.”
Thus, these corporate SBV events are more than simple PR exercises to improve a tech
firm’s brand. They require buy-in from multiple groups, including nonprofits, employees, and
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management. And, as Shachar and Hustinx (2019:1) have recently argued, these kinds of volunteering events “extend beyond instrumental interests of particular corporations” to constitute “a
governmentality technique that molds employees’ subjectivities and maintains their wider commitment to capitalism.” The authors outline four different mechanisms that help shape employees’ subjectivities, and here I want to focus on what they call “nurturing ethical identity and coherence.” Similar to Sacha’s articulation of “internal PR” above, Shachar and Hustinx (2019) argue
that what distinguishes SBV from other CSR initiatives is that it encourages employees to demonstrate to themselves and others that their technical skills can, and do, create positive social change.
Over time, the authors observe that “employees identified themselves not only with their workplace but also with the broader project of capitalist accumulation—an adherence that is ‘ideological’ in the sense developed by Chiapello (2003): a stimulating discursive structure that keeps
individuals engaged in their routinized actions, particularly at the workplace” (Shachar and Hustinx 2019:22). I turn to this point in the next section.

The Promises and Pitfalls of Civic Technology
What initially seem like straightforward attempts to design for social justice, upon empirical investigation, turn out to be complicated processes of grappling with the contradictions of hightech work under network capitalism. Civic technologists aim to make government services more
accessible, efficient, and transparent by helping city agencies leverage digital technologies to simplify their work and increase civic engagement in local government. The project-based structure
of the organizations, where volunteers work primarily with their project teams, can arguably
have a positive effect by allowing for a greater diversity of ideas to circulate in the space and for
a more equal distribution of participation amongst volunteers. Indeed, the groups certainly have
their share of successes. It would be difficult to argue that making it easier for the average citizen
to access campaign finance data is not a worthwhile project. The push to make local governments
“do more with less” in light of ongoing, seemingly perpetual budget crises and diminishing
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funding for social services can be an important stopgap measure in making sure residents continue to have access to the services they need.
But there are underlying dynamics that can have potentially negative consequences. As I
have shown in this chapter, technologists get involved in civic tech because they want to practice
and build their skills, as well as network to buffer against potential future unemployment, generate alternative career opportunities, and maintain their employability. They also feel unfulfilled
at their day jobs in the tech sector. They express frustration that their work only contributes to
their employer’s bottom line, rather than something that has a positive impact. Despite the dominant narrative about Big Tech—that it is changing the world and disrupting backwards social
processes and institutions—volunteers question whether their work is actually an unadulterated
good. Civic tech provides them with a space to work through these contradictions. It offers a
sense of freedom and accomplishment that regular employment does not.
But this raises some fundamental questions about what kinds of politics are coming out
of these groups. If a volunteer’s goal is to practice their Python because they just completed a
bootcamp, this will shape how they conceptualize social problems to be solved and which project
team they choose to join. Indeed, I witnessed this at a hack night, where a volunteer moved from
group to group asking if anyone needed a JavaScript coder. Although I explore this point with
more depth in the next chapter, for now it is important to point out that volunteers’ desire to
build skills can severely narrow the scope of their design interventions.
Civic engagement which seeks to realize a more ideal version of a high-tech workplace is
also not likely to critique the capitalist structures that underpin contemporary inequalities. Many
cultural values and practices are taken for granted as universal goods: that your job is the source
of personal meaning and fulfillment, and that creating digital networked technologies is the best
way to address inequality. To put it simply, civic technology is in many ways compatible with
network capitalism. In some instances, it can augment Big Tech’s capital accumulation. By
smoothing over the contradictions many technologists feel in their workplaces, civic technology
arguably pacifies resistance and channels it into avenues productive for Big Tech. Tech firms
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benefit from the success stories coming from civic tech organizations, as these cases demonstrate
(a) the moral goodness of tech workers who donate their skills to improve government; (b) that
government itself can be improved by recruiting technical experts; and (c) that the Big Tech is a
Good Citizen. These stories take on particular importance in the Bay Area, which has seen rising
frustration amongst residents with the impacts Big Tech and its employees are having on rising
housing costs, traffic congestion, and gentrification.
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Chapter 4
Engineering Solutions to Social Problems
Jenna and I are nearing the end of our interview, but I still have a few questions I want to ask. We
have already spoken about why she volunteers in civic technology and the current project she is
working on. But I am still curious about her thoughts on the broader impact of civic technology.
When I ask about this, Jenna responds by recounting what she believes to be one of the more
successful civic tech projects, where a team digitized the application process for food stamps:
For individuals who already have food stamps, they have no idea
how much is in their account, and there was no easy way to find
out. And how humiliating to be at the grocery store, and you’ve
picked out items and you’re kind of praying that you have enough
money, and then you don’t. And then everyone behind you is like
‘ehhh,’ like giving you the stink eye. And then you have to start
taking items out. Just small items that other people have no problem buying. It’s such an indignity […] People are mad at government because food stamps are good but using food stamps was an
indignity. They don’t consider — dignity is not a factor. It needs to
be a factor, and it’s not.
Jenna starts to tear up. “I’m sorry,” she pauses. “I think you need to live like that, to really know.”
Another long pause. “I don’t know why,” she falters, pausing again for a deep sigh. “Yeah, I do.
It’s important. It’s important. And like, I don’t want to say I have tech success guilt. Although,
maybe I do, a little. I just think we haven’t been putting our efforts in the right place. And this is
like, a little bit of effort I can put in the right place.”
In Chapter 3, I argue that technologists approach civic tech as an opportunity to work
through the contradictions of their workplaces. Precarious labor markets pressure technologists
to continuously update and practice their skills while building networks to be leveraged during
unemployment or when switching jobs. At the same time, technologists express disillusionment
with the promises of network capitalism—namely, that their employment will deliver personally
fulfilling work in a nonhierarchical workplace. As a result, volunteers organize their volunteering
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experiences such that they manifest an idealized version of their workplaces, proving to themselves and each other that tech can be used for good.
However, as the vignette that opens this chapter demonstrates, the fact that volunteers
are motivated by labor concerns does not mean they are ambivalent about improving the common good. In fact, quite the contrary. Volunteers repeatedly express their hope that they are
‘making a difference,’ that they are having a real material impact on the daily lives of residents,
bureaucrats, and nonprofit staff. They express concern about the housing crisis, homelessness,
and the unregulated technology industry. It would be inaccurate to characterize civic tech as
nothing more than another tool which technologists use to improve their employability. The civic
retains a distinct presence in these spaces.
The question is, then: how exactly do civic technologists combine their labor market concerns and work practices (as outlined in Chapter 3) with civic goals and ideals, and with what
consequences? I draw here on Lichterman and Eliasoph's (2014:809) definition of “civic action”
as occurring when participants are “coordinating action to improve some aspect of common life
in society.” This means that, in the course of volunteering, technologists must conceptualize what
“improvement,” “common life,” and “society” actually look like. What is a social problem, and
how can we solve it? How do we know when we’ve been successful, and how do we respond to
failure? How technologists answer these questions provides a window into how they imagine
themselves as part of a broader collective, what they understand to be “just” and “unjust,” and
what they believe are the best methods for realizing their vision for a better society.
I argue in this chapter that when civic technologists try to address social problems, they
do so via three key practices: reverse engineering, scoping out projects, and scaling up solutions.
The first two practices capture how civic technologists end up proposing digital technologies as
solutions to social problems. First, reverse engineering occurs when volunteers start with the technology they want to build, and then conceptualize a social problem which this technology could
address. For example, say a new volunteer comes to a group hoping to practice a certain coding
language. As I argue in Chapter 3, civic tech organizations are a relatively accessible and low54

stakes site for recent coding bootcamp graduates to practice a newly learned coding language, as
well as for long-time engineers and developers to update their tech stacks and practice project
management, all while contributing to the common good. A frequent starting point for these volunteers is the public datasets published by city governments. Volunteers take the skills they wish
to build and direct them towards exploring, visualizing, and mapping out public data to find
patterns and trends. The answer to the question “what is a social problem?”, then, is reverse engineered from available skills and data, and in a way which positions their project as a solution. In
other words, volunteers start with a solution and devise the problem it solves backwards from
there.
In other instances, civic technologists come to the group with a social problem they wish
to address. When this happens, they proceed to scope out a civic tech project by stripping away
the layers of political, economic, and organizational complexity that characterize the problem
until what remains are the “low-hanging fruit,” or the easy techno-fixes which volunteers can
make with comparatively little investment and which require minimal long-term maintenance.
This process unnecessarily narrows the scope of civic technologists’ potential interventions by
removing from discussion any aspect of a social problem which cannot be addressed with digital
technologies. At the same time, it produces feelings of immediate success amongst volunteers,
who believe that they have made a concrete impact on the lives of their community partners.
However, I argue that scoping out can actually be understood as part of an affective economy of
failure (Appadurai and Alexander 2020), where volunteers replace an acknowledgement of the
limitations of their techno-fixes with a valorization of addressing the “low-hanging fruit.”
These two approaches to answering the question “what is a social problem?” serve as the
foundation for the third practice which characterizes volunteers’ civic action: exporting and scaling up projects. As they construct their projects, civic technologists consider whether they can
import a pre-existing project from another city, and conversely, how they can facilitate exporting
their project upon completion so that others may adopt it. The practice of importing and exporting projects assumes that there are commonalities across local social problems—that they all, to
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some degree, have similar causes and play out in comparable ways. This assumption makes it
possible for civic technologists to work towards creating universal solutions to local social problems. Universal solutions only need to be slightly modified in order to be adopted in cities across
the U.S. (or, as some teams claim, across the world). Additionally, civic technologists work to scale
up their projects: they try to expand their project into a platform which can be used for multiple
purposes by ‘all’ residents. The upshot of these practices is that they distance civic technologists
from the politics of their work. Engaging in local civic action can require getting involved in political disputes and grappling with local histories of racism and nativism. However, when technologists make their projects exportable and scalable, they distance themselves from the politics
of their projects (and their partnerships with local government and nonprofits) by (a) abstracting
to universals, as with importing and exporting, and (b) displacing the politics of their projects
onto how future users with use the technology—rather than their own design decisions—as with
scaling.
These practices represent volunteers’ efforts to make tech work (its organizational, technical, and moral dimensions) serve the common good. Although they can make important interventions in how some social services are delivered, these practices also tend to depoliticize and
unnecessarily narrow the potential effectiveness of civic technology projects by removing the social in favor of technical solutions. I conclude this chapter by arguing that these practices are
shaped by the ethos of civic technology: a collective, majoritarian understanding of the ethical
values which guide the design of civic technologies towards the common good, and which itself
is a combination of various economic, political, and scientific ideologies. The civic technology
ethos values universal solutions, projects which scale, and quick techno-fixes. The consequence
of this ethos, I conclude, is that it can funnel discontent with the tech industry into avenues that
reinforce its dominance.
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Reverse Engineering Social Problems
The first way volunteers construct civic technology projects is by creating opportunities to practice their technical skills. As I explain in Chapter 3, many volunteers come to civic tech groups
because they are enrolled in, or recently graduated from, a coding bootcamp and are looking for
an opportunity to practice their newly learned skills. These volunteers typically either join an
existing project which needs the skills they are practicing, or they start their own project. In the
latter case, they often begin by downloading publicly available, city-run datasets. These datasets
include information on a variety of programs (like transportation) or community concerns (like
calls to 311 reporting potholes or abandoned cars). Public datasets serve as a frequent starting
point for volunteers, partly because they are easily accessed and open (the latter being an important political priority for civic technologists), and partly because using city-collected data
might make it easier for bureaucrats to eventually adopt their projects. Essentially, available and
desired technical skills and public datasets shape how projects are constructed.
But where do grassroots social problems fit into this equation? In this section, I argue that
one way which civic technologists construct projects is by reverse engineering social problems. This
means that they start with public datasets and the skills they want to build, without any preconceived notion of the social problem they are trying to solve. Rather, these volunteers conceptualize a social problem much later in the process, once they are working toward a completed product
and are trying to find users to adopt it. The answer to “what is a social problem?”, then, depends
on who they hope will eventually adopt the technology, and for what purposes. Successful civic
tech projects are ones which provide opportunities for volunteers to practice their technical skills
and, ideally, which find a community partner willing to adopt their technology—regardless of
how the partner actually ends up using it. In these cases, volunteers’ understanding of the social
problem they are solving is quite fluid, and shifts depending on the project’s potential adopter.
The upshot of this method for constructing civic tech projects is that they (a) reproduce inequalities embedded in city-run datasets, and (b) bypass many community concerns in favor of narrow
technical solutions.
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Negotiating Skills, Finding Data
“It’s a huge problem. It’s a huge problem.” Tyler is running late for his next meeting but is willing
to spare me a few additional minutes. I had just asked him about something I noticed at a recent
tech event: the sheer amount of time and effort that goes into negotiating a particular project’s
tech stack. “Sorry, let me downplay that a little bit,” he adds, laughing. “It’s a consistent problem,
is what it is. I think it’s a problem that speaks not just to civic technology, but to technology
collaboration in general.” I nod, double-checking the time. “There’s so many tools and languages
and approaches under the sun, that even in the civic technology context, people differ on how the
project should be built out. We can agree on the ‘what,’ but the devil is in the details, and aligning
on the ‘how’ is a consistent issue.”
Tyler recently organized a hackathon bringing together civic tech volunteers and community partners (mainly government bureaucrats and nonprofit organizations) to address the latter’s needs. In preparing for the event, Tyler spent a lot of time negotiating the day’s goals with
the community partner—a process he refers to as setting “realistic” expectations. In doing so, he
had to consider volunteers’ skill sets. As he explains it, “in designing [the event] such that our
projects could appeal to a broad range of skills and interests, and then knowing that the skill sets
of the participants would be all across the board—that was a very lucky, but still effective, model
for trying to get people in the room and then in one day, prototyping solutions that can be immediately adopted by partner organizations.” In other words, the projects that eventually made it to
the hackathon were structured not only around what the community partners would find useful,
but the skills of the “people in the room”—the skills volunteers already had and those they
wished to practice. This also means that civic technologists participating in the event selected
projects to work on based on their skill set, rather than solely on whether they found the project
politically important.
Thus, in the reverse engineering approach, skills are one of the driving factors shaping the
direction of projects. Consider the example I outline in Chapter 3: at an “onboarding night” at a
local civic tech group—an evening when the organization delivered the new volunteer
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orientation—I witnessed one new recruit move from group to group asking whether any teams
needed help with JavaScript. There was no opportunity to discuss the politics of their work nor
brainstorm possible social problems which they could address. In other words, there is no infrastructure in place for political education. Instead, new volunteers focus on their skills and where
they can “plug in” to existing projects. If this does not work, Tyler encourages them to “seed an
idea” for a future project they could start together.
When volunteers decide to start their own project, a common starting point is the public
datasets many Bay Area cities publish to their respective open data portals. Because many civic
technologists hope their project will eventually be adopted by a local government department,
using city-run data is the likely best bet for ensuring the technology will eventually be used—and
has the benefit of being freely available. Once they select a dataset, they conduct exploratory research, which one volunteer describes as “trying to show patterns, looking at the larger trends.”
For example, Nathan explains one project as “basically looking at historic transit data over a long
period of time. [The project team] pulled that data from the open data portal the city has. Trying
to like, analyze and visualize that over longer periods of time.” He also describes another project
which uses fire incident data to find “indicators” which “predict the likelihood of a fire occurring.”
I argue that starting with these datasets leads civic technologists to conceptualize the social problems they are solving in very narrow ways which typically relate to increasing the efficiency of bureaucratic processes, rather than a grassroots community concern. For instance, by
analyzing the fire incident data and trying to find indicators that predict the likelihood of a fire
occurring, civic technologists hope these insights will allow firefighters for be more prepared for
fires happening in certain locations—thus maximizing their use of time and resources. The problem being conceptualized here is that firefighters could better optimize how they prepare for fires
in the city. The volunteers did not come to the group with this idea, nor did it emerge from a
process of collective political education, but from an exploration of the public dataset.
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As another example, let’s return to the project analyzing public transit data. The dataset
the team uses includes information about door open and close times, how often buses reach their
stops on-schedule, and ridership numbers (by line, by stop, and overall). According to one volunteer, the team realized at one point that “a bus stop, for example, during certain times, there’s
the sort of variation in the time that the bus shows up compared to when it’s scheduled to show
up.” The volunteers frame this discrepancy as a social problem—buses are not running on-time—
which can be solved using a website or mobile application. As Nathan describes it, the goal of the
project “is to get people more involved, so like, increase public participation in public transit.
Somebody might feel that their bus is always late, or always not on-time, and then they can see,
okay yeah, it’s not. Then they can voice that to the transit authority or participate in community
meetings that they have […] and like, affect change.” Additionally, a document summarizing the
project states that the goal of the app is to “empower riders to have more accurate expectations
about the current state of the system.” A press release announcing the completion of the app
explains that “this product is designed for people trying to decide which form of transit to take
between Points A and B, so that they can better understand what to expect.”
In this example, the social problem being addressed is a specific one: not only are buses
not showing up on-time, but residents lack access to data about transit time discrepancies which
they could use to more efficiently choose which transit type and route to take and perhaps to
lobby politicians to address the issue in the future. The assumption here is that if people have
greater access to data, they not only can make more informed decisions about how they use transit
(and thus optimize their transit use) but prove to policymakers that buses are not showing up
when the timetable says they will. Additionally, Nathan’s framing of the project positions data
as a necessary precondition for civic participation. Residents may “feel that their bus is always
late,” but they need hard data to see “okay yeah, it’s not.” I should also note that at no point did
volunteers (or the team’s published materials) mention that they researched transit riders’ concerns before building out the application. If team members had at any point done user research,
they did not include it in a description of their project. Thus, volunteers’ understanding of the
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problem was reverse engineered from their exploration and analysis of a public dataset and how
they imagined potential users of the technology.
Or take another example which follows a similar trajectory: one team’s efforts to visualize
local crime data. The initial goal of the project, according to one volunteer, was to try to make it
easier for police departments to report statistics on crime to federal authorities. At first, the team
tried to “pitch this as sort of a way for the police department to save time on processing [the data],
because they can do it more easily, sort of like, essentially draw a shape or polygon on the map,
and get all the crimes that occur within there, and then easily map like, how we represent the
crimes to what the federal reporting requirements are.” The team was, however, unsuccessful in
convincing the police department to adopt the technology. As a result, they “decided to pivot, so
instead of trying to work with the police department to pitch it as that kind of tool, they’re going
to like, essentially make it more user-friendly and publish it to community organizations as a way
for them to keep up-to-date with crimes that are going on, because apparently that’s something
that specifically neighborhood organizations and community organizations are interested in.” In
this case, the project team changes their understanding of what social problem they are solving
based on how the technology is going to be used. At first, team members construct the problem
they are solving as relating to police departments’ administrative work—specifically, inefficiencies in how police report crime data. But after the police department declines to adopt the technology, they seek out another potential adopter—eventually settling on universities—and reconceptualize the problem as being the bureaucratic burdens facing school administrators.
Interestingly, the team’s failed efforts at getting police to use their product is retroactively
labeled “user research” in their published reports. For instance, in a press release by one of the
project’s philanthropic funders, conversations between volunteers and the police department are
referred to as “interviews” and the entire process as “in-depth user research.” This clashes with
how the volunteer describes the team’s attempts to get their product adopted. Additionally, the
press release describes the decision to pivot to universities as “a great example of why user research is critical to the product development process.” However, in my interview with Nathan,
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no mention of user testing ever came up. When providing histories of particular projects, rarely
do volunteers mention user testing or research as a component in a project’s development, let
alone an important or central one. Indeed, at a civic technology event I attended, a technologist
delivering the morning keynote was met by applause when they encouraged volunteers to “work
lean, iterate quickly, and don’t spend too much time planning—just start!” Only later in the process, when working through subsequent iterations, should they “inform iterations with data
about user behavior.” Samir told me as much, explaining that “at least for the first iteration, we
can build it. But when we get to a second iteration, really study what’s going on, how people react
to what’s currently there.” In short: potential users of the technology are included later in the
project development process, if at all, and when they are it is to respond to the pre-existing technology rather than inform the conceptualization of the project itself.
Conceptualizing Social Problems
Ultimately, this means that when reverse engineering, volunteers start with available skills and
datasets rather than a particular conceptualization of a grassroots social problem. This is reflective
of what Sims (2017:13) calls “rendering technical”: the process by which “experts imagine and
conceptualize the worlds into which they plan to intervene as both intelligible with, and amenable to, the instruments they have on hand.” When this approach is taken, “the fixes that experts
have on hand shape the problems that they construct, and new technologies and techniques for
intervening lead reformers to construct new problems” (p. 13).
At the most basic level, this means reverse engineered projects are fundamentally shaped
by the structure of public datasets. If, for instance, there is no public data on a particular trend,
institution, or process, it is much harder for civic technologists to establish a project on that issue.
Jenna points this out as a problem in her city, which she describes as “pretty good about sharing
data, but it’s not great, and there’s certain issue areas where it’s not sharing anything at all, and
they’re often the most controversial ones. So […] anything to do around housing, I don’t know of
any—I haven’t seen any data on evictions.” This is one reason among several for why there are
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so few civic tech projects addressing housing, despite the fact that almost every volunteer tells
me that it’s one of the biggest issues facing the Bay. Similarly, relying on public datasets as representative of the most pressing local social problems can lead to skewed understandings of what
residents understand to be important issues. In other words, the assumption is that because there
is public data about it, it must be an important community concern, which is not necessarily the
case.
The structure of datasets themselves can also obstruct certain aspects of problems.
“There’s questions we want to answer but can’t,” Jenna tells me. For instance, the public data the
city makes available on campaign finance contributions hides donors’ home addresses. Although
Jenna agrees these should not be made public, it means volunteers are unable to make certain
(and perhaps some of the most important) calculations. “We get the zip code and the city,” she
says, “but our zip codes don’t actually align with the city districts. So, when you’re calculating a
race like, a council member, and that’s a district-specific position, you can’t do calculations like,
how much funding from outside the district is the candidate getting?” The structure of the dataset—and how it is made available to volunteers—constricts the kinds of questions volunteers
can ask and how they can use the data to address aspects of a particular problem. How the data
is collected, its level of granularity, and how certain data points are categorized and labelled can
all affect the trends and patterns technologists draw from the data—which ultimately shapes how
the volunteers conceptualize the social problems they are solving.
But beyond issues relating to the politics of public datasets, reverse engineering social
problems is a practice which produces very thin understandings of social problems, and often
ones that are not rooted in community concerns. I did not witness sustained political discussions
about the nature of social problems during my time observing civic technologists—in fact, a few
volunteers remarked that they were working on projects that they did not feel were particularly
important, or at least not addressing their priorities in terms of social inequalities. Dan, for example, tells me he would prefer to work on the campaign finance project, rather than the one he is
currently on. “Politically, I would have liked to do that best,” he explains. “But when I heard
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about all the tools they talked about, they were very complicated […] Using a lot of JavaScript
and other things, which would have been much harder for me to do.” He ultimately decided to
join his current team because the project “uses Python, and I’m comfortable enough in Python.”
Even Jenna, who is animated during our interview about the importance of her project, was not
all that interested in it when she started. “Not that I was so into campaign finance going in,” she
told me, “but like so many things, it becomes more interesting the more you learn about it.”
Thus, by starting with the coding languages they wish to practice and the public datasets
the city publishes, civic tech volunteers construct social problems in ways that are rooted in a
technology’s perceived capabilities—not in grassroots community issues. These problems tend to
be ones relating to efficiency and optimization—such as helping bureaucrats save time when reporting crime statistics, or helping residents optimize their transit routes. When compared to the
list of social problems volunteers provide when asked what they believe are the most pressing
problems facing the Bay Area, there is very little overlap with the reverse engineered projects. By
rendering technical (Sims 2017) local social problems, civic technologists bypass community concerns in favor of more narrow technical solutions to problems of efficiency and optimization,
relegating community input to “user feedback” collected later in the design process. Good civic
tech projects, then, are understood as projects which (a) allow volunteers to practice their desired
skills, and (b) find users who will adopt their technology, even if it is not for the original purpose
the volunteers imagined. As one volunteer tells me at the end of a hackathon: “I have doubts this
is going to be used. I’m not confident in it. But that’s okay. Practice is practice.”

Scoping Out Projects
In some instances, then, civic technologists construct projects by starting with a technical product
and reverse engineering their conceptualization of the problem which it is meant to solve. But in
others, volunteers start with a broader social issue—such as homelessness —and scope out the
problem by stripping it of its complexity and local political context until it is amenable to technical
intervention. Both reverse engineering and scoping end with technological solutions, but they
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arrive there through different routes. When volunteers scope out projects, they come to the group
with a particular social issue which they want to address, but because these problems are by
definition complicated and multifaceted—and because there is no infrastructure in these organizations to facilitate political discussion—volunteers strip social problems of all aspects (economic,
political, organizational, racial) which cannot be immediately addressed with digital technologies. What remains is what volunteers call “low-hanging fruit,” or simple, quick techno-fixes
which require minimal maintenance by either civic technologists or the technology’s adopters. In
these instances, good civic tech projects are understood as those which make immediate fixes
with comparatively little effort or long-term commitments. The consequence of these practices is
that they remove from discussion the thornier political aspects of social problems—especially
those relating to racial capitalism, the gutted welfare state, and the matrix of domination (Costanza-Chock 2020). Additionally, when civic technologists valorize projects which address “lowhanging fruit,” they produce feelings of success which detract attention from the ways their projects might be deemed failures.
Stripping Away the Political
Over and over again, civic technologists remark that the housing crisis is the most pressing issue
facing the Bay Area. “I think the biggest issue that Oakland is facing by far is the housing crisis,”
Jenna tells me. “The most pressing issue that I see in San Francisco is affordable housing,” Nathan
says, “and then also homelessness is a huge issue.” Samir thinks the same. “I think San José faces
a lot of issues, from homelessness to rent control to public projects and transportation issues and
congestion.” And again, Paul: “Housing. Homelessness. Public health.” Considering the ubiquity
of this response, I was surprised to learn that very few civic technology projects deal with homelessness. There are some that had tried to grapple with evictions and displacement in the past,
but those projects were no longer active.
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Why does there appear to be a gap between what volunteers see as the Bay Area’s biggest
social problems and their engagement on projects in civic technology? Dan’s answer to the question “what is the biggest problem facing the Bay Area?” is particularly illustrative here:
Well, homelessness. I think that is a big problem, and it’s a problem
because everyone sees it […] I don’t know how we could help, but
that’s something that, I don’t think there’s anything — that would
be a major problem to do […] How could we help the homeless? I
don’t know. Because that’s a question. Because I don’t know what kind
of access to technology homeless people have. Unless what we can do is
use technology that the service providers might need. And I think
that would probably be how we could address it. (Emphasis added)
Dan’s response to the question of what civic technologists can do about homelessness is to think
about what technical solutions could possibly be employed to address it. In this case, because the
problem is not one easily ascribed to the design of and access to digital technologies, Dan writes
it off as unsolvable. “Everyone wants to come in and deal with homelessness,” Samir tells me,
laughing. “And I’m like, how? They’re like, I don’t know. Okay.” Thus, even if volunteers do
want to do something about a large, complex, pressing social problem like homelessness in the
Bay Area, they often conclude that they are unable to do so because there doesn’t appear to be an
immediate technological fix to the problem.
As a second example of this tendency, take Jenna’s articulation of homelessness and the
Bay Area housing crisis. This is how she describes her reaction to seeing an Airbnb executive
speak at an industry event:
I was like, fuck you Airbnb guy. You are part of our housing crisis,
and our inability of our laws to catch up with your shit. And also,
partially to blame, I need to see some hustle on the part of our lawmakers — like, see the clear pattern in front of you. It’s way easier
to like, be renting out an apartment as a little tiny mini hotel room
than dealing with tenants’ rights laws, now what are you going to
do about it? […] Like, you can’t have your housing stock, especially
in cities that are in need, be depleted by people who are like, now
I’m going to buy a whole bunch of condos and create my own little
hotel industry and not pay any taxes.
But when our conversation later turns to what civic tech could do to address such complicated
issues, she describes what she calls “the civic tech challenge of like—we love tech so much, we
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rely on tech, what if we do a tweet bot? And it’s like, nobody wants a tweet bot. That’s not what
people need.” Instead, there are many cases where broader advocacy work, especially at the state
level, would make greater inroads towards solving a particular problem. In tax policy, for instance, Jenna explains that although it’s an important problem that undergirds many inequalities
in California, in civic tech “there’s very little action around advocating for tax changes.” When I
ask why she thinks that is the case, she replies that “I think part of it is that it’s not necessarily a
tech-related problem. It’s an advocacy issue and needs to sort of happen at the state level. I think
part of it, too, is that a lot of organizations are taking it on.” She continues, “We sort of touch on
things where it feels like neglected areas I think — love the underdog.” But even so, she concludes, “I’m gonna call it, we haven’t done enough on that.”
In some instances, then, complex social problems are written off as unsolvable because
they do not appear immediately amenable to technical interventions. But this does not necessarily
mean that volunteers do not personally understand these problems as complex, or that they are
unable to talk about its non-technological components like tax law and local legislation. In fact,
many civic technologists are quite passionate about the need to regulate Big Tech, build more
affordable housing, and institute rent control. But when volunteers scope out projects, they systematically break down social problems into their component parts until all political aspects—
including questions of power, economic production, racism, and exploitation—are separated
from any technological solutions they may produce. Sometimes, this means volunteers deem a
social problem unsolvable, as in the examples above. In other cases, volunteers try to tackle the
technical component of a social problem after it has been detached from its political context. As
one volunteer explains it, “make the problem small enough and we can solve them, and then it’ll
add up to something big.”
To illustrate how the scoping process plays out, recall Victor, who we met in the last chapter. Victor volunteers with HConnect, a nonprofit which began as a civic technology project and
which later formed its own 501(c)(3). A formerly homeless San Francisco man came up with the
idea after he was evicted when he lost his job due to a personal injury. According to Victor, “his
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inspiration was, you know, he had a smartphone, he knows how to find wi-fi, and had wi-fi for
his smartphone plan. But there’s no technology to help him get off the street. So, that was the
idea, the beginning of why HConnect was even created. It came from the community itself.” For
Victor, one of the reasons why homelessness is so persistent in San Francisco is that many large
providers get overbooked, while smaller organizations’ services remain underused. “Homelessness is not about not enough money being poured in,” he tells me. “It’s about giving the right
resources to the right people, and then making sure that all resources available in the city of San
Francisco get utilized properly.” HConnect, then, articulates a very specific conceptualization of
homelessness. Victor does not talk about it as a product of deficits in public resources and funding, of San Franciscans’ disdain for homeless people, of the exponential increases in rent that are
displacing residents more and more each year, of a lack of renters’ rights, or even issues with
mental health and addiction services. Instead, homelessness is understood as a function of the
inefficient distribution of resources.
HConnect’s solution to the problem is a website which lists the hours, eligibility criteria,
and contact information of local shelters, food banks, and other resources. The idea is that homeless people will use this information to optimize how they access local resources—or, as the
founder characterizes it, “case-manage yourself out of homelessness.” Thus, what remains after
stripping away the complex, thorny political problems relating to gentrification, displacement,
and economic security—in other words, racial capitalism and the gutting of the welfare state—is
homeless people’s inability to find services relatively quickly. This is a problem which technology
can solve. It can speed up this process and, at least theoretically, help local governments do more
with less by ensuring all resources are evenly accessed. HConnect is trying to match the “supply”
of homeless resources with the “demand” of the local homeless population—and this is a problem
which digital technology is especially fit to intervene. But it also places the onus on homeless
people to bootstrap themselves out of poverty—which, by extension, means that it is an individual’s fault if they remain homeless.
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This kind of approach to conceptualizing social problems is dominant in mainstream design thinking. In their recent book on design justice, Costanza-Chock (2020) argues that engineers
use scoping “as an excuse to ignore, bracket, or sideline questions of structural, historical, institutional, and/or systemic inequality.” Costanza-Chock points to a training manual published by
18F—a federal agency focused on digitizing government services and considered by many to fall
under the ‘civic tech’ umbrella—as a case in point. The manual provides, as an example of a design problem, the following: “Prospective college students lack information about the potential
economic outcomes of a college degree, and also lack information that would lead them to be able
to select which college is right for them.” It is worth quoting Costanza-Chock's (2020:125) critique
at length here:
The writers of this example universalize unemployment, and access
to college education across an unspecified ‘citizen,’ although both
unemployment and college access in the United States are deeply
structured by race, class, gender, disability, and immigration status.
In other words, by location within the matrix of domination. The
problem is framed as a lack of information about the utility of a college degree, rather than as any one of several alternative formulations that recognize intersectional structural inequality.
The predominant, Silicon Valley-style approach to design thinking, then, systematically excludes
political questions from the scope of the project, while simultaneously responsibilizing the most
oppressed groups in the matrix of domination to bootstrap themselves up the social ladder.
Donating Skills: Finding the Low-Hanging Fruit of Social Problems
In some ways, HConnect is a unique example. The team spun off the project into its own 501(c)(3)
nonprofit, and now has a small staff dedicated to ensuring the longevity of the project. This is not
necessarily representative of most volunteer-run civic technology projects I witnessed during my
fieldwork. Volunteers who stay on for multiple years in the same city seem the exception more
than the rule. Part of this is due to the rapid turnover rate at many Bay Area tech companies,
where workers are frequently switching jobs and switching cities—making it difficult for them to
sustain long-term engagement with volunteer groups. Part of it is also due to the labor market
ethos I outlined in the last chapter, where risk-taking and job-hopping are valued practices, and
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where tech engineers must constantly (and quickly) update their skill set in order to maintain
employment. For these reasons, civic tech contributions often need to be quick. At the same time,
governments have very few resources available to maintain longer-term projects which civic technologists might try to hand over to them. Indeed, this was an oft-cited reason why projects failed
to be taken up by community partners.
All of this means that when civic technologists scope out projects, they not only strip away
a social problem’s layers of political complexity to reach a place where they can make a technical
intervention, but they do so in a way which produces easy, quick techno-fixes which require little
skill and minimal maintenance. As an example, take Samir, who is on the steering committee for
his civic tech organization. He sees one of his more important contributions to the group as making sure new volunteers “are not picking a project too big, which used to happen a lot. You’re
like—no, no, just do this. Bring it really down.” He laughs. “Now, I spend a lot of time rejecting
projects, because I have a lot of experience. I know what’s going to work or not going to work.
You get a lot of repeat ideas. It’s not the easiest thing in the world, but I enjoy the power trip.”
Samir also understands his role as helping new volunteers with little experience in civic tech learn
how to construct a good project. “You just gotta talk them through the feasibility, expectations,”
he explains. “But usually we just like—what’s the low-hanging fruit? What kind of problem do
we think we’re solving? And what tools, what’s easily available to build it out? Okay, just sketch
it out, at least for the first iteration.”
Several civic technologists make a similar reference to going after the “low-hanging fruit.”
Nathan, for instance, characterizes many civic tech projects as specifically targeting “low-hanging
fruit.” Owen, reflecting on a recent hackathon which paired civic tech volunteers with nonprofit
and government partners for the day, talks about what he understands as one of the day’s most
successful projects: “One of our volunteers was able to just install a plugin on their website and
that just did it,” he recalls.
That’s actually ideal, because you don’t need to maintain it. It’s already built in. Super easy for them to edit it. It took like, 20 minutes
to do. That’s exactly like, in my view of what the event was […]
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That’s ideal, right? Nonprofits don’t have that tech experience, we
have that tech experience, and we can sort of help out with simple
things like that.
Similarly, Paul explains how he is working towards separating his projects into tasks that can be
completed by beginners and more advanced engineers. He wants to “have this core system that
has advanced stuff, and also low-hanging fruit. And you tell the advanced people, don’t touch
the low-hanging fruit, let a new person come in and grab it.” On the one hand, this will allow him
to respond to new volunteers by saying, “oh, you’re just getting started? And you’re in a
bootcamp? And you’ve been there for two weeks? This is for you. Because I’ve seen enough of
those kinds of people, and I’ve been that person, so I’m like—this is yours, please grab it, take as
long as you want, it’s not critical. Just feel free to enjoy yourself.” And on the other hand, “people
who are like, look, I want to make an impact quickly and I’m very advanced—you say, cool, this
thing, I don’t know how it works, can you stand it up for me? And they like that.” Jenna provides
a similar assessment of a recent ‘quick fix’ to a problem their team’s government partner had.
“It’s funny, you’re like, I have big dreams and then you’re like, what about this really basic easy
thing that actually makes a huge difference?”
Or take yet another example: Sean’s experience working with a local government office.
Sean explains to me that some city departments are required to report housing data to three different authorities in three different ways. Some local bureaucrats recently approached Sean and
his team to request their help in streamlining and automating the reporting process in the hopes
of cutting down on the time and effort required to compile this data manually. When they approached the team, “they had like, a 65-page requirements document,” Sean recalls, “and we kind
of looked at it and laughed. We’re like, we’re not Salesforce.” In this case, even though a community partner approached the group with a concrete need that could be solved with technology,
the volunteers felt that the project was too complex and required significant investment that they
were unable to provide.
The low-hanging fruit, then, is that which is obvious or easy for the civic technology volunteers, not necessarily what might be most obvious to their community partner. But I argue that
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these techno-fixes serve an important function for technologists. The Merriam-Webster dictionary
defines “low-hanging fruit” as “the obvious or easy things that can be most readily done or dealt
with in achieving success or making progress toward an objective.” Success, here, is not necessarily defined as the impact made on community partners’ daily operations. Instead, it is defined
in relation to civic technologists’ volunteering. Low-hanging fruit refers to technical interventions
which volunteers can make that have clear start and end points, which allow for the relatively
easy completion of a project, which do not require long-term maintenance, and which often require skills that are well below individual technologists’ capabilities. In other words, these interventions produce immediate feelings of success—of “making progress toward an objective”—
when a technical intervention is made with comparatively little time and effort. New volunteers
are able to “plug in” and feel like they have made an impact relatively quickly, proving to themselves and each other that technology can solve social problems.
There are a few unintended consequences that stem from valorizing low-hanging fruit.
First, it focuses metrics of “impact” and “success” on volunteers’ activities, rather than on the
external partner whom they ostensibly are trying to help. Second, because it easily produces feelings of success, it discourages volunteers from scrutinizing how their activity might be understood as failure. Drawing on Ahmed's (2004) theorizing of emotions as an affective economy,
Appadurai and Alexander (2020:32) argue that failure can similarly be understood as an affective
economy “when the idea it might reveal is instantaneously replaced with another, less threatening idea.” In this context of civic technology, failure might reveal that digital technologies are not
a panacea for all social problems. Rather than assess their efforts to create easy techno-fixes as
representing a failure to make significant impacts in the daily work of their community partners,
civic technologists refer to their work as addressing “low-hanging fruit,” as doing the easy things
first before they tackle bigger issues, as not really trying to fix big complicated social problems at
all.
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But Does It Scale?
One of the main consequences of both reverse engineering and scoping out projects is that they
produce technical solutions which are disconnected from many of the structural, political factors
of social problems. More specifically, because the civic technology organizations I observed for
this project are local groups, this means that projects are disconnected from local politics. Despite
civic technologists’ stated goal of helping improve local government, volunteers engage in practices like reverse engineering and scoping which systematically remove the idiosyncratic local
politics of the problems they are trying to solve. In this section, I argue that these practices, by
removing local politics from the equation, function to make projects exportable and scalable. First,
when volunteers work to export their projects and import others from different cities, they treat
their products as universal solutions which can be adopted in any U.S. city. Second, volunteers
work to scale up their projects, taking a technical solution to a local social problem and reworking
it so that it can serve more ‘users’ outside the original intended local population. Although efforts
to scale up often end up being more aspirational than concretely achieved, it is still an important
practice that guides how volunteers approach and structure their civic tech projects. Overall,
when civic technologists work to export and scale their projects, they simultaneously disconnect
their products from their local contexts, creating distance between volunteers and the politics of
their work.
Local Problems Aren’t So Local: Exporting and Importing Projects
At the outset, civic technologists appear to be engaged in distinctly local civic action. They consistently build networks with local government bureaucrats, attending their events and connecting with individuals who can broker contact. They download datasets from local city government
websites and meet up with bureaucrats during weekly, face-to-face hack nights. Many volunteers
are motivated by their experiences living in the Bay Area, whether that includes witnessing homelessness on an unprecedented scale or being unable to access certain information from their city
government’s website. These motivations to participate are intertwined with their experiences
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living in the Bay Area as tech workers, meaning as the occasional object of longtime residents’
disdain.
That being said, civic technologists repeatedly downplay the significance of local context
to their projects, both when talking about their work and in their practices. For many volunteers,
local problems are local problems everywhere, meaning they are not really local at all. This conceptualization of local problems assumes some level of commonality across municipalities: that
they are all, to some extent, dealing with similar problems with similar causes, and therefore can
adopt similar solutions. Jenna, for instance, tells me that “I don’t think that the things we are
doing are happening locally — they’re actually not local at all.” She continues:
A lot of the work that we do is not entirely concocted by our own
team. All the [civic tech organizations] across the country are totally
doing similar problems because we’re going to see the same problems arising in all cities, to varying degrees. And, you know, some
cities have a homeless problem, some cities have traffic problems,
some cities have campaign finance opacity that needs to be addressed. Like, everyone has their own issues that they’re dealing
with, but one of the premises behind what we do is that all that
code’s out there. Anyone can grab it, fork it, and use it.
Sacha makes a similar point. “Imagine we create a web app or whatever, digital services,” he tells
me, “that actually works very well in the Bay Area to help. Then, it is also quite likely that it
would also work in other cities and regions.” This is why, he argues, “making sure that whatever
you build is replicable and open for others to piggyback on top of is critical, when you think about
the potentials of whatever digital solutions you create.”
In practice, this means civic technologists adopt projects from other cities and design their
own projects to make them easier to adopt elsewhere. In the first instance, when teams import
projects, they spend a good deal of time determining whether it requires any changes to make it
work in their local context. In doing so, volunteers take into consideration the size of their project
team, their available skill sets (and those they wish to practice), the population of the original
project’s city compared with that of the adopting city, and the format and availability of the local
datasets required to make the project work. As an example, take Dan’s current project: a system
that sends out automatic notifications when a city council or committee meeting is scheduled,
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giving users information about the date, time, and location of the meeting, as well as the meeting
agenda. His team is adopting the project from another city, which already has the system up and
running. But in the process of redeployment, Dan and his teammates ran into some trouble. “They
used two databases,” Dan said, describing the original project. “You have to communicate from
one database to another, and we’ve been struggling with that for a few months. I think we had a
meeting about a week ago, and we just decided we’re going to work from this database that we
have and build a site that’s going to be simpler than what’s done by [the original team].” He sighs.
“But at least we’ll be able to start doing things.” Samir’s team did something similar. They
adopted a successful project from another city but ran into problems when they tried to replicate
the “complexity” of the project. “We couldn’t replicate their solution,” he recalls. “So, we did it
differently. Honestly, I thought ours was prettier, but maybe not as cool as theirs […] Theirs is
huge and complex […] I can’t replicate it. Just cheaper to do it faster from scratch.”
In these examples, importing projects refocuses volunteers’ attention on making the solution work—on ensuring that the product can work in their city. Both Dan and Samir describe
situations where they had to put in significant time and effort in getting an outside project to
work. The assumption here is that standardized solutions are possible, but they may need to be
modulated based on the skills of the civic technologists, the size of their team, and the availability
and structure of local datasets. But in doing so, volunteers did not mention political, economic,
or organizational factors at the community level which would require changes to the imported
project. In recalling to me how they adopted projects from other cities, no volunteer mentioned
needing to take into account the local dynamics of the housing crisis, gentrification and displacement, the racial segregation defining many Bay Area cities, or other region-specific local problems. Instead, they focus on more technical, pragmatic problems that importing raises, such as
how to run a complex website with half the project team as the original.
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Scaling Up
In some instances, technologists try to import and export civic tech projects focus in order to produce universal solutions to local social problems across different contexts. But in other cases, volunteers also try to scale up their projects, meaning that they try to bring in as many ‘users’ as
possible. Doing so requires abstracting the distinctly local needs of their community partners in
order to make the product work for more people with a more diverse range of motivations and
needs. Sometimes, this takes the form of transforming a product into a platform. In doing so, civic
technologists further distance themselves from the politics of their work by displacing the politics
of their community partner onto the platform and its users.
To illustrate this point, take the following examples from a single-day civic tech hackathon. The hackathon features projects pitched by a half dozen governmental and nonprofit organizations. At the start of the day, during opening remarks, each community partner pitches
their project to a room full of civic technologists, who then individually select which project they
want to volunteer with for the day. I spend the event observing a team working with a countersurveillance nonprofit advocacy group (hereafter referred to as CSO, or countersurveillance organization). CSO, which is made up of a core of about a half dozen volunteers, is primarily concerned with passing transparency and accountability legislation governing the purchase and use
of surveillance technology by government agencies, including police departments and transit authorities. They also act as a watchdog of sorts, monitoring the activities of city councils, committees, transit authorities, and police for the surveillance equipment they purchase and how often
they use it (and against whom). Doing so requires painstakingly reading through city council
agendas, meeting minutes, committee reports, and legislative proposals for mentions of surveillance.
Searching for every relevant document for every city on a regular basis can be quite time
consuming—and time is something that always seems in short supply for CSO’s volunteers. During the event’s opening remarks, the hackathon organizers ask each participating nonprofit and
government partner to pitch their project to the room of volunteers. CSO’s representative
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dedicates their presentation to stressing the importance of saving time in scanning city council
agendas and proposals. “Just 48 hours makes a huge difference in whether we are able to stop
something,” they explain. In one instance, they found out “72 hours beforehand” that a city
planned to purchase surveillance equipment. Having that much time meant they “were able to
mobilize press, local groups, community organizations, etc. and stopped it.” However, in another
case, “we screwed up and only found out about 24 hours beforehand, which really means 12
because you have to sleep,” and thus the purchase was able to go through without sustained
community opposition. Knowing about city councils’ plans to purchase equipment as soon as
possible is essential in that it allows the group to “get mobilization going early.” Thus, CSO asks
the event’s civic technologists to help build a web tool which could automatically scan city council
agendas, committee reports, legislative proposals, and other relevant documents for key words
that they typically looked for manually—words like IMSI catcher, drone, fusion, and security.
The CSO project attracts several volunteers. After introducing ourselves and deciding
which tech stack to use for the project, one volunteer sets up a GitHub page to centralize the day’s
workflow. The first step is to find out how each city published public documents. Many Bay Area
cities use an online platform called Legistar to publish these documents—but not all cities do.
Others use a different vendor, and others publish documents straight onto their city’s website.
After making a spreadsheet outlining the different ways cities publish meeting data, the civic
technologists volunteering on the project begin questioning whether the program could be built
to be used by more than just CSO. What if all residents could use the application? Instead of
building the program around the specific terms CSO requested, the civic technologists debate,
why not build it like a Google alert, where an individual user could plug in their search terms
and be notified each time a keyword appeared in a city document? If we’re going to build this
program, one volunteer said, why not make it useful for as many people as possible?
With that, the civic technologists volunteering on CSO’s project decide to take the organization’s idiosyncratic request and scale it up into a program that could serve ‘all residents.’ What
begins as efforts to make a program tailored to the needs of a countersurveillance, pro-privacy,
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self-described anarchic political organization becomes an exercise in building a platform for resident engagement in city council activities. The first project is a distinctly political one: helping
CSO in their mission to get out ahead of city councils’ attempts to sneak through surveillance
equipment purchases while avoiding democratic oversight. Volunteering on the project implies
at least tacit approval of CSO’s goals, activities, and understanding of surveillance as a social
problem. But when the project is scaled into a platform where any resident could plug in any
terms relevant to their interests, the politics of the project are displaced onto the users’ activity
(which terms they are searching for) and away from the technologists’ work. Volunteers don’t
necessarily have to agree with CSO’s mission, with their understanding of city councils’ undemocratic surveillance purchases, or with their philosophy of why surveillance is oppressive and
should be strictly regulated by oversight commissions and public hearings. Instead, a tool originally meant to target government surveillance activities is transformed into one that is agnostic
about its political use. Rather than discussing the importance of democratic accountability of police departments—a decidedly thorny issue in the United States—the technologists can talk about
increasing democratic participation and transparency in general.
Thus, in the course of developing a program to automatically notify CSO when any city
council documents with surveillance-related terms are published, the civic technologists reconceptualize the problem as one of the transparency of city documents themselves. Once again, this
displaces the locally rooted politics of CSO’s work in favor of a more general, abstracted ideal of
‘transparency.’ Whereas CSO’s conceptualization of transparency relates directly to local democratic politics and specific accountability mechanisms (such as bringing all surveillance equipment purchases to a city council vote following a public hearing), the civic technologists end up
talking about how to pressure city governments to use open APIs to publish their documents
rather than using proprietary software, as this would allow for easier scraping. Although certainly a laudable goal, the problem with how this discussion unfolds is that it comes at the expense of the local problems the event was intended to address. One goal is supplanted for another.
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The Ethos of Civic Technology
I conclude this chapter by arguing that we can speak of a distinct ethos of civic technology. This
ethos is a collective, majoritarian understanding of the ethical values which guide the design of
civic technologies towards the common good. The civic technology ethos as I define it here draws
upon existing economic, political, and scientific ideologies and epistemologies that exist beyond
their organizational and temporal boundaries, but do so in a way that, I argue, is unique to civic
technology. This ethos shapes civic technologists’ daily practices by acting as a cultural toolkit
which volunteers draw upon when designing their projects.
To begin, the civic tech ethos is shaped by political and economic ideologies relating to
Silicon Valley’s brand of networked capitalism. Principal among these is the Californian Ideology, which emerged from the “bizarre hybrid” of the countercultural movements of the 1970s,
the resurgence of right-wing politics through the 1980s and early 1990s, and recent developments
in digital technologies (Barbrook and Cameron 1996:50). This ideology brings together the seemingly incommensurate socially liberal politics of the New Left and the free-market individualism
of the New Right through a “profound faith in the emancipatory potential of the new information
technologies” (Barbrook and Cameron 1996:45). Californian ideologues tend to be anti-statist and
libertarian, believing in the “liberal ideal of the self-sufficient individual” in both political and
economic life (Barbrook and Cameron 1996:58). This manifests in an aversion to government regulation and a preference for digital networked technologies to provide the social services previously assumed to be under the purview of government. Here, citizens and consumers alike are
conceptualized as rational, maximizing individuals who seek out information to optimize their
choices.
What is interesting about civic technologists’ mobilization of the Californian Ideology in
their volunteering is that they are deliberately trying to assist local government, explicitly claiming they hope to “make it work for everyone.” At first, this appears to clash with the Californian
Ideology’s precept that government should be minimized. But upon further inspection, these are
not two mutually exclusive positions. We can see how this plays out perhaps most starkly in
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HConnect’s efforts to build an online directory of homeless services. The project understands the
root cause of homelessness as being in the inefficient distribution of pre-existing resources, not in
the resources’ design, eligibility requirements, or even funding. And it is incumbent upon the
homeless people themselves to address this inefficiency by using an online directory of services
(and a chatbot) to direct themselves through the proper channels. The project’s entire understanding of homelessness rests on the assumption that individuals can bootstrap themselves out of
poverty—and indeed, that it is their responsibility to do so. This is done by seeking out information about services and resources and using this information to make the best possible choices
that maximize their ability to “casework themselves out of homelessness.” Not only does this
assume the rational, maximizing individual of free market economics, but it simultaneously
works to minimize the state by arguing that we don’t need more resources or more funding—we
just need to innovate and spread digital technologies. The Californian Ideology par excellence.
Additionally, this understanding of the root cause of homelessness is indicative of civic
tech volunteers’ approach to conceptualizing most social problems they try to address. Often, the
problem is understood as one of inclusion and exclusion — in other words, that citizens are not
being included in receiving government services for which they are eligible. The idea is that local
residents should be receiving services like food stamps but are not due to various (digital and
bureaucratic) technical barriers. The civic technologists’ job, then, is to work toward including
more people in existing services and increasing participation in civic life. Although certainly a
laudable goal, the problem with this is that it leaves no room for conceptualizing inequalities as
a result of exploitation, oppression, or subjugation—in a word, power. This tendency to understand social problems as the result of exclusion is a result of the disempowering of the social critique under network capitalism (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018). Because network capitalism proposes a grammar that understands everything as networks — networked technologies, networked
sociality, networked societies — the only form of inequality that can exist is between those who
are included in a network and those who are not. In other words, Boltanski and Chiapello
(2018:349) argue that the social critique under network capitalism understands people are being
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without: “without a voice, without a home, without papers, without work, without rights, and so
on.” They continue:
Unlike the model of social classes, where explanation of the ‘proletariat’s’ poverty is based upon identifying a class (the bourgeoisie,
owners of the means of production) responsible for its ‘exploitation’, the model of exclusion permits identification of something
negative without proceeding to level accusations. The excluded are
no one’s victims, even if their membership of a common humanity
(or ‘common citizenship’) requires that their sufferings be considered and that they be assisted, particularly by the state in the French
political tradition. P. 347
Thus, the ethos of civic technologists does not assign blame to a particular class of people or organizations — instead, it understands social problems as being rooted in excluding residents from
civic participation and from receiving government services for which they are already eligible
and sees digital technologies as key to breaking down barriers of exclusion.
In addition to conceptualizing social problems as being rooted in exclusion, civic technologists also understand transparency as playing a crucial role in facilitating inclusion. In interviews, published materials, and speeches, civic technologists valorize transparency as a necessary
precondition for civic participation and accountable government—and this is reflected in the design of many civic technology projects. Recall the project team analyzing public transit data with
the goal of helping “people trying to decide which form of transit to take between Points A and
B, so that they can better understand what to expect.” If they want to do something about the
discrepancy between the bus schedule and the actual time the bus shows up, they can use the
data the team publishes and “voice that to the transit authority or participate in community meetings”—in other words, individually collect information and voice concerns to the appropriate
authority. There are also dozens of civic tech projects which collect and visualize data about
crime, city budgets, fires, pollution, illegal dumping, and campaign finance contributions. Each
project operates under the assumption that seeing data is seeing the truth, and that when citizens
have access to this truth, they can use it to engage in civic action, such as attending a city council
meeting or writing to their representative. Such a perspective is premised on what Ananny and
Crawford (2016:979) call “a marketplace model of enlightenment”:
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Especially in neoliberal states designed to maximize individual
power and minimize government interference, the devolution of
oversight to individuals assumes not only that people watch and
understand visible systems, but that people also have ways of discussing and debating the significance of what they are seeing. The
imagined marketplaces of total transparency have what economists
would call perfect information, rational decision-making capabilities, and fully consenting participants.
By valorizing transparency and embedding its assumptions into the design of their projects, civic
technologists imagine their users as a combination of the ideal consumer and the ideal citizen.
In addition to these political and economic ideologies, civic technologists are also guided
by data science epistemologies and practices. Perhaps most relevant here is what Ribes et al.
(2019) call “the logic of domains” which permeates computer and data science. This logic positions data science as a set of universal tools which can be brought to bear on many—if not all—
other areas of expertise and knowledge, or domains (Ribes et al. 2019). Data scientists themselves,
then, have a universal and domain-agnostic expertise that can be used to solve a multitude of
problems, and often with the same set of tools. In other words, “data science positions itself in
the middle of all things—capable of engaging this, that, or any domain” (Slota et al. 2020:1). A
key practice here is “prospecting,” or “the work of rendering data, knowledge, expertise, and
practices of worldly domains available or amenable to engagement with data scientific method
and epistemology” (Slota et al. 2020:1). This involves seeking out data sets from different sources
and thinking about how to bring them together in order to feed this data back to domain experts
(in this case, bureaucrats and nonprofit employees) whose daily practices will be better streamlined and efficient as a result. Important to our discussion here is that prospecting can be understood as “a vital mediating activity—rendering the disordered as ordered, the siloed as shared,
and facilitating the movement of knowledge and technique between domains such that data resources may be more seamlessly reused (Gregory et al. 2020) in subsequent analyses, perhaps
with altogether different questions in mind than what motivated their initial creation or development” (Slota et al. 2020:2).
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Prospecting and the logic of domains are crucial in shaping how civic technologists conceptualize local social problems. By understanding themselves as data scientists with universal
tools which can be brought to bear on any domain—especially bureaucratic ones—they in turn
also conceptualize local social problems as not truly local at all. Because data science epistemology understands all domains as amenable to their methods and products, solutions to local social
problems are, by extension, similarly understood as amenable to universal solutions. But when
civic technologists try to export and import solutions across cities and domains, they ignore the
local contingencies which significantly shape how projects are built, used, and how they affect
the cities in which they are embedded. As STS scholars have long pointed out, scientific research
and activity is fundamentally shaped by scientists’ tacit knowledge—the embodied knowledge
which eludes concrete language and often goes unstated—as well as local factors such as available tools and equipment, divisions of labor, and funding (Collins 1974; Knorr-Cetina 1981). Perhaps most importantly, it also ignores idiosyncratic differences in the contours of social problems
in different cities. Housing problems might on the surface look similar in multiple cities—rents
are so high that poor, disproportionately people of color are displaced at alarming rates—but
their histories, trajectories, causes, and consequences might look quite different. Importing standardized solutions from other cities skips over these local differences which are often the site of
the most contentious politics.
Such universalizing tendencies have a much longer history in science which predate computers. STS scholars have documented scientists’ attempts to make their work appear universal
by, in both rhetoric and practice, working to detach their research from the conditions of its production. Sharon Traweek, in her study of high-energy particle physicists, concluded that the scientists in her study believed themselves to be part of a “culture of no culture, which longs passionately for a world without loose ends, without temperament, gender, nationalism, or other
sources of disorder” (Traweek 1992:162). Donna Haraway has similarly critiqued scientists for
assuming themselves to be “modest witnesses” who act as the “legitimate and authorized ventriloquist for the object world, adding nothing from his mere opinions, from his biasing
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embodiment” (Haraway 1997:24). Such perspectives produce problems in scientific research but
generate new layers of complexity when applied to addressing civic issues which often are, by
definition, political. Understanding data science, its tools, and its solutions as universal not only
glosses over epistemological problems with domain-agnosticism but risks colonizing other grassroots efforts to understand and address social problems. And, as Barbrook and Cameron (1996:60)
argue, technologists working for hi-tech firms in the Bay Area “would like to believe that the
electronic marketplace can somehow solve America’s pressing social and economic problems
without any sacrifices on their part.” This suggests, as I argued in the previous chapter, that the
ethos of civic tech sees these universalized technical interventions as capable of solving a multitude of social problems without needing to organize and mobilize. Indeed, Silicon Valley in particular has a history of exporting not only its products but its organizational practices and moral
orders to other parts of the world, and civic technology is no different. Volunteers work not only
to produce universal solutions, but to standardize a way for engineers to “plug in” to having an
impact on local government through civic technology volunteering.
Altogether, these ideologies—economic, political, and scientific—come together to produce the civic technology ethos, which itself serves as a cultural toolkit which volunteers draw
upon when constructing their projects. This is what shapes the practices I have outlined in this
chapter: reverse engineering, scoping, and scaling. Volunteers tend towards technological solutions which either bypass community concerns or strip away a problem’s political complexity
until all that remains is a quick techno-fix. They rarely (if ever) begin with a grassroots community
issue as it is understood by people with direct experience of the problem or who are already
working in the space as part of a nonprofit or advocacy group. Instead, their technical skills and
available public datasets serve as the foundation for many projects, and conceptualizing social
problems becomes a secondary concern at best. When volunteers do come to the group with a
particular social problem in mind that they wish to address—such as homelessness—their understanding of what is “solvable” about the problem narrows as they join existing project teams or
try to come up with a project of their own. In other words, as they are socialized into the culture
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of civic technology volunteering, they learn to see solvable social problems as those which can be
addressed with digital technologies. What they end up with are quick techno-fixes (or “low-hanging fruit”) which can be implemented immediately and without needing long-term maintenance.
These solutions then exported to other cities under the assumption that local problems are not
really local at all — that the same problems exist everywhere and thus can be addressed with the
same universal solutions. In some instances, when the project idea does come from a government
or nonprofit partner, volunteers try to scale up the project so that it serves more users than the
original partner. Not only does this frustrate the community partner—as I will discuss in the next
chapter—but it allows civic technologists to distance themselves from the politics of their work.
By scaling projects up into more general tools (or, sometimes, platforms) that are no longer tailored to the original partner, civic technologists can displace the politics of their partnerships onto
the technology and its future users.
But it’s also important to mention before concluding that these practices also reinforce the
ethos of civic tech. When new volunteers join the group, they are socialized into this ethos by
being encouraged to “organically mix” in the space, figuring out the unspoken (tacit) rules that
govern civic technology. Other volunteers step in to teach them how to scope out projects (as
Samir described it) and how to practice their skills while working towards civic goals. This ethos
is also embedded in the materiality of existing projects, which new volunteers are encouraged to
import from other cities. They are thus, from the start, encouraged to take the ethos as the unspoken starting point for establishing new projects. This is further evidenced by the fact that a few
civic technologists articulated an understanding of social problems as structural; as racialized,
classed, and gendered; and as requiring more advocacy work than civic technologists have engaged in up to this point.
On this point, I want to end this chapter where it started: with Jenna’s emotional accounting of the problems with how residents access and use food stamps. Perhaps the strongest evidence for the existence of a civic technology ethos is the participation of volunteers who appear
at the outset to disagree with its tenets. Jenna spoke to me at length about her concerns being a
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white woman living in the historically Black city of Oakland, of her role in responding to the
recent Barbecue Becky incident at Lake Merritt, and why regulating Big Tech was crucial to getting the housing crisis under control. And yet, here she was, volunteering for several years (quite
a long time, compared to other volunteers’ civic tech careers) in an organization which tried to
use digital technologies to solve complex social problems. She volunteers on a project that significantly valorizes transparency, as outlined above, as a route to encouraging civic participation
amongst residents. This suggests that there is something about the organized practices—and the
cultural toolkit with which it is coproduced—which, within its confines, socializes participants in
a certain way of thinking about the world. Perhaps the most important consequence of the civic
technology ethos, then, is that it funnels discontent with the tech industry into avenues that reinforce its dominance.
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Chapter 5
Designing and Disciplining Bureaucracy
I meet Tyler at an over-air-conditioned cafe in the East Bay on a Friday afternoon. We drink cold
brew out of tall glasses as I ask him about what attracted him to volunteer in civic technology.
Tyler tells me that he wants his career as a technologist to be defined by a stint in public service,
and as a result has a relatively lengthy history of interest in, and experience working for, government. Most of our interview centers on an event he helped organize which matched civic tech
volunteers with local nonprofits and bureaucrats in a single-day hackathon. At one point, I ask
him where the idea for the event came from. Tyler responds by reflecting on a talk he heard at a
civic tech conference, where the speaker suggested government needed to become more “service
oriented”:
The idea is that when government thinks in terms of how they can
quickly and efficiently deliver a service to its people, that’s a framework for thinking that then helps people working in government
think about, how can we innovate the process, right? If you think
about service delivery as the goal, then you have to address the process and, by extension, people tend towards technology solutions
because that’s what scales, and that’s what facilitates service-oriented
government. I was really inspired by that […] If we as a community
of civic technologists think about, what does service delivery look
like to the community? It’s outcomes. (Emphasis added)
For Tyler, the two things that governments need to focus on are processes and outcomes. Technology is particularly useful in these instances because they can help scale solutions to government processes and contribute towards maximizing outcomes. Civic technology organizations
can help with this by providing “a test environment, or a makerspace, or whatever you want to
call it, for people to hash out these ideas” about “what a working process or service-delivery
thing—what would it look like? What would it do, how would people feel about it, and is it
something that—regardless of your ideology—you can agree is a good thing?”
In the previous two chapters, I outline how civic technologists organize their volunteering
experiences to realize a more ideal version of their workplace, and how they mobilize a certain
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civic technology culture—an amalgamation of values and practices from computer science and
Silicon Valley tech firms—to build solutions to social problems. Still missing from this analysis is
an accounting of how civic technologists partner with bureaucrats on various projects. As several
civic technologists emphasized to me, 'buy-in' from government partners is critical to the success
of any civic tech project. Having someone inside government to “champion” their work is a defining feature of some of the more popular projects I saw while in the field. For their part, bureaucrats see civic tech volunteers as a useful resource to draw upon when they need the extra
capacity and technical expertise that the government does not have the money to purchase outright.
But civic technologists’ partnerships with bureaucrats are about more than just convincing
them to adopt their technologies or provide additional capacity on certain projects. Indeed, several technologists told me that getting government workers to adopt particular technologies
would not go far enough in addressing what is really wrong with bureaucracy: that it is old, slow,
analog, and siloed, and therefore helps perpetuate inequalities. For instance, civic technologists
frequently criticized bureaucratic processes for being excessively complicated and, as a result,
obstructing residents from obtaining services that they are eligible to receive. To address problems with bureaucracy, civic technologists are trying to remake bureaucracy itself to be isomorphic with organized practices of software development by trying to change the culture of government—that is, the values, habits, priorities, and practices of bureaucrats. However, I argue in this
chapter that civic technologists’ understanding of what is wrong with bureaucracy, how it should
be fixed, and what it should ultimately look like is shaped by a platform epistemology—a set of
principles that translate public goods into services to be delivered according to ‘best practices’ of
platform development in the private sector.
In the first section of this chapter, I show how civic technologists depict bureaucracy as
incompatible with digitally networked society. It is old, slow, analog, and siloed—and, as a result,
it is unresponsive to residents’ needs, contributes to inequalities by creating barriers to services,
and decreases trust in government. In many ways, this critique of bureaucracy is foundational to
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how civic technologists conceptualize a whole host of social problems, from housing to public
transit. Not only are there so many homeless people in San Francisco because they aren’t receiving proper resources, but bureaucracy is the reason why they aren’t getting these resources in the
first place. Bureaucrats themselves, however, are not to be blamed for these problems. Instead,
civic technologists characterize government employees as hapless victims of large structures outside their control and who have little understanding of why they use the technologies they do.
Bureaucrats should not be blamed for developing the styles of work that they have—they are
simply trying to work in an unjust system.
The solution, then, is to change bureaucracy. But this can’t be done by simply encouraging
bureaucrats to adopt digital technologies as part of their daily work. Indeed, several civic technologists told me that would be the “easy” way of doing things—but it wouldn’t get to the core
of the problem. Instead, the very culture of government needs to be changed. In the second part
of this chapter, I demonstrate how civic technologists try to discipline government workers into
new bureaucratic subjects who internalize the values, habits, and priorities necessary for ushering
in a digitally driven, service-oriented government. To accomplish this task, civic technologists
deploy two disciplinary techniques. First, they use the products they build for bureaucrats as
evidence to government employees that they can do their work differently. In these cases, civic
tech projects are used as ‘proof of concept’ to bureaucrats that they can adopt design principles
and practices in their daily work. Technologists perform design practices throughout the course
of their partnerships with bureaucrats and use them as demonstrations of a different way of organizing their work in the hopes that bureaucrats will mimic their activities on their own. Second,
civic technologists more explicitly train bureaucrats by organizing meetings and events to teach
them the specifics of design work and what the current best practices are in the private sector. In
both cases, civic technologists advocate for cities to establish digital services positions, teams, and
agencies in order to bring more of this disciplinary work in-house. They characterize these digital
services teams as internal sources of the kind of work required to implement design thinking in
government and thus change bureaucratic culture. In doing so, civic technologists are attempting
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to create new bureaucratic subjects—subjects which value networks over silos; prioritize users’
needs over the requirements of their job descriptions; quick sprints over long-term planning; and
risk over security.
As I have suggested, the goal of this disciplining work is, ultimately, to remake bureaucracy to become more “service-oriented.” Concretely, as the quote from Tyler opening this chapter demonstrates, this means focusing on the process of designing and delivering services, the
outcomes of these processes, and users’ experience in acquiring or accessing services. In this view,
social problems are understood as being rooted in a mismatch between government resources
and users’ needs. Service redesign, then, focuses on maximizing existing government resources
by more efficiently matching residents with appropriate programs. In short, the role of bureaucrats is to build platforms that match available services with users, depending on their needs and
eligibility. Although some of this service redesign certainly has material impacts on residents—
such as increasing the number of people enrolled in social services—it also has depoliticizing
effects that are important to consider. By focusing on the process of designing and delivering services and on the outcomes of the user experience, the actual content of social problems (such as
eligibility criteria) is removed from discussion. They become secondary to considerations of user
experience and the ‘success’ rate of this experience, which is typically measured in terms of
whether the applicant was able to access the program they applied for or, in more abstract terms,
whether they were able to complete whatever task they were trying to accomplish—whether that
means obtaining a subsidized housing voucher or finding a homeless shelter or paying a parking
ticket.
Overall, however, it remains to be seen whether civic technologists’ efforts to discipline
bureaucrats and redesign bureaucracy are taking hold in local governments. Although there is
some preliminary evidence this might be the case, I also heard some dissent about these efforts
during my fieldwork. This is perhaps not surprising given what we know about the complexity
of bureaucratic organizations. But technologists’ efforts here are still important to consider because they draw on the broader cultural legitimacy of Big Tech as the solver of social problems.
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Criticizing Bureaucracy
“I was approached by someone in the city, and she wanted us to build her something that the city
didn’t have the finances or the infrastructure or the resources to build themselves,” Jenna recalls
as she explains the genesis of the civic tech project she is working on. City regulations require
that the government publish data on campaign finance contributions to elected officials. However, until recently, the city had only published this data in a spreadsheet. “A dataset that is a
massive CSV, thousand columns, and those headers on the columns make no sense, they’re like
a weird abbreviation on a form, it’s all jumbled in one place—like, realistically speaking, no normal human being without some level of data science training is going to be able to parse that.” A
city representative had reached out to the civic technologists to ask them to create a website helping the average resident to understand and explore the data on campaign finance contributions.
Jenna and her team have built out the site, and several interviewees in other cities reference it as
one of the more successful volunteer projects in the region.
In Chapter 4, I outline how civic technology volunteers conceptualize local social problems and conclude that they often reverse engineered problems from their skill sets or scope out
technical interventions from broader social problems. In these instances, volunteers’ understandings of social problems are quite malleable, shifting depending on how the project unfolds. But
when volunteers speak about bureaucracy, they express a consistent criticism across different
contexts: bureaucracy is analog, old, slow, inefficient, defying common sense, and resistant to
change, and therefore unresponsive to residents’ needs.
Consider, for example, Jenna’s response when I ask her why the city has decided to publish the campaign finance data in spreadsheets in the first place:
No one is trying to keep secrets. I think what happens is, there’s an
old process and an analog process where the data is just naturally siloed,
and bureaucrats are not often rewarded for being innovative and taking risks. At a software company, I could do something, I could put
in a proposal and I’m never going to get in trouble for it […] Nobody’s going to be like, keep your ideas to yourself. That’s exactly
the type of behavior that people are usually rewarded for—and
should be. But it’s the opposite in government, where often they’re
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like, this process is stupid, and it’s takes like five extra steps than necessary, and it’s old, but it’s what’s approved, and I don’t want to get
in trouble for not following the process. (Emphasis added)
This quote is emblematic of how volunteers and government employees talk to about bureaucracy. First, several volunteers describe bureaucracy as “old.” The implication is that it has not
changed since the advent of digital technologies, and in fact stubbornly refuses to change. Bureaucracy is stuck in the past while the rest of the world has progressed without it. Perhaps unsurprisingly, this assessment hinges on the types of technologies bureaucrats use: analog, predigital ones. Ethan, for instance, becomes exasperated as he recalls how a county asked his team
to “start sending them faxes, because they didn’t want to have to re-train workers to send and
receive documents by email. Yeah, like, no, we’re not going back to sending faxes.” One bureaucrat tells me of a moment where she became incredibly disillusioned working in government: “I
remember getting a signature stamp, and I tell a lot of people this story, and being there and
having this stack of paper that I’m supposed to be authorizing and sending off into like the oblivion. And just having this recognition that we were literally down the street from Silicon Valley,
and I was sitting here stamping paper.” Keiko recalls her earlier years working in government in
similar terms, explaining that they “were just using the worst technology possible. Like, it was
terrible. People were hardly using spreadsheets to calculate things—it was like, really basic, basic
things that I noticed that were really off.”
Second, participants describe bureaucracy as moving incredibly slowly. For example,
Samir—who both volunteers in civic tech and works in government for his day job—explains:
“I’ll tell you from the inside, it’s nasty. It’s nasty. We’re using really old stuff that needs to be
changed. And government is so slow.” Similarly, as Jenna puts it, government “moves really
slowly, [and] the bureaucracy is insanity-causing.” Oftentimes, such assessments are made by
making unfavorable comparisons between government and tech companies. Nathan, who recently shifted his career from the private tech sector to government, compares his new job to the
old: “I spend a lot of time trying to make an argument to procure something, which is a much
lengthier process, whereas in private I would be like, hey I think we should use this thing, and
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the next day we’d be using it. Now I’m like, make an argument, and then like, six to eight weeks
later, maybe we’ll have it. It’s a different pace.”
Third, civic technologists make comparisons between the private sector and government
in terms of how innovation is valued and rewarded. In the quote opening this section, for instance, Jenna makes an explicit comparison between her experiences at work—where she would
be applauded for making a process more efficient —and how government bureaucrats are admonished for making the same suggestions. Ethan, a paid employee with a civic tech nonprofit,
makes this comparison as he reflects on his past experiences working in government: “I could
imagine that [a bureaucrat] might, in 5 minutes of boredom, run a pivot table and see this and tell
their boss. But their boss might not pass it up the chain.” He continues: “From my experience, if
this isn’t going to cause a scandal, don’t bring it up. Or like, if we don’t have a good solution,
don’t stress people out and get them upset.” Bureaucrats, then, might want to make changes and
have good ideas about how to implement them, but their efforts are stymied by bureaucratic
structures that lock employees into following, and never deviating from, pre-existing rules. Jenna
explains that, even though bureaucrats have invaluable knowledge accumulated over years of
experience working in government, “they’re never rewarded for trying new things often” to actually put this knowledge to use improving government. “So, they’re like, I’ve come up with a
way to do this where nobody gets in trouble, and I meet whatever the requirements are […] I
don’t really blame them for not owning it. When your boss tells you, this is what you’re graded
on, so to speak, you’re going to be like, these are the things I concentrate on, they told me this
was my job.” Bureaucrats, then, are not to be blamed for the state of things. Instead, they are
considered hapless victims of bureaucratic structures and therefore recipients of our sympathy
and empathy.
Fourth, participants frequently characterize government as being made up of silos. The
term “silo” comes up perhaps more than any other during my interviews and participant observation with civic technologists and bureaucrats. For example, Aaron—who runs a civic tech contracting firm—explains some of the obstacles he faces in trying to redesign bureaucratic processes:
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“of course, the silos that exist between departments, and the similar needs that they don’t even
know exist between departments.” Nathan tells me something similar, as he reflects on how funding for various programs and activities are set up in government: “The city, I’ve found […] the
way it’s set up, is that a lot of the funds are very siloed, very capsulated […] How siloed it is, is
surprising to me, coming from private industry.” And again, from Vivian, a designer currently
working for local government: “One of the biggest issues with the city is that it’s incredibly siloed,
so no one knows what any other department is doing.” Ethan also tells me that there is a “siloing
of information within counties” to the point that it is “really hard to get a holistic picture” on
certain issues. Jenna similarly characterizes many bureaucratic processes as “inherently siloing.”
Silos, then, are understood as isolated and walled, as not communicating or sharing data
and information with those outside the silo. Silos are redundant, because the people working
inside could be doing the same work as those in another silo but would never know it because
they fail to communicate and share with each other. For participants, silos are a key reason why
bureaucratic processes remain analog, old, and slow: by failing to build processes that cut across
departments, bureaucrats are unable to streamline decision making and action, thus adding “like
five extra steps than necessary,” as Jenna puts it.
Understanding bureaucracy as a series of silos is more than an observation—it’s a value
judgment. Here, I want to draw on Boltanski and Chiapello's (2018) conceptualization of the spirit
of network capitalism—that set of moral values which motivates high-status, highly-skilled
workers (in this case, engineers) to become invested in capitalist production. The authors build
on Boltanski and Thévenot’s (2006) grammars for justification by outlining a new moral order
that they claim emerged alongside network capitalism. This moral order:
is founded on the mediating activity employed in the creation of networks, making it valuable in its own right, independently of the
goals pursued or the substantive properties of the entities between
which the mediation is conducted. From this standpoint, mediation
is a value in itself, or rather, in the conceptual framework employed
here, a specific status of which each actor is liable to take advantage
when ‘putting people into contact’, ‘making connections’, thereby
helping to ‘construct networks.’ (Emphasis original)
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A subject or object’s worth, in this moral order, is assessed based on their level of mediating activity, meaning its ability to bring things into contact. On the one hand, unworthy subjects are
unadaptable, rigid, immobile, and prefer security. On the other hand, worthy subjects are mobile,
flexible, and versatile, able to move from situation to situation on diverse projects while making
connections along the way (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018). People, technologies, structures, and
projects are valued if they create connections in a network and bring together things and people
who had not been previously in contact—in other words, if they break down silos. But not all networking is created equal. Worthy subjects under network capitalism should know how to “select
between connections with a lot of new potential and those that revert to routine existing links”
and which only lead to “superfluous information” (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018:113). In general,
however, creating connections and forming networks is an activity highly valued under the moral
order of network capitalism.
We can see this moral order of worth playing out in civic technologists’ characterizations
and criticisms of bureaucracy. Descriptions of bureaucracy being old, slow, and siloed are criticisms of unworthy structures, technologies, and relationships. Civic technology, in contrast, is
depicted as embodying worthy activity under network capitalism: it makes unlikely connections,
synthesizes information, and is adaptable and flexible. Under this moral order, the two could not
be more different: the vertical, rigid hierarchies of bureaucracy are the polar opposite of the flat
networks of contemporary tech firms. These characterizations of what is good and bad about
bureaucracy and civic technology form the epistemological basis of civic technologists’ engagement with bureaucrats and their work. It creates a space of intervention where technologists can
use their expertise to discipline bureaucrats into becoming a particular type of subject. In the following section, I outline the disciplinary techniques technologists use to train the souls of bureaucrats, and what kinds of bureaucratic subjects they hope to produce.
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Disciplining Bureaucrats
Vivian forgot to bring her lunch that day, so we leave her office to eat a Korean restaurant down
the street. As we sit down with our food, she tells me that she had gone to school for urban planning and spent the early years of her career working at nonprofits. Eventually, however, she
started to feel disillusioned with the trajectory urban studies seemed to be taking, particularly
regarding what she saw as its failure to take social justice concerns into account. She took a break
from working to go to graduate school, and afterwards “pivoted” her career to “digital software
interface design.” Around this time, she and her husband decided to move to Silicon Valley. “I
didn’t have any friends moving here,” she recalls. “So, that was one of the main reasons why I
ended up dropping by a lot of Meetups, and then the only one that really stuck was civic tech.”
While volunteering, she met a city employee named Naomi. Vivian ended up conducting user
testing for Naomi on an app which allows residents to submit reports about public safety and
nuisance violations, such as the presence of potholes, abandoned cars, and graffiti. After working
together on the project, Vivian applied for and secured a job working as a designer in Naomi’s
department with the city.
Because she had moved from civic tech to government employment and had therefore
seen both sides of civic tech partnerships, I am particularly interested in Vivian’s perspective on
what works in civic tech and what does not. What do government employees think about civic
tech volunteers? Do they make use of volunteers proactively, seeking out their help on particular
issues? Vivian explains that she encourages other bureaucrats to take advantage of volunteers’
willingness to help, because they can contribute capacity where the city does not have it (such as
being able to conduct user testing). But civic technologists have more than only coding expertise.
She continues:
Talking with other civic technologists, I’ve asked them like — what
do you think is the best way that city people can engage with civic
tech volunteers? And I think that they said, in like a softer side,
maybe conducting a workshop and getting various departments and
stakeholders together […] Maybe doing more service design stuff. So, I
would say one of the biggest issues with the city is that it’s incredibly
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siloed, so no one know what any other department is doing. And I
think part of our job is to get people in the same room and to talk about
things. So, yeah, if a group could do that somehow, to help enable
that, I think that would be really helpful, you know, rather than offering a product or coding. (Emphasis added)
Although civic tech volunteers can, and do, build digital technologies in the hopes that bureaucrats will adopt them in their daily work, Vivian sees technologists as able to make a wider contribution to government functions by helping in the design of both bureaucratic processes and
service delivery.
Vivian, like many other civic technologists, sees technology adoption as insufficient to
change the core of what is wrong with bureaucracy. The idea here is that if a department adopts
a specific civic tech product—like a website visualizing campaign finance data—that might contribute to increasing public participation and trust in government. But it will not change the underlying bureaucratic processes in the department in charge of ensuring campaign finance data
is transparent. To get at those more fundamental problems, civic technologists suggest there
needs to be a change to government culture. If government culture can be altered to prioritize the
principles and practices of ‘best practices’ in design thinking in the private sector, the shift towards a digitally driven, service-oriented government will be much easier to realize. Civic technologists, then, see their contribution as more than building digital products—they are also helping bureaucrats to change the way they approach their work at a fundamental level.
To do this, I argue civic technologists try to discipline government employees into new
bureaucratic subjects. They do this using two primary disciplinary techniques. The first is more
implicit. When civic technologists partner with bureaucrats on projects, they use their time together to perform design practices and processes and demonstrate to bureaucrats that they can
conduct their work in a different way. This involves walking bureaucrats through different design decisions, explaining why a product works the way it does, and how it could be changed
depending on users’ and workers’ needs. The hope here is by demonstrating the feasibility of
these work styles, bureaucrats will be encouraged to mimic them themselves. The second technique is more explicit: civic technologists organize training sessions, events, and panel
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discussions to teach bureaucrats about human-centered design and other approaches to software
design, such as scrum. In these instances, technologists explicitly train bureaucrats how to approach their work as an engineer would in the private sector. Both techniques attempt to discipline bureaucrats into subjects who value networks over silos; users’ needs over the requirements
of their job descriptions; quick sprints over long-term planning; and, ultimately, risk over security.
Implicit Discipline: Modeling a Different Type of Work
During my time in the field, I interviewed several paid members of a team working to create a
user-friendly website for applying for a county’s affordable housing vouchers. The goal of the
site is to walk applicants through the process of applying for vouchers as easily as possible so
that, if they meet the requirements, they receive the benefits they are eligible to receive. “It’s the
right of people who are eligible for vouchers to receive them,” Janice emphasizes. “If everything
worked perfectly, then every single person who was eligible would just have it. The fact that there
are obstacles to getting this thing that you’re 100% eligible for and should have, feels like an honest problem, you know? How can we contribute to lowering the barriers to access this right?”
Technologists identify the “ancient and arduous” (as Jenna calls it) bureaucratic process of applying for the program as a central barrier for residents trying to access the vouchers. “The people
who needed vouchers weren’t able to navigate it,” Jenna says while explaining her impression of
the project. “They’re entitled to the support, but they just can’t make it through the process to get
it.”
Team members use their project to incentivize bureaucrats to incorporate more digital
technologies and design practices in their daily work. They frame their website, and the fact that
people successfully apply for the program through it, as evidence to bureaucrats that they can
work differently. This softer disciplinary technique works by demonstrating or performing a certain work process and asking bureaucrats to mimic it themselves. Take, for instance, how Liam
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articulates bureaucrats’ relationship to technology and how he tries to change it. He begins by
explaining what he believes is wrong with bureaucracy: that it is black-boxed and slow to change.
I think a lot of government technology is a bit of a hindrance. Where
it’s a bit of maybe a black box to workers about, how did this come to
be, how did it come to be that we’re using this system. It’s just really
slow to change. So, something might be really difficult to use, that
kind of feedback would take such a long time to actually get through
and close the loop to make a change in some of these really big systems. (Emphasis added)
Not only is government using slow, hard-to-change technical systems, but bureaucrats themselves are in the dark about how they work and why they are using these technologies in the first
place. Liam characterizes government technology as mysterious and challenging to bureaucrats,
and as something that they have no control over and whose logic they do not understand. To
remedy this situation, Liam tries to walk bureaucrats through the process of creating new digital
technologies to streamline government services:
So, talking to some counties and being like, ‘hey we do civic tech,
we do technology that helps people apply, we help people navigate
the system using technology.’ I think a lot of the reaction is like,
‘well what does that mean? Can you show us what that means?’
[…] And then the question of being like, ‘okay well, technology is
really hard, what would it take for us to work with you? What do
you want from us?’ And then kind of explaining, ‘okay, let’s submit
a test application.’
The goal of the project, then, is not only to encourage residents to apply for vouchers using their
more user-friendly website. It is also to encourage bureaucrats to think about and relate to technology differently. Instead of seeing it as a mystery, Liam wants to encourage bureaucrats to take
ownership over their technologies, to be deliberate about why the institute certain systems the
way they do. At the end of this, Liam tells me, “we’ve shown, okay, look, you can use agile software development and user-centric design and user research in order to like, build up from nothing to have this huge impact.” Thus, Liam tries to discipline bureaucrats by demonstrating how
a technology works and how it can be altered to fit their needs, all while linking the technology
to maximizing outcomes (in this case, getting more residents into the voucher program).
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Other members of the project team share Liam’s approach. Janice, for instance, tells me
that she understands one of the more significant impacts of their work as showing bureaucrats
that it is possible to do their work in a different way. “I think it’s really gratifying when our
government partners are astonished by something that we’ve done,” she explains. “And that
astonishment is usually something about speed, or the depth of data and insight that we are able
to provide. It’s just like, showing them a different way of working.” She continues:
It’s like, in a workplace that habitually operates slowly, bureaucratically, it’s difficult to make changes — you know, all that kind of
stuff — it’s amazing to them sometimes. Not like, ‘oh wow look
what they can do,’ but part of our goal is to show them what they
can do. It’s not so much that we want to be good superhero as we
want to be a model of what user-centered design can look like […]
I think there’s an impact there as well. On people actually getting
housing? Yes. On being a model of a different kind of work, a different way of working, a different approach to problem-solving?
Yes.
Again, Janice here articulates part of her job as providing a “model” for a different type of work
and encouraging bureaucrats to adopt the same approach by performing its success. Sometimes
this disciplinary work occurs during events organized to bring government employees and civic
technologists together to brainstorm projects together for a day. Ethan, for instance, tells me that
after one of these events, bureaucrats leave with a sense that “oh, it’s possible to design services
that are friendlier […] They know that some things might be more feasible than they thought.”
Keiko similarly characterizes another event as having “done a lot to engender greater confidence
in what the city is actually doing and capable of doing” in that bureaucrats are able to demonstrate their willingness to try out different ways of working.
Several volunteers on other projects also characterize one of their goals as being to convince government that, after seeing civic technologists design technologies, they can take up this
kind of work themselves. Jenna expresses this point to me a few different times. During our first
interview, as she walks me through the project she works on, she told me that her goal is “to show
you [government] that this is possible, so you know what’s possible. And then you do it, state
government. You do it. Like, don’t let people file on badly handwritten analog forms. Make them
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file digitally so we get the data cleanly.” I follow up on this point with her a year later, asking
whether she thinks the kinds of projects civic technologists are working on should actually be
done by government itself. She responds: “Yes. That is so true. It’s totally true. And then in this
other way, it’s like, well, they can’t and they’re not, so […] I think we’ll get there, and part of me
doesn’t mind like—if what you need is proof that this is effective, and that this pays off, I’m fine
to provide that to you, because I believe it does. Like, this change is painful, but if what you need
is evidence that this is worth the time, your time, fine. Happy to do it.”
Hard Discipline: Training the Trainers
Civic technologists also take a more explicit approach to disciplining bureaucrats: training city
employees in the principles of human-centered design, with a focus on how they can implement
it in their own work and train other bureaucrats to do the same. Vivian, for instance, is redesigning a local city’s website. But her approach is not to just do the redesign herself. Instead, as she
explains it:
I’m on a term-limited position, and so I need to consider the sustainability of what can happen once I leave. They’re constantly talking about being a multiplier, and we also have very limited bandwidth. And so, it’s really just teaching the village how to fish. We
teach them about UX, user experiences. The easy thing for us to
have done is just gone in and made changes ourselves. But we’re
not doing that. I’m actually teaching them how to evaluate their
own usability […] It’s like, the idea of teaching people how to do it
themselves. (Emphasis added)
Here, Vivian repeatedly suggests (while drawing on a colonial trope) that bureaucrats need to be
taught how to care about user experiences in applying for and receiving government services.
She also makes a similar suggestion as Tyler about technology solutions being “what scales”
when she mentions “being a multiplier.” The idea here is that instituting culture change and encouraging bureaucrats to adopt digital technologies can have continuous impacts outside of individual intervention. If bureaucrats can be taught how to do this work themselves, they will not
need technologists to help them with it — they can take on the mantle of design work and help
spread it throughout bureaucracies themselves.
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This disciplinary technique often involves face-to-face training sessions where bureaucrats learn about design principles and practices, as well as actually embedding design practices
into bureaucratic ones. For instance, Vivian’s department uses the “scrum” approach to service
design. “It’s this framework for prioritizing your work,” Vivian explains. “You conduct what’s
called two-week sprints where you come up with a list of priorities, and then you fulfill them,
and then you do what’s called a retrospective. We talk about what went well, what didn’t really
go well, and then how to improve on that cycle.” She sighs. “We have this never-ending scrum
cycle, and you feel like you’re on this constant cycle of self-improvement.” The use of the phrases
“feel” and “self-improvement” are indicative of the disciplinary nature of civic technologists’
partnerships with bureaucrats. They target the very subjectivity of bureaucrats by changing the
way they feel at work: that they must be constantly self-improving rather than continuously fulfilling the obligations of their job. Thus, civic technologists—including those who find jobs in
government through their volunteering—help implement new processes based on user-centered
design in an effort to discipline bureaucrats to think differently about service design.
Aaron’s civic technology consulting firm similarly disciplines bureaucrats by training
them in design principles. The firm, according to Aaron, uses “human-centered design to improve public services. There’s always usually a technology or digital component, but we really
focus on the people side of technology.” A major part of their work involves doing “an increasing
number of trainings about human-centered design for strategic planning. We also do some management work, like, train-the-trainer model. How do you help people understand a new piece of
technology and roll it out successfully?” Aaron’s team is helping a Bay Area city “to roll out a
new software system they hadn’t changed since 1990,” which he characterizes as “a massive,
massive change, which needs a lot of handholding, and also respect and engagement from people
who are going to be using this new tool.” As part of their effort to institute the “culture change”
required for bureaucrats to adopt this new technology, Aaron’s team recently did a “train-thetrainer thing.” As he explains it: “How do you train other people to train other people? This gets
to scale, and this also gets to ownership, cultivating ownership in the process. You know, as
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consultants we can come in and help you figure out something, but we’re not going to be here
forever. And if this is going to be successful, you need to be able to take on the mantle of hosting
the action team meeting, or updating this tool yourself, or training your colleagues about how to
use this tool.”
Thus, just convincing bureaucrats to adopt digital technologies is not enough to solve the
problems with bureaucracy. Instead, bureaucrats need to internalize the processes and principles
of design thinking in order to make more fundamental changes. “I think technology can be seen
as this panacea, or this savior, when in actuality it can just re-substantiate the very problems that
you were having in the prior situation,” Aaron tells me. This is why his team trains bureaucrats
in design thinking rather than dropping a technology on them wholesale. “I truly think—and this
is where technology and scale kind of break—you do need that psychological safety. It’s a new
way to learn how to be, and new tools and processes that need to be embraced from leadership and
from bottom-up,” he continued (emphasis added). “That’s a long-term cultural change thing, but
the reason why we like human-centered design is that it can teach some of those things just as a
byproduct of that process.” These byproducts include “being able to listen, be able to understand
someone else’s unique perspective as part of collecting untarnished data.” This aspect of their
work, according to Aaron, “is the capacity-building aspect of our work. If we can leave an organization with not only a better process for collaborating but also some sense of what’s possible as
far as their impact, if not responsibility as far as the way they show up, that’s the best we can do.”
Similar to Vivian, Aaron articulates his work as training bureaucrats to do design work
for themselves. And, similar to Liam, he wants bureaucrats to “take ownership” over new digital
technologies in order to understand why and how they work and to continue maintaining them
in the future, while also using what they have learned as the basis for starting new projects on
their own. Again, the goal here is not to get bureaucrats to adopt a particular technology. Instead,
the goal is to discipline bureaucrats into “a new way to learn how to be”, as Aaron puts it, by
encouraging them to adopt design principles and practices in their daily work.
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One tactic which civic technologists use to facilitate this disciplinary work is pushing governments to establish new positions, teams, and agencies within government dedicated to digital
service design. The idea is that these teams will instigate “cultural change” from the inside by
showing other bureaucrats that it is possible to do their work differently. At the national level,
President Obama established the United States Digital Service (USDS) and 18F in 2014. The online
magazine Government Technology describes them as “two tech outfits made up of Silicon Valley
experts that would act as digital task forces to teach concepts like agile development and deploy
modern tech” amongst other bureaucrats (Mulholland 2016). USDS recruits technologists for
“tours of service” working for the government in “small, responsive groups of designers, engineers, product managers, and bureaucracy specialists to work with and empower civil servants”
(United States Digital Service 2021). Similarly, 18F is an office under the General Services Administration whose mission is to help “civilian and military federal agencies” to “build or buy exceptional digital services” (18F 2021).
This precedent set at the federal level has, according to interviewees, trickled down to
state, county, and city government. Nathan, for instance, has a job in digital service design for a
local city. His team’s work, he tells me, is important because it helps create “wider-spread cultural
change” and encourages bureaucrats to start “embracing a culture of asking these questions and
thinking this way, asking why government isn’t doing X and Y—or why, for me personally, why
are government processes so antiquated?” Civic technologists understand digital services teams
as an internal mechanism for disciplining bureaucrats because they are in-house sites for practicing design work and teaching other departments to do the same. It is for this reason that Owen
calls digital services teams “internal startups within the government”: because their culture and
practices are already informed by best practices in the private sector. “Within the digital services
team, it’s great because everybody’s already on board with all this stuff,” he tells me.
If you start to move outside of that, you start to run into institutional resistance of like, well this is how we’ve always done it, why
would we change? And you’ve got to start from scratch a little bit
with building a new culture. But I think that’s kind of happening
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now with people who have come from civic tech volunteer groups
or similar organizations and have gotten a job in government.
Nathan also sees this circulation of expertise as important leverage for disciplining bureaucrats:
“There’s also a lot of people coming through civic technology organizations, and we’ve had a
number of people who volunteer through local groups and now work within the city for government,” he explains. “I think that’s a really positive effect. And that’s also sort of, capacity building,
building it within the city, with people that can think this way.”

Producing New Bureaucratic Subjects
In general, then, civic technologists deploy two disciplinary techniques—performing different
models of work and direct training—to shape bureaucrats’ subjectivity. They see technology
adoption on its own as insufficient for making the kinds of changes they believe necessary to
overhaul bureaucracy. Without knowing why they use certain technologies or how they work,
bureaucracy will continue to be old, slow, analog, and siloed—all the aspects of bureaucracy
which are responsible for perpetuating inequalities in how residents access services. To get at the
more foundational problems with bureaucracy, civic technologists try to discipline bureaucrats
into new subjects: ones which value networks over silos; user experience over job requirements;
quick sprints over long-term planning; and, ultimately, risk over security. The consequence of
this is that it shapes how bureaucrats understand their role in government, how they relate to
residents, and what ‘good’ and ‘bad’ bureaucratic work looks like. In other words, as Aaron put
it, bureaucrats need to learn a new way “how to be.”
One of civic technologists’ more persistent and pointed critiques of bureaucracy is that it
operates in a series of silos. Departments and agencies do not communicate with each other and
therefore are unable to get a holistic picture on service design. With nobody thinking explicitly
about residents’ experiences interacting with government, some tasks become redundant (as they
are done by multiple bureaucrats in different departments) while other aspects of service provision are ignored because they do not fall under any particular bureaucrats’ purview. Civic technologists, then, task themselves with “breaking down silos” in order to remove redundancies,
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improve the efficiency of service delivery, and maximize the user’s experience in accessing services. This requires teaching bureaucrats to think in networks (connections across departments)
rather than silos (their individual role in government).
How exactly is this done? One way in which civic technologists discipline bureaucrats to
think in networks rather than silos is by teaching them to think outside of the requirements, obligations, and roles outlined in their job descriptions. According to multiple interviewees, bureaucrats understand their role in government as whatever their job title and department mission
require them to do. They follow orders handed down from their superiors and do not try to do
anything that crosses that boundary. As a result, when delivering government services, their
work centers on their job requirements (am I fulfilling what my job description says I should do?
Am I following my department’s mission statement? Am I doing what I am getting paid to do?)
rather than on residents and their experiences with government (am I helping this resident accomplish this task?). This focus on their job descriptions rather than on residents’ needs can result
in redundancies across departments because multiple people might be tasked with similar goals.
Because each bureaucrat is only concerned with fulfilling their duties, they are not thinking about
what other bureaucrats are also doing and how they can combine their work in ways that make
accessing services more efficient for residents.
Janice characterizes the difference between these two modes of thinking as follows:
Instead of starting by saying, ‘well, the law says blah-blah-blah, so
better make sure nobody does anything bad,’ which is one way of
thinking about it — the user-centered design approach is more like,
okay, if I’m a person applying for vouchers […] what makes it possible for me, what do I need in order to be successful in getting that
thing? So, I think that we’re helping demonstrate that processes can
— you can test an idea, you can think about the user instead of
about the worker, or worse yet, instead of about the auditor, which
is often the place that they start. Like, we just don’t want to get in
trouble. Which is, you know. Anyway. (Emphasis added)
Janice is concerned with bureaucrats’ tendency to center the worker and auditor when designing
services. In her view, bureaucrats prioritize fulfilling their job descriptions over the applicants’
experience in applying for vouchers, and even whether they are helping as many people as
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possible access the program. Not only that, but they are also centering the auditor when they run
the program, trying to minimize as much as possible the likelihood that an auditor will find mistakes in how the program is run. Civic technologists, then, are disciplining bureaucrats into subjects with a different understanding of their role in government and of their relationship to residents. The new bureaucratic subject cares less about the specifics of their job description and more
about outcomes—about ensuring that as many residents as possible complete the tasks they set
out to accomplish.
Part of what needs to be overcome to realize this shift is bureaucrats’ wariness about “getting in trouble.” Several technologists identify this as a key aspect of bureaucrats’ current subjectivity which gets in the way of more effective service design. Jenna, for instance, expresses me her
impressions of how bureaucrats feel about their jobs. In her view, many government workers
“are like, ‘this process is stupid, and it takes five extra steps than necessary, and its old, but it’s
what is approved, and I don’t want to get in trouble for not following the process.’” But bureaucrats should not be blamed for being concerned with following the rules. “I think that it’s easy to
sort of like, get into a mindset where you’re like, I just do this as I’m told, instead of stepping back
and being like: who is this serving? What is the intent? What was the original goal here, and who
really needs to sign off?” She reiterates this point a year later during our second interview: “So,
they’re like, ‘I’ve come up with a way to do this where nobody gets in trouble, and I meet whatever the requirements are. And even if it is a stupid system, that is bad and inherently siloing,
I’m going to keep doing it.”
Thus, civic technologists try to discipline bureaucrats to de-prioritize the requirements
outlined in their job descriptions and be less concerned with “getting in trouble” for deviating
from these requirements. Instead, they teach them to prioritize service delivery even if that means
doing work outside of what they were directly hired to do. Oftentimes this requires working with
people outside their immediate team or department, including civic technology volunteers themselves. As I point out earlier in this chapter, bringing unlikely partners together is one of the core
values of the moral order of network capitalism because it is believed to be essential to generating
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new insights and spurring creativity and innovation. For example, key part of Aaron’s approach
to partnering with government departments on civic technology projects is creating teams of
stakeholders that cut across traditional organizational lines.
Once these silos are broken down and bureaucrats are working across departments and
beyond their job requirements, traditional bureaucratic processes still remain a problem. Historically, when dealing with technology, governments have put out requests for proposals (RFPs)
which go through a lengthy process of assessment. Even once governments secure contracts with
private firms to build government technology, the systems go through extended periods of planning and testing before they are ultimately rolled out. But this deliberative, prolonged process of
developing and rolling out government technologies is, for civic technologists, incredibly dated
and no longer fit for the agile software development practices currently deployed in the private
sector.
To remedy this situation, civic technologists discipline bureaucrats to work on a different
temporal scale, to move away from thinking in the long-term and towards the short-term.
Whereas current approaches to developing government technology are slow and arduous—what
Samir called “that old, big mindset”—future approaches should be quick and iterative. Concretely, this means, first, adopting design practices such as scrum. Recall Vivian’s earlier description of how her team operates: “We have this never-ending scrum cycle, and you feel like you’re
on a constant cycle of self-improvement.” Work is conducted in sprints that last from one to four
weeks and is then followed by a retrospective where team members discuss what went well and
what did not, before planning the next sprint. This method of structuring time requires participants to think about their work as constantly improving, always shifting, never remaining the
same. Instead, they are constantly ‘self-improving.’
Adopting these practices also necessitates a different approach to planning government
technology projects and service delivery. Instead of the protracted process which often characterizes governments’ work with contractors—processes which could take years before a technology
is actually rolled out for bureaucrats’ use—designing and deploying technologies should happen
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quickly and iteratively. In fact, very little planning should go into the first iteration of a technology. For example, consider the following example from a civic technology hackathon. The morning keynote speaker gives an address that mostly focuses on getting the technologists in the audience excited about the day’s events. But they also outline a few principles which they believe
should guide the hackathon’s activities. One of them concerns design. The speaker rallies the
audience to get to work quickly: “don’t spend too much time planning! Just start!” The audience
responds by snapping their fingers for several seconds, and I see more than a few audience members nod their heads in agreement. The assumption here is that quick iterations—and relatively
little up-front planning—can make government technologies more flexible, adaptable, and lean,
and therefore more responsive to residents’ needs.
Ultimately, what this all requires is not only a different type of labor, but additional labor.
Partnering with civic tech volunteers, for example, often happens after work and at technologists’
meetings, and thus happens during unpaid work hours. “It’s tricky,” Owen explains to me, “because a lot of bureaucrats or civil servants are not willing to like—the volunteering time is after
work, right? It would require a civil servant to spend less time with their family or whatever, or
just generally go above and beyond their current job. It’s tough for sure, because you need to find
someone who is willing to think outside the box and go invest in this as a side project.” Luckily,
Owen tells me, “in newer government agencies or in government departments that are newer,
they tend to be staffed by younger people who are more comfortable doing that.” These younger
people are, in a sense, more susceptible to being disciplined into this new bureaucratic subjectivity because they already feel the pressure of needing to do additional unpaid work for their jobs.
Implementing networked practices that cross organizational boundaries can also require
additional labor. Take, for instance, the following quote from Keiko, who leads a team who is
redesigning a city government’s website. The goal of the redesign is to prioritize what users are
looking for when they access the site—such as how to pay their parking ticket or public health
updates. I ask her how she goes about identifying what services departments provide and how
these should be presented on the site. She replies: “The process of course is, one, to define services.
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Or to define what you’re actually delivering and what you’re actually debating. Which, I would
say, interestingly enough, doesn’t always line up with what people are being paid to do.” She
further explains that this can be tricky because “not every city service is like a fully funded service
or program.” For instance, she tells me, think about parking meters. “If you were talking to somebody [in the transportation department], they might say, ‘my service is actually maintaining the
parking meter,’” she explains. But that is not what residents are trying to accomplish when they
visit the city’s website. They want to pay their parking tickets. Thus, bureaucrats are encouraged
to amend their jobs as not just maintaining parking meters but helping residents to pay their
parking tickets.

Designing Government
The ultimate goal of this disciplinary work is to reform bureaucracy. Recall that civic technologists’ main critiques of contemporary bureaucracy are that it is old, slow, analog, and siloed—
characteristics that are diametrically opposed to digital networked technologies and ‘best practices’ of technology development in the private sector. Technologists try to solve this problem by
reforming government to be networked, digital, quick, and participatory—in short, isomorphic
with the structures, practices, and moral orders of platform capitalism. Platforms, in the most
basic sense, “are digital infrastructures that enable two or more groups to interact” (Srnicek
2016:25). The platform business model has been key to many tech firms’ success for a number of
reasons, but especially because “a platform positions itself (1) between users, and (2) as the
ground upon which their activities occur, which thus gives it privileged access to record them”
(Srnicek 2016:25). Platform business models emerged in the private sector to extract data from
users in order to increase profit. Civic technologists are working to translate this model into local
government. In this ‘platform government model’, residents are recast as users, government as
an amalgamation of service providers, and bureaucrats and civic technologists as maintainers of
the platforms that allow the two to interact.
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As an emblematic example of this platform government model, I want to revisit Victor
and HConnect. As a brief reminder: HConnect began as a civic technology volunteer project but
attracted so many volunteers (as well as external funding) that the team eventually spun off the
project into its own 501(c)(3) nonprofit. It runs a few different programs, but its primary focus is
building and maintaining an online directory of homeless services in a Bay Area city. The reason
why homelessness is at such historic highs in the Bay, according to Victor, is not because there is
a lack of resources or funding for government programs or a failure of political willpower (or a
whole host of other reasons which social scientists have long pointed out as contributing to homelessness in urban centers, such as housing policy). Rather than being about “not enough money
being poured in,” Victor conceptualizes homelessness as being rooted in the government’s inability to properly distribute resources. HConnect’s solution to this is to build a digital website
which facilitates effective resource distribution. “We don’t try to provide resources,” Victor tells
me, “but we are providing technology to connect resources with users.”
The website works by first assembling disperse information on resources and services
provided by different government departments and nonprofits. It then presents these resources
to users by guiding them through a series of questions to determine their eligibility for different
programs, such as their age. They are then asked to describe their current housing situation by
choosing one of three answers: “I could become homeless soon”; “I am currently in a shelter”; or
“I am homeless and need shelter right away.” Depending on the user’s answer, they are asked
additional eligibility questions (such as their veteran status) until they are provided a list of different services provided by various city departments and agencies, including their contact information, that they are eligible to receive. The hope is that after being provided this information,
they will contact the appropriate office themselves to access these services.
HConnect describes itself as the “definitive platform” for homeless services in the Bay
Area because it brings together government (or “services”) and residents (or “users”) and
matches the two based on what services are available, who users are, and what they need. Because
homelessness is conceptualized as rooted in inefficient resource distribution, the platform model
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appears the most appropriate solution because it is optimized for doing exactly this kind of work.
On the users’ side, HConnect configures residents as information-maximizing users and thus
downloads responsibility for addressing or ‘solving’ homelessness onto homeless people themselves. The design of the platform assumes that users know how to assess whether they meet each
eligibility criteria and can use the information they receive to access the most appropriate resources. Once this happens, the argument goes, homelessness will be largely addressed. But the
platform is also meant to address efficiency problems on the “supplier” side, meaning for bureaucrats. As Nathan explains it, the goal of the platform is to “reduce the amount of bloat on
case managers so that they can focus on the more difficult cases. The people that are able to help
themselves” should do that and leave the bureaucrats to focus on more challenging clients. Altogether, the idea here is that it is the responsibility of this rational, information-seeking user to
determine which resources to access so as to decrease unnecessary interactions with bureaucrats.
The website itself was built and continues to be maintained mostly by technologists employed at tech firms in the Bay Area. To keep the information updated, HConnect hosts corporate
events with tech firms where employees are paid to take time out of their regular workdays to
validate the information on HConnect’s website. “What the volunteers are helping us do here is
make sure that all information is updated,” Victor tells me. “We just want to make sure that when
people go to our website and they look for help, they better be accurate. Because that’s ultimately
what we try to do. We try to be a reliable data provider, or like information provider.”
What is also interesting here is that not everyone on the team has been specifically trained
in the causes and dynamics of homelessness in the Bay Area. “It might be funny,” Victor explains,
“because I don’t have any previous knowledge on homelessness issues nor any social justice or
digital equity.” Even so, Victor notes that their corporate partners have started requesting that
HConnect deliver presentations to volunteers about “what is the outlook of homelessness in the
Bay Area […] Because yeah, they might have the money, they might have the willingness to help,
but when it comes down to people asking them, ‘so how bad is the Bay Area’s homelessness?’
They don’t have the numbers. They don’t know what’s going on. They just know it’s bad.”
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HConnect, then, produces legitimate knowledge about homelessness in the form of data provided
to tech employees. At the same time, they assume that because data scientists, engineers, developers, and designers have expertise in building platforms, they do not need to have expertise (or
at least some education) about the content of the websites. Instead, they only need to know how
to build a site matching existing resources the government provides with the needs of users.
There are a few elements of this example that I want to draw out as emblematic of the
platform government model as conceptualized by civic technologists. First, the model assumes
that many social problems can be solved by optimizing connections between users and service
providers. Several civic technology projects are built on this foundational assumption. Vivian, for
instance, got her start in civic tech by volunteering on a project that tried to address affordable
housing in the Bay Area. “Initially, it was envisioned as almost like a Craigslist of affordable
housing developments and open units,” she recalls. But this plan didn’t work out. After speaking
with a city staff member and some people who were struggling to find affordable housing, the
team realized that “the issue is not that there are all these open units and people can’t find them.
There’s just not enough units, you know? It’s a stock issue, or an inventory issue, in which case I
don’t think that — it wasn’t like there was a mismatch.” After realizing that the problem of affordable housing wasn’t one of a “mismatch” between supply and demand, the team decided to
abandon the project and pivot to something else. This example of a failed project is illustrative
because it gets at how technologists conceptualize social problems and how government should
solve them. Because the problem didn’t neatly fit into a platform government model, it was
deemed unsolvable and therefore abandoned.
Second, the platform government model works by trying to make the ‘market’ for government services more transparent. The idea is that because government offices are siloed, there
are many projects being done across different areas of bureaucracy that are servicing the same
need—but there is no place where all this information is centrally located. Thus, technologists
partner with bureaucrats to build platforms that aggregate information about services and resources and employ user-friendly design to guide users through the process of navigating
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information about these resources. For HConnect, this comes in the form of a series of eligibility
questions which culminate in a list of programs for which the user is eligible. Another website
guides users through their legal rights as renters depending on their situation and various local
laws and protections. Again, the idea here is that by aggregating information about services, and
guiding users through the process of selecting services based on a self-assessment of their eligibility, the ‘market’ for government services will be made more transparent and as a result increase
participation and trust in local government.
What this conceptualization of government does is center outcomes and the user experience at the expense of all other considerations. The ultimate goal for civic technologists is to maximize how many people successfully access services or use a particular government platform. But
when outcomes become the end goal above all else, the actual content of government programs is
removed from discussion. Maximizing outcomes does nothing to address, for example, the various levels of means-testing that many American social programs require. It also has nothing to
say about whether programs themselves are effective, and what ‘effective’ might even look like.
In short: when outcomes are prioritized, the content of programs are not subjected to political
contestation. In fact, they are actively depoliticized.
Fourth, civic technologists imagine government itself as being a platform. As one keynote
speaker at a hackathon I attended specifically encouraged participants to adopt a “mindset that
sees the whole ecology of people are part of government, government as a platform, and whose
success enables others” (emphasis added). But adopting the platform government model can
have serious depoliticizing effects. As Gillespie (2010) argues, tech companies adopted the platform metaphor of being a ‘platform’ in order to appeal to different audiences (including users
and advertisers) but also to elide existing regulations of media firms. By constructing their products as platforms, rather than news outlets, a platform company could claim it was “distinctly not
going to play the role of gatekeeper, nor even curator: it would be mere facilitator, supporter,
host” (Gillespie 2010:353). When this model is used to construct new bureaucratic forms, it obscures civic technologists’ and bureaucrats’ roles in determining how residents interact with
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government and access services. Despite claims that platforms are ‘neutral’ spaces where anyone
can create content or interact with other users and service providers, platform design always involves political choices. For one, the very assumption that social problems are rooted in a mismatch between supply and demand is a political understanding of inequality which leaves the
root causes of these problems intact.
It is perhaps not surprising, then, that many civic technologists characterize their work as
apolitical. “I think to a certain extent we are apolitical, right?” Tyler explains to me. “Because our
focus is government, which serves people and not a particular party. We sometimes get a diversity of viewpoints in the room that—again, we agree on outcomes, but we don’t always agree on
implementation.” Tyler, like many other civic technologists I spoke with for this project, sees improving government as an apolitical endeavor. Thinking about government in platform terms
facilitates this idea. Recall what I argue in the last chapter: that ‘platformization’ of civic tech
projects has the effect of distancing civic technologists from the politics of their work because it
displaces politics onto the different ways users operate the platform, rather than in any particular
design decisions civic technologists might make. Instead of making a tool for an anarchist, proprivacy group to mine government documents, the team of volunteers elect to build a platform
which made it possible for ‘anyone’ to type in search terms and mine the documents according
to their interests.
This point is all the more important considering that there is preliminary evidence that
civic technologists are becoming gatekeepers for accessing government. For one, the government
platform model rests on having a group of technologists to help build and maintain these online
platforms. In the HConnect example, a team of engineers, developers, and designers created the
initial website and is in charge of its continued maintenance. But the team also enrolls local tech
workers via corporate volunteering events to contribute to ongoing maintenance. This raises the
question as to whether there is an emerging group of technologist gatekeepers who control how
residents interact with local government.
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In fact, there is some evidence that civic technologists are trying to professionalize their
work. A key part of any process of professionalization is constructing and carving out expertise
that is the sole purview of members of the emerging professional community. Civic technologists
do this by juxtaposing their practices and values with what they argue is wrong with bureaucracy. Recall the quote from Tyler that opens this chapter. He argues that governments need to
focus on updating their processes and the outcomes of these processes, however that is to be measured. This focus on processes and outcomes, according to Tyler, means that technological interventions are effective because they can scale to address all or most parts of government. Tyler is
not only forwarding a particular critique of bureaucracy and a suggestion of how it should be
fixed; simultaneously, he is depicting civic technologists as having the expertise required to make
these changes. In other words, civic technologists characterize their expertise not only as it relates
to the products they build—such as coding—but in processes which create worthy objects: conducting sprints, iterating by incorporating user feedback, and creating simplified, easy-to-use
websites. This expertise in the process of developing technology is transportable to other kinds of
processes: namely, in this case, bureaucratic ones. Just as data science methods are treated as
exportable to various domains (Ribes et al. 2019), design expertise is exportable to bureaucratic
ones. Participants therefore understand civic tech not only as source of technical expertise bureaucrats could draw upon to help build digital technologies. They also saw themselves as
providing expertise for remaking bureaucracy to better fit the parameters of this new moral order.
Civic technologists’ understanding of their own expertise is reflected in how they talk
about civic tech’s contributions to changing bureaucracy. For instance, several technologists tell
me that their “real” contribution is not so much building digital products as it is changing government culture. Near the end of my interview with Nathan, I ask him why he thinks civic technology work is important at this historical moment. He replies: “I think it helps to create a culture
of this type of work, or modernization […] I think having these volunteer organizations in place
in those cities helps create this culture, and just people asking those questions and pushing for
that change.” Similarly, Jenna explains to me that “I think in some respects we’re solving local
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problems. But what we’re really doing is creating a culture of how you solve those problems that
anyone can cherry-pick themselves.” Janice also sees her work as contributing towards changing
the culture of government by helping bureaucrats “lean against some prevailing wisdoms or habits in the government space.” Additionally, several participants characterize civic technology as
explicitly focused on breaking down problematic bureaucratic structures. For instance, Keiko refers to civic tech as engaging in “silo-busting work.” She also characterizes a recent event jointly
run by volunteers and bureaucrats as trying to get a diverse range of people together in the same
room “so they can get in and connect, and then hopefully make synergies and make incremental
progress. It’s again this idea of silo-busting and trying to generate conversations between unlikely
partners” (emphasis added). The goal of the event—and thus why it is seen as valuable—comes
from its goal of bringing together people who otherwise would never have been in contact (one
of the most valued activities under network capitalism). Additionally, when I ask Vivian why she
thinks civic technology is important, she replies by quoting another technologist she recently
heard speak at an event. “They said the number one purpose is actually really not to make software, not to make usable software, or a usable product,” she tells me. “The number one thing is
actually to build community. And then number two I think is political will. And the third, I think,
is a product people actually want to use.” Several other technologists refer to their groups as
contributing towards “building community,” of “creating a community of this type of work,” and
of fostering a “professional community of folks” that will push for human-centered approaches
to service design.

A Platform Government?
In this chapter, I show how civic technologists are trying to discipline bureaucrats to becoming a
better “cultural fit” for the adoption of design thinking in government. Although civic technologists dedicate a significant portion of their work towards building digital technologies for government adoption, many participants remark that they do not see this as their primary contribution. Instead, they see themselves as ushering in a new culture of government where bureaucrats
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would bust down departmental silos, work at a quicker pace, and ultimately be more comfortable
taking risks. For technologists, embedding design practices such as scrum and using agile approaches towards software development in bureaucrats’ daily practices is essential to improving
government and therefore addressing many local social problems.
Have they been successful? The answer to this question is rather ambivalent. On the one
hand, several bureaucrats acknowledge that civic technologists have helped them do work that
they wouldn’t be able to do otherwise. Some departments, for instance, would like to conduct
more user testing but do not have the resources or expertise to do so. Volunteers can help with
this because they not only have the requisite expertise but can do the work for free. Several bureaucrats also want to make government more ‘participatory’ and ‘collaborative.’ Civic technologists are seen as helping with this effort in a few ways. One, they know how to build platforms
that explicitly try to maximize engagement. The design process is also well-suited for bringing in
users’ perspectives and data on how they interact with the platform to inform future iterations of
the technology—thus, in this view, making it inherently more participatory and responsive to
users’ needs, desires, and competencies. Two, bureaucrats see their engagement with civic technologists themselves as indicative of this more participatory government. Civic technologists often become stand-ins for broader communities of residents; in other words, bureaucrats see their
partnerships with civic technologists as themselves increasing resident participation in government because they are helping to design services and government technologies.
But on the other hand, some bureaucrats took issue with civic technologists’ approach to
changing government. Gladys, for instance, criticized technologists’ assumption that bureaucrats
are hapless victims of bureaucracy and who have no idea how government technologies work.
“They bring the tech culture and some sides of it are just not appreciated by me,” she explains.
“It can get really tiring because there’s a lot of proselytizing and as if—I think one thing in government is, a lot of times, things are not working well not because we’re oblivious. It’s because
we lack resources,” she laughs. “And there can be kind of the thing where it’s like, ‘ahhh, why
are you blah-blah-blah.’ Like, as if it’s just because of being stupid, right? Stupid and complicit.”
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Additionally, a few civic technology volunteers voice skepticism about whether design
practices in the private sector can (or should) be unquestionably adopted in public sector work.
It is worth quoting Paul at length here:
We all think we’re going to do it better, right? When you’re building something that has an impact, if it’s commercial the impact is
customers, and our bosses get money. Cool. But when you’re in the
public space, your impacts — you could make something that lasts
forever and has impacts way outside of what you’re thinking. And
people who are interacting with your system now are not the people who bought it. They’re people who just live here. You have to
be able to think of that, and I find that a lot of people that I interact
with, innocently, just don’t — they just exclude that […] We’re all
trained, especially in tech, to be like, this is the customer, this is their
use-case, and this is what I’m building for. Realistically, the customer is now every person, and we have been told not to think that
way. It’s interesting to me, especially in the civic tech space, that
this isn’t the defining principal that we’re all building around —
that you need to untrain yourself from that.
Paul articulates apprehension with the unilateral adoption of private sector design practices into
government technology design. Specifically, he does not believe that standard user-centered design can apply to government tech because it thinks about specific ‘use cases’, rather than the fact
that this technology is affecting everyone, not just people who signed up or bought the technology.
Residents, for Paul, are not the same as customers. This means that when civic technologists design for public impact, they are thinking about a specific subset of people, and ignoring the fact
that their technology is going to affect how all residents interact with their local government.
Interestingly, however, he suggests civic technology could actually be a space where some “unlearning” can be done. Instead of being a site for transporting platform business models into government, it could be a space where technologists can unlearn some of their deeply held assumptions about how to design technologies.
Lastly, some civic technologists are wary of the tendency to prioritize outcomes over all
else. Although they acknowledge that, on its own, it is hard to argue against getting more people
on government programs, it is in no way going to solve systemic social problems. Janice articulates this position most clearly as she reflects on the future of civic technology. “I do think that
our mission and work is good, and I don’t feel conflicted about it,” she begins. “But it’s not
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revolutionary.” She continues by reflecting on another civic tech program that helps families apply for free and reduced-price lunches for their children. Although the team has helped get many
families on the program who otherwise might not have received the benefits, “it still doesn’t address the fundamental thing about like, why do working people not have enough money to feed
themselves, and why are so many students in the United States hungry? It doesn’t address those
questions.” Janice here is pointing out that civic technology projects often leave the underlying
root causes of social problems untouched. In other cases, civic technology might be actively harmful. Although Janice did not believe this situation had come to pass yet, she imagined a future
situation where civic technologists would need to make a very tough decision:
If, because of something that the federal government requires or
because of something that comes down from the state […] If someone screws down the clamp on the accessibility of this benefit, is
our response as civic technologists to say, well how can we help
you get the documentation that you need to demonstrate that you
meet the able-bodied whatever requirement, blah-blah-blah? Versus something that’s more radical which says, you know what?
That’s wrong. That’s wrong. And as a civic technologist, I’m not
going to build a thing to make it more possible for something that
is unjust to happen.
Janice, then, questions what civic technologies’ response would be if additional means-testing
was implemented in social services in the future. Articulating a political neutrality in such situations could actually further entrench inequality. For this reason, Janice says “I do not think our
work is politically neutral.”
These various apprehensions and criticisms of how civic technology is trying to reshape government indicate that the success of technologists’ efforts to discipline bureaucrats remains ambivalent. The state is a complex organization, and most civic technologists are volunteers doing
this work in their spare time. There is not yet a sustained, comprehensive effort to reshape bureaucracy at multiple levels. We do, however, see the seeds of these efforts being sown. And if
any place is going to be susceptible to these efforts, it will be Silicon Valley, which has a soft spot
for disruption.
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Chapter 6
Civic Technology: Just Another Hammer Seeking a Nail?
As an approach to designing digital technologies for the common good, civic technology is full
of contradictions. Although volunteers get involved in civic technology because they feel disillusioned with their jobs in the tech industry, they still leverage their volunteering experiences in
order to network, build skills, and improve their employability (Chapter 3). Volunteers also consistently express their belief that technology is not a panacea for complex social problems which
are actually rooted in large, structural forces such as racism and capitalism. However, when the
same volunteers design and execute civic tech projects, they tend to conceptualize social problems
in a narrow, circumscribed fashion, often in ways that are disconnected from the problems which
they identify as the most pressing ones facing the Bay Area (Chapter 4). When discussing their
partnerships with bureaucrats, participants repeatedly emphasize the importance of city employees’ ‘domain expertise’ and their respect for the passion civil servants bring to their public service—while simultaneously depicting them as hapless victims of glacial, analog bureaucratic
structures and who need to be trained to accept private sector approaches to designing and implementing digitized social services (Chapter 5). More often than not, civic tech projects are not
adopted by government partners, yet I never witnessed or was told about concerted efforts by
civic technologists to shift their approaches to designing projects in order to increase adoption by
governments. Instead, several believe they civic tech organizations should standardize and institutionalize their existing approaches in order to make them more effective.
How can we make sense of these contradictions? Why do civic technologists repeatedly
build products which never get adopted while trying to solve problems nobody has? One common explanation relies on the adage that “when you have a hammer, everything looks like a nail”
(e.g., Broussard 2018; Morozov 2013). In this view, civic technology is yet another instance, in a
long line of examples, of technologists believing they can solve the world’s problems with an app.
However, the “hammer/nail” explanation does not help us understand why volunteers are so
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committed to using their technology skills for good; why they persist despite mounting evidence
that their projects are failing to make their intended impact; and why there is a significant gap
between how they retrospectively conceptualize social problems during interviews vis-à-vis how
they construct civic tech projects in practice. In other words, such an explanation does not give
us a foundation for articulating the complex relationships between volunteers and the ethos governing their workplaces; the positions they occupy in the tech labor market; and their experiences
as tech workers living in a rapidly gentrifying region. A second, related explanation for why technologists believe digital tech can solve complex social problems is made in cognitive terms: technologists lack education about local social problems, and therefore are unable to design comprehensive interventions. But my findings suggest the problem is much more complex. There is a
significant gap between (a) the broad, structural articulations of social problems which participants express during interviews, and (b) the circumscriptive understanding of social problems
which they mobilize when designing civic technologies. These interviewees do not lack education
or understanding about the complex structural dynamics of local social problems, which indicates that we cannot explain civic technologists’ activities solely in cognitive terms.
To understand why tech for good efforts fail, I argue that we need a deeper accounting of
how technologists’ relationship to the structures, practices, and normative values—in short, the
workplace ethos—of high-status, high-tech jobs. This workplace ethos deeply imbricates civic
engagement projects, forming a specific volunteering ethos which I call the spirit of civic technology.
In this chapter, I lay the groundwork for the concept by critically engaging with the literature on
technosolutionism and technophilanthropy and bringing it into conversation with pragmatic sociology.
Ultimately, I argue that the spirit of civic technology subverts efforts to design for social
justice by repairing technologists’ commitment to, and valorization of, the normative judgments
and practices which constitute their workplace ethos; in other words, by repairing their commitment to the spirit of capitalism. Technologists believe that despite all its faults, the core of the Big
Tech industry, which has not yet been distorted by the profit motive, can be salvaged and
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repaired in a way that can fulfill the industry’s founding promise: that it can save the world. Civic
technology is a site for repairing this narrative about the technology industry and proving that,
by removing the profit motive and creating their ideal workplaces, they can prove the continued
utility of tech work for social change. However, as I argue, what this narrative repair ultimately
does is provide justifications for network capitalism in terms of how it contributes to the common
good: it smooths over the contradictions of working under network capitalism and funnels technologists’ disillusionment back into routes which ultimately reinforce the industry’s cultural, economic, and epistemic power. Civic technologists do not engage in these activities because they
are puppets of an overarching capitalist ideology, nor are they purposefully using the language
of “the common good” and “justice” simply to help themselves gain employment. Rather, the
spirit of civic technology captures the series of complicated processes and factors which lead volunteers to defending capitalism and Big Tech firms, despite the frequent critiques they make of
it.

Big Problems with Big Tech
Why do we believe digital technologies can solve social problems and why do they repeatedly
fail to improve the common good? Critics of the Big Tech industry argue that the idea that ‘tech
can save the world’—an idea that is circulating amongst technologists, entrepreneurs, policymakers, and other tech boosters—impedes our ability to construct digital technologies which actually
improve and enrich social life, rather than contribute to existing inequalities. Different scholars
have variably conceptualized the idea that ‘tech can save the world’ as an ideology, epistemology,
and a belief. Together, these researchers and commentators demonstrate how the beliefs and assumptions associated with the idea that tech can save the world are not only factually incorrect—
in that they do not accurately reflect how digital technologies are designed and used in practice—
but habitually lead individuals to reconceptualize social problems into narrowly defined coordination or optimization problems, with the upshot of delegitimizing (or completely erasing) alternative pathways for improving our institutions and technologies. Some scholars trace this
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tendency back to the demographic composition of Big Tech companies and firms’ exclusion of
people of color, white women, and LGTBQ individuals from engineering positions; others root
the problem in the capitalist mode of production; and others understand the idea that ‘tech can
save the world’ as stemming from myths about the nature and power of the internet, which themselves can be traced back to some of the first internet boosters. In this section, I engage with a
selection of concepts which are paradigmatic of accounts which theorize the idea that tech can
save the world as an ideology, epistemology, and a belief.
Together, this research helps us grasp how collective understandings about the nature
and power of digital technologies have obstructed our ability to design technology for the common good. But this body of research is unable to explain why technologists continue to pursue
circumscribed solutions to complex social problems even when they do have the capacity to conceptualize social problems in terms of race, class, and gender, and at the same time are able to
explain that they do not believe technology is a panacea for all social problems. In order to build
a more comprehensive analysis of civic technology volunteering, I argue that we must account
for technologists’ normative assumptions about what ‘good’ tech work looks like; what a ‘good’
product is; and how tech organizations “should” run—assumptions which they export from their
workplaces into civic spaces in order to prove that ‘tech can still save the world’—and that the
spirit of civic technology concept can help us in this task.
‘Tech Can Save the World’ as Ideology
In Chapter 3, I showed that we can understand technologists’ involvement in civic technology as
an effort to prove to themselves and each other that tech can still save the world. This effort
emerges from their deep disillusionment with their workplaces, where they feel that the promises
made to them by network capitalism—that their egalitarian, nonhierarchical workplaces would
give them the space to be independent and creative while also helping them to build technologies
that improve the world—were going unfulfilled. But where does the expectation that their work
building digital technologies should 'save the world' come from in the first place, and how is it
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shaping (and undermining) their efforts to build technology for the common good? To answer
these questions, I now turn to the literature outlining the set of broader cultural beliefs about the
power of networked computerization to shape all social, political, and economic institutions in
ways that make them ipso facto more efficient and transparent.
In To Save Everything, Click Here (2013), Evgeny Morozov critiques the technology industry
and its boosters for engaging in "technosolutionism." Morozov starts by identifying a common
tendency amongst technologists to "[recast] all complex social situations either as neatly defined
problems with definite, computable solutions or as transparent and self-evident processes that
can be easily optimized." Morozov refers to the ideology which "legitimizes and sanctions such
aspirations" as technosolutionism. From ramifying what you put in your trash bin to instituting
a "liquid democracy" system for casting your vote, technosolutionists consistently view institutions as one techno-fix away from running seamlessly and democratically. Often, these fixes are
primarily concerned with making an institution, relationship, or behavior more efficient, optimized, open, or transparent because they equate these values with freedom, democracy, and
equality, and assume them to be universally held and in everyone’s best interest, regardless of
the context.
The most consequential component of technosolutionism is actually not the solutions
themselves but solutionists’ (mis)understandings of the problems they claim to be solving. As
Morozov (2013:28) explains:
It’s not only that many problems are not suited to the quick-andeasy solutionist toolkit. It’s also that what many solutionists presume to be 'problems' in need of solving are not problems at all; a
deeper investigation into the very nature of these 'problems' would
reveal that the inefficiency, ambiguity, and opacity—whether in
politics or everyday life—that the newly empowered geeks and solutionists are rallying against are not in any sense problematic.
In other words, solutionists contort social problems until they no longer reflect problems which
people are actually having. They do not do so out of any particular malice or ill-intent, but because they prioritize efficiency, openness, and transparency to the point that they reconceptualize
anything and everything as being amenable to optimization and perfection.
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Technosolutionists prioritize these values because they understand them to be inherent to
the structure of the internet—and the internet, for solutionists, embodies the ideal form political,
social, and economic institutions should take. Morozov (2011:20) defines this understanding of
the internet as Internet-centrism, or:
A philosophy of action that informs how decisions, including those
that deal with democracy promotion, are made and how long-term
strategies are created […] Internet-centrists like to answer every
question about democratic change by first reframing it in terms of
the Internet rather than the context in which that change is to occur
[…] and like to come up with strategies that assume the logic of the
Internet […] will shape every environment than [sic] it penetrates
rather than vice versa.
Internet-centrism, then, it not only a conceptualization of what the internet is and what it can do
but a methodology for addressing social problems where the prescriptions for social change require making institutions isomorphic with 'the Internet' as solutionists understand it to work
(which, Morozov notes, is not an accurate reflection of how the internet actually works in practice). In other words, for Internet-centrists, the internet is "an intellectual template for how society
itself should be organized" in that "the putative values of 'the Internet'—be it openness or participation—[are] the prized yardsticks for assessing every field of human endeavor, regardless of its
own goals and standards" (Morozov 2013:67). Thus, because technosolutionists are resolutely devoted to the values of efficiency, optimization, openness, and transparency—values which they
believe are inherent to the internet—they tend to reconceptualize all social problems in these
terms: homelessness is due to an inefficient distribution of resources, rather than racism; a neighborhood’s poor civic engagement is the result of a lack of efficient tools for voicing opinions to
government officials, rather than a history of violent policing and deportation raids; and so on.
It is Internet-centrism which demarcates technosolutionism from previous attempts to apply techno-fixes to complex problems throughout history. Morozov (2013) is quick to note that
many of the impulses underlying technosolutionism are not "in any sense new." But there is
something different about this current reincarnation of solutionism that distinguishes it from previous forms. Morozov suggests that it is the internet itself which has "allowed solutionists to
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significantly expand the scope of their interventions, running experiments on a much grander
scale" and has "supplied solutionists with ample ammunition to ratchet up their war on inefficiency, ambiguity, and disorder, while also providing some new justifications for doing so." The
difference is not one in kind but in degree and scope.
There are also several studies which understand ideologies, such as technosolutionism, as
stemming from the capitalist mode of production. Authors in this tradition emphasize the disproportionate power of the Big Tech industry to shape the kinds of technologies we get and how
we relate to, understand, and accept them as inevitable and unchangeable. Ideology, here, is
largely understood to be a tool (or, more accurately, a weapon) elite classes deploy in order to
facilitate mass acquiescence to their continued power.
In Too Smart: How Digital Capitalism is Extracting Data, Controlling Our Lives, and Taking
Over the World (2020), Jathan Sadowski argues that conceptualizing digital capitalism as a continuation of previous forms of capitalism can help clarify how corporations are shaping the kinds of
technologies we get; how companies and their technologies exploit us; and how technology development continues to be a deeply political process. Sadowski contends there are a set of imperatives—or principles and goals—which fundamentally structure technological development. The
first imperative is collection, which is the principle that businesses and the state should be "extracting all data, from all sources, by any means possible. It compels businesses and governments
to collect as much data as they can, wherever they can" (Sadowski 2020:22). To understand where
this imperative comes from, Sadowski (2020:47) argues that we need to conceptualize data as a
form of capital, "just like money and machinery," in that it is both valuable and value creating.
Rather than something that is passively collected, data is actively produced from relationships,
behaviors, and activities—which are themselves structured and manipulated to maximize their
susceptibility to being datafied. The second imperative is control. Sadowski defines the control
imperative as "about creating systems that monitor, manage, and manipulate the world and people." Corporations and governments alike are now driven to "monitor people by breaking them
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down into data points that can be recorded, analyzed, and assessed in real time, so that their
freedom, access, action, and so on, can be regulated via checkpoints and passwords."
Much of our digital technologies are the "offspring" of these two imperatives, meaning
they are geared towards maximizing data extraction and control rather than improving the common good (Sadowski 2020). In other words, the kinds of technologies we get, who they serve, and
who gets exploited or left behind is fundamentally shaped by the imperatives of digital capitalism. These imperatives have such intense influence over corporations’ and governments’ activities that Sadowski concludes that "the interests of corporations and governments hold vastly
more influence than consumer choice over how/why certain technologies are made and used."
The problem, to put it simply, is capitalism.
Wendy Liu makes similar claims in Abolish Silicon Valley (2020), where she suggests that
technologies have always had the potential to liberate human societies but has become adulterated by capitalism. Consistent with Sadowski's (2020) argument that there is are imperatives
which significantly shape technology development, Liu (2020:14) suggests that:
Lurking beneath the stories about unethical products, inflated valuations, and toxic work environments are deeper structural forces
that constrain the industry’s possibilities, so that even the most
well-meaning executives end up making decisions that harm the
people they claim to be serving. Within this structure, technology
that could have genuinely helped people is instead an accelerant
for capitalism’s most destructive tendencies.
Silicon Valley, then, has produced a "broken ecosystem" of technology development due to "the
very raison d’être of the industry—that ventures need to seek a return, and so the profit motive
is a valid driving force" (Liu 2020:227). Thus, the types of technologies that tend to get built and
widely disseminated are those that can make companies profit—which means, by extension, that
non-profit or community-driven technological development receives far fewer resources or, in
some cases, get bought out by Big Tech firms. If we want to build technology which enriches
social life without contributing to inequality, (Liu 2020:260) claims that we need to "abolish Silicon
Valley," which means "freeing development of technology from a system that will always relegate
it to a subordinate role: that of entrenching existing power relations. It means designing a new
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system that isn’t deluged in the logic of the market. It means liberating our world from the illegitimate reign of capital."
Therefore, both Sadowski (2020) and Liu (2020) argue that there is a set of structural forces
and underlying logics which operate beyond individual practices—and, to a certain extent, beyond individual agency—to fundamentally shape how digital technologies are built. Liu (2020)
refers to these forces as the drive to maximize profit motive and returns on investment; Sadowski
(2020) calls them the imperatives of collection and control, which are themselves pursued in order
to maximize profit and returns on investment. In doing so, both authors emphasize the continuities between digital capitalism and previous forms of capitalism throughout history—an approach which allows them to highlight their immutability, and which provides an important corrective to accounts which overemphasize the disruptive nature of the Big Tech industry. In this
sense, Sadowski (2020) and Liu (2020) demonstrate that perhaps the assumption that digital technologies could solve our problems was misplaced from the start. So long as capitalist firms have
control over technological development and are able to steer the process towards fulfilling their
own interests, we will continue to see digital technologies which maximize collection and control
but do not meaningfully improve the common good.
Both authors also have a similar understanding of the relationship between these structural forces and ideology. Sadowski (2020) conceptualizes the role of ideas in the technological
development in two ways: (1) as a set of interests which motivate actors to create certain technologies, and (2) as an ideology which capitalists and the Big Tech industry mobilize to obscure the
exploitative functions of their products and facilitate our acquiescence to the status quo. First,
(Sadowski 2020:20) argues that there is "an elite cadre of—mostly white, mostly male, extremely
wealthy—corporate executives, engineers, and investors" who embed their "interests" in technology design in order to "advance their own positions in and visions of the world." Second, (Sadowski 2020) points to an ideology—an amalgamation of technological determinism and solutionism—which is wielded by the elite cadre of executives, engineers, and investors as a tool for
realizing their interests. On the one hand, technological determinism is defined as a belief and
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rhetoric which holds that technology develops autonomously, out of our control, and in a linear
fashion, and is always a liberating force for human empowerment. The powerful purposefully
deploy rhetoric that reinforces this idea so that they "can continue making technologies that reflect their values and impact our lives, but now they are hidden by the façade of determinism.
After all, if technology just happens, then nobody is to blame. Better yet, if it happens because
that’s the natural, divine, only, and best possible way for it to happen, then nobody can complain"
(Sadowski 2020). On the other hand, Sadowski draws on Morozov's (2013) definition of technosolutionism to argue that corporations leverage this ideology to promise us "a futuristic society that
is engineered to run like a hyperefficient machine. All we have to do is hand over control to tech
corporations and trust in the benevolence of capitalism with Silicon Valley characteristics" (p. 97).
Sadowski, then, more explicitly roots technosolutionism in capitalist structures, arguing that it is
a tool or weapon elite classes deploy in order to force us to accept their vision for the world and
acquiesce with as little resistance as possible. Liu (2020: 13) conceptualizes ideology in a similar
fashion: as a cover for exploitative practices and a method for minimizing dissent; for instance,
she states that "the dominant narrative with Silicon Valley is that technology is inseparable from
capitalism, and so innovation requires letting the free market run roughshod over every aspect
of our lives."
‘Tech Can Save the World’ as Epistemology
Ben Green’s The Smart Enough City (2019) similarly critiques our collective faith in technology’s
ability to address complex social problems, especially as they relate to governing cities. The book
has two aims: (1) to identify the limitations and consequences of dominant approaches to designing technology for city governments; and (2) to propose an alternative framework for better designing and integrating digital tools into governments’ daily workings. Green (2019:4) argues that
many technologists and policymakers who are trying to improve government tend to approach
problems through the lenses of "tech goggles," which are themselves grounded in two beliefs:
"first, that technology provides neutral and optimal solutions to social problems, and second, that
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technology is the primary mechanism of social change." When technologists, policymakers, and
bureaucrats put on their "tech goggles," they tend to reconceptualize all social problems in technical terms, thus ignoring their complex, normative, or otherwise political aspects. In this sense,
"tech goggles" are an epistemology: a framework for understanding the causes, dynamics, and
consequences of social problems.
When people put on their "tech goggles" to solve problems, they initiate a cycle whereby
the implementation of the tech goggles approach begets more tech-goggles-informed solutions.
First, problems are reconceptualized as being amenable to technical solutions—a process similar
to Morozov’s technosolutionism, as well as the process of reverse engineering which I outline in
Chapter 4. Second, in order to address these newly reconceptualized problems, companies and
governments develop new "smart" technologies in an attempt to optimize public administration
and civic engagement. Third, as these solutions are implemented, "behaviors, beliefs, and policies
are shaped by the misguided assumptions and priorities embodied in these artifacts," ultimately
making it more difficult for us to imagine and realize alternative visions for our cities" (Green
2019:5). In other words, the more cities pursue technologies which "optimize" social processes as
a solution to complex local problems, the more such an approach appears natural, undermining
our ability to imagine alternative epistemologies for thinking about social problems. Just as technosolutionists assume that the values of efficiency and transparency are universally held and
unequivocally good no matter the situation, the tech goggles approach believes that "the benefits
of enhanced efficiency are so obvious that the smart city transcends political debate—nay, renders
it obsolete" (Green 2019:7). As a result, we focus solely on technical solutions to problems without
debating what kinds of cities we wish to build in the first place. The tech goggles cycle, then, is
also a process of depoliticization: "instead of questioning how technology should be designed
and what social outcomes it should support, technologists present us with the smart city as the
only available and attractive urban future" (Green 2019:7).
Green’s definition of tech goggles is reminiscent of STS scholars’ critiques of technological
determinism. Technological determinism is a largely discredited framework for understanding
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how technology shapes society which assumes (a) that technology develops outside of society,
independent of social factors; and (b) that technological change determines social change (Wyatt
2008). Despite the widespread, longstanding cultural purchase technological determinism has
held amongst policymakers, technologists, scientists, and the general public, it has been widely
discredited due to its lack of responsibility for how technologies are made and used.
Green, in some instances, uses tech goggles and technological determinism interchangeably; in others, he suggests that technological determinism is an element of tech goggles. For instance, Green (2019:7) suggests that "smart city rhetoric implies that technology follows an inevitable path, can take only one particular form, and is the primary driver of social and political
progress—a common attitude, known as 'technological determinism.'" But what makes tech goggles distinct from technological determinism is the set of values it prioritizes—efficiency and optimization—as well as its utopian outlook (technological determinism, in contrast, can be utopian
or dystopian). Thus, both technosolutionism and tech goggles can be understood as prescriptive
forms of technological determinism; they not only encompass a specific conceptualization of technology (that it has intrinsic characteristics and is the primary force of social change), but also a
set of proposals for how technology—and, by extension, all our institutions—should be designed:
to optimize efficiency.
‘Tech Can Save the World’ as Belief
A third concept, comparable to technosolutionism and tech goggles, is Meredith Broussard’s
(2018) "technochauvinism." Broussard (2018:19) defines technochauvinism as "the belief that tech
is always the solution." Technochauvinism is often paired with:
Fellow-traveler beliefs such as Ayn Randian meritocracy; technolibertarian political values; celebrating free speech to the extent
of denying that online harassment is a problem; the notion that
computers are more 'objective' or 'unbiased' because they distill
questions and answers down to mathematical evaluation; and an
unwavering faith that if the world just used more computers, and
used them properly, social problems would disappear, and we’d
create a digitally enabled utopia. (Broussard 2018:20)
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Whereas Morozov and Green combine many of these "fellow traveler beliefs" under technosolutionism and tech goggles, respectively, Broussard distinguishes technochauvinism as only encompassing the belief that technology is always the solution, no matter what the problem is. But
what Broussard does include, which Morozov and Green do not, is an explicit discussion of the
role of race and gender in the development and execution of technochauvinism. Broussard (2018)
argues that technochauvinism originally emerged from a core group of key thinkers in math,
engineering, and computer science—a decidedly homogenous group whose most famous and
influential exponents are comprised almost exclusively of white, cisgender men. The scientists in
the labs and hackerspaces at ground zero for technochauvinism actively excluded white women
and people of color from participating. At the same time, they tend to "pardon a whole host of
antisocial behaviors," such as harassment, "because the perpetrators are geniuses" (Broussard
2018:150). Broussard (2018:150) argues that this "attitude forms the philosophical basis of technochauvinism, in which efficient code is prioritized over human interaction." Thus, Broussard
draws a clear line between the demographic makeup of scientific labs, the social norms which
develop as a result of their homogeneity, and technochauvinist attitudes.
Although Broussard (2018) does not explicitly state that technochauvinism stabilizes sexist, racist, or colonial technologies, other scholars pick up this thread and link the demographic
composition of STEM fields and Big Tech firms to the inequalities that end up getting embedded
in their products. Noble (2018), for instance, argues that many "algorithms of oppression"—such
as the Google search algorithm which returns racist and sexist results, especially concerning Black
women—are due to the fact that Big Tech firms are largely staffed by white, middle-class, cisgender men. Myers West (2020) similarly outlines how the AI field has long been actively hostile
towards women. Myers West effectively demonstrates that the exclusion of women has led not
only to the design and dissemination of exploitative technologies which reinscribe inequalities,
but to the framework of "algorithmic fairness" as the dominant (and quite limiting) approach for
addressing "algorithmic bias." The algorithmic fairness framework uses computational approaches for ensuring statistical equity as a method for ensuring algorithms are "fair." This means,
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for example, ensuring that facial recognition algorithms are able to identify white and Black faces
at equal rates. But such a limited framework for defining "fairness" leaves out structural concerns;
simplifies deeper systemic racial and gender inequalities; and does nothing to remediate the underlying legal and social structures perpetuating inequality (Myers West 2020). Myers West argues that this narrow conceptualization of justice has directly emerged from the same white, cisgender workforce which designed the technologies which created the exact same problems they
are now trying to address.
Thus, Broussard (2018), Noble (2018), and Myers West (2020) point out that STEM fields
in the academy and higher-status private sector tech jobs are disproportionately made up of
white, middle-class, cisgender men who have historically actively excluded white women, people
of color, and LGBTQ+ people from the sector. As a result, the field has developed an internal
culture which systematically ignores structural oppression and power while valorizing narrow
technical solutions to social problems. Similar arguments pointing to the homogenous makeup
of the tech workforce explain that engineers who are largely white, middle-class, cisgender men
are unable to fully grasp the implications of their products because they suffer from what D’Ignazio and Klein (2020:28) call the privilege hazard: “when data teams are primarily composed of
people from dominant groups, those perspectives come to exert outsized influence on the decisions being made—to the exclusion of other identities and perspectives. This is not usually intentional: it comes from the ignorance of being on top.” The solution, then, is to diversify project
teams so that they incorporate a wider range of perspectives, identities, and experiences, which
can be brought to bear on the design process to better prevent the likelihood at they will contribute to inequalities. This appears to assume that people of color or LGBTQ individuals will automatically make products more “just” because they have understandings of social problems which
people from dominant groups do not have.
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Ideology, Epistemology, and Belief in Civic Tech Volunteering
First, scholarship which conceptualizes the idea that ‘tech can save the world’ as an ideology helps
us understand a few things about the dynamics of civic technology volunteering. For one thing,
it helps to bring us a sense of scale, attuning us to the fact that the assumptions many volunteers
make about what makes a good technology and how social problems should be addressed are
not idiosyncratic to their particular organization, but are circulating amongst policymakers, tech
entrepreneurs, investors, and the media, as well as across time and space. In particular, it sensitizes us to how civic tech volunteers take as common sense the idea that ‘efficiency’ is a universal,
unequivocable, and apolitical good, and that this common-sense belief does not originate in these
spaces but rather has a lengthy history of being bound up in technosolutionist discourses which
benefit national governments and powerful corporations.
That being said, ideological frameworks cannot explain some of the most important contradictions which I outline at the start of this chapter. Perhaps most importantly, they cannot
explain why civic technologists frequently expressed their skepticism that digital technologies
can solve social problems. During interviews, when I asked technologists what they believed to
be the most pressing social problems facing the Bay Area, they almost universally replied “housing” or “homelessness.” When I followed up by asking how they believed their work in civic
technology was addressing these issues, they responded by explaining that these issues are, for
various reasons, outside the scope of what they can accomplish as volunteers focused on digital
technologies. Ideological frameworks are unable to explain the fact that these volunteers could
not only express a structural understanding about local social problems, but repeatedly assured
me that they did not believe digital technologies could address them. They spoke about the need
to change tax law, to increase regulation of the technology industry, and to secure renters’ rights.
In fact, one technologist concluded our interview by asking me: “You’re not going to ‘Morozov’
us, are you?”—taking explicit issue with being lumped in with the technosolutionists Morozov
critiques. If the problem was ideology, we would expect volunteers to express the same beliefs
across a range of contexts and situations—but that is not the case here. But a single volunteer can
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express seemingly contradictory understandings of social problems, and the ideological framework does not give us a language for articulating why this happens. These limitations suggest
that we need a different approach which accounts for how moral justifications are contingent on
actors’ interpretations of concrete situations so as to better explain why technologists narrow their
understandings of social problems while volunteering.
Additionally, perspectives which focus on the capitalist roots of technosolutionism, and
which mostly understand ideology as a weapon the elite use to ensure mass compliance with
structures that only serve the elite’s interests, are similarly unable to explain the persistence of
the idea that ‘tech can save the world’ in civic spaces. If we follow Sadowski (2020) and Liu's
(2020) argument, we might conclude that if we can detach technological development from corporate domination, elite interests, and the profit motive, technosolutionism would eventually
dissipate, if not lose its cultural purchase altogether. This seems to suggest that civic tech organizations would be spaces for pursuing technological development for the common good outside
of capitalist organizations. But we see the opposite: the idea that ‘tech can save the world’ is not
only persistent, but a key motivating reason for why civic technologists get involved in volunteering in the first place. Thus, my findings suggest that we cannot unequivocally and universally
link technosolutionism and similar beliefs to capitalist enterprise.
Second, approaching the idea that ‘tech can save the world’ as an epistemology provides
a crucial vantage point for thinking about the relationship between professional education and
problem-solving. It absolutely makes a difference that civic technologists are technologists in terms
of how they approach local issues and translate them into “solvable” problems. Learning design
approaches such as Scrum and Agile are important epistemic tools which civic technologists
wield in order to interpret and act in the world. Additionally, Green’s concept of “tech goggles”
is particularly useful because it suggests that these goggles are taken on and off, meaning that
there is no assumption that a single epistemology governs each individual in every concrete situation. This helps us overcome some of the limitations of the ideological approach, which assumes that individuals are captivated by ideologies in all facets of their lives. Understanding the
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idea that ‘tech can save the world’ as an epistemology, as “goggles” that are put on and then
removed depending on the situation, suggests that there is something about how volunteers were
trained as STEM students and socialized into their professional field which shapes how they conceptualize and intervene in social problems. Additionally, the tech goggles cycle can help explain
why volunteers have a difficult time instigating and maintaining political discussions in civic tech
spaces. The more entrenched the “tech goggles” epistemology becomes in civic tech organizations—meaning that it becomes the taken-for-granted starting point for all projects—the more
challenging it becomes to change course. This could explain, for instance, why civic technologists
repeatedly told me that they welcome all skill sets—including people without tech skills—but
did not have a durable infrastructure for engaging with them on projects.
However, the epistemological framework does not help us explain why civic technologists persist in following a specific approach to designing digital technologies for the common
good in the face of mounting evidence that their projects are not effective in the ways they originally hoped. Why do civic technologists continue to design projects in the same way, despite their
apparent failure—while also indicating to me that they did not believe digital technologies could
solve social problems? In other words, how can we account for the relative stability of civic technology design practices over time? The epistemological approach is not able to explain these puzzles. If civic technologists’ engagement was solely, or even primarily, a function of their professional epistemology, then we might expect their epistemology to change, adapt, or shift in some
way when their projects failed to be adopted by local government partners. The fact that civic
technologists continuously downplay, ignore, or reinterpret evidence that their projects are not
being adopted or having significant impacts on local government operations suggests that something else beyond epistemology is at play here. As a result, we need a framework which accounts
for why technologists continue to be attached to certain views of the world in the face of mounting
evidence, as well as a more productive framing of the role of failure in tech projects.
Third, understanding the idea that ‘tech can save the world’ as a belief can draw our attention to how technologists’ positionality and experiences shape their views of the world—often
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in ways that lead them to ignore or misunderstand inequalities. Scholars in this tradition have
shown that naïve beliefs in techno-fixes are often based on ignorance of any structural causes of
the inequalities they attempt to fix. For instance, several technologists I interviewed expressed
individualistic understandings of social problems—such as Victor, who told me that homelessness was not caused by a lack of resources or funding, but by homeless individuals’ inability to
lift themselves out of poverty by taking the initiative to access existing resources.
However, although the belief perspective helps us understand projects such as HConnect,
these same examples simultaneously undermine this framework’s utility. HConnect was originally founded by a formerly homeless person, and the volunteer I interviewed told me that he
grew up in a village without clean drinking water—and both identify as persons of color. These
were individuals who did experience poverty, so they understood on a personal level what it was
like to live in poor conditions. And yet they still conceptualized the cause of homelessness in
severely circumscribed terms and pursued techno-fixes for homelessness.
Thus, while simplistic beliefs about social problems in some cases may account for the
failure of civic tech projects, these explanations run up against several observations from my
study. The problem is that many of the volunteers I spoke to do understand that social problems
in the Bay Area are rooted in issues of race, class, and gender, and almost all of them also understood that they would not be able to solve the most pressing problems in the region with technology. However, this did not impact how they designed civic technology projects; in fact, they
switched between different conceptualizations of social problems depending on whether they
were speaking about their understandings of local social problems versus when they were talking
about their civic tech projects. If ‘wrong beliefs’ cannot fully explain why civic tech projects fail,
it seems that we need an explanation which can account for why acknowledgment of the structural causes of social problems does not translate into civic tech projects.
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Repairing Investment in Solutionist Projects
Perspectives which frame the idea that ‘tech can save the world’ as an ideology, epistemology, or
belief can illuminate some of the dynamics of civic technology volunteering but leave many of
the most consequential practices salient in these spaces unexplained. In this section, I critically
engage with scholarship on technophilanthropic projects, which are initiatives which attempt to
leverage digital technologies to reform existing institutions via philanthropic organizations. I
have selected two paradigmatic studies of technophilanthropic projects: Morgan Ames’ (2019)
study of the One Laptop Per Child project and Christo Sims’ (2017) research on a high-tech school
which attempted to ‘disrupt’ public education. I argue that this research can help us understand
the ambivalent role of “success” and “failure” in sustaining “tech for good” projects by drawing
our attention to how (a) there is much more at stake for participants in labelling a project as a
“failure” than might originally appear, and (b) when projects appear to fail to meet their publiclystated promises, they can actually spur more investment in similar initiatives, indicating that failure is constitutive of technophilanthropic projects. In the case of civic technology, these studies
provide a generative framework for analyzing why volunteers are reticent to label their projects
“failures”; how, in practice, their projects’ low adoption rates beget more civic technology initiatives; and how volunteers maintain investment in projects which appear to “fail.”
Ignoring Failure: Faith and Charisma
In The Charisma Machine: The Life, Death, and Legacy of One Laptop Per Child (2019), Morgan Ames
investigates the development and implementation of the One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) project
in Paraguay and concludes that the project largely failed to live up to its designers’ public declarations of what the problem was going to accomplish. Drawing on extensive ethnographic material, Ames (2019) argues that designers embedded their assumptions about social change into the
design of the laptop itself as well as the plan to roll out the laptop to schools in Paraguay in a way
which ultimately undermined any of the potential effectiveness the program might have had.
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Ames (2019) conceptualizes the promises designers attach to the XO laptop as charismatic,
and the laptop itself as a charismatic technology. The concept of charismatic technology combines
Weber’s work on charismatic authority with insights from Actor-Network Theory (such as
scripts) to argue that charisma can apply not only to humans, but to objects. Charismatic technologies draw together faith—or a persistence in the face of failure and an aversion to rational thinking and evidence—and technological determinism to make promises about a future which the
technology will inevitably bring about. Designers, financial backers, the media, and other supporters can imbue a technology with charisma, which then gets attached to the object itself and
travels with it as it is adopted in different contexts. Conceptualizing charisma as attached to an
object can allow us to follow the technology to see how the charisma travels, as well as whether
it resonates with adoptees or produces friction. According to Ames, the XO laptop’s charismatic
promise is that by "harnessing an innate curiosity about technical systems, children across the
Global South would joyfully lift themselves, their families, and themselves out of poverty" (Ames
2019:49).
The promise of a modern, high-tech future—and what route we should take to realize it—
is what helps garner ongoing support for the project, even in the face of repeated evidence of its
failure. Ames (2019) outlines two ideological and epistemological influences which helped create
the XO laptop’s charisma. The first is Seymour Papert’s theory of learning called constructionism.
Constructionism theorizes that children—who are innately creative, fearless, and ruggedly individualistic, and who have a penchant for innocent mischief—learn best when they are given "objects to think with" on their own, away from the authoritarianism of teachers and parents. Papert
configured computers as perfect for this type of individualistic, self-motivated, playful learning
because they could grow with them while teaching them skills such as problem solving. Papert
believed that "given unlimited access to a computer early enough, all children will love the machine and that this love will change their lives for the better" (Ames 2019:33). The second, and
related, idea is what Ames (2019) calls the social imaginary of the technically precocious boy. This
imaginary represents the designers’ understandings of what the ideal childhood looks like, as
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well as who child-aged computer users are; what interests them; and how they learn. But when
users imagine the user as "everybody," in practice they end up designing for users who have the
same tastes, competences, and experiences as they do (Oudshoorn, Rommes, and Stienstra 2004).
In the case of the XO laptop, "children who use computers" ended up, in practice, referring to
technically precocious boys: young boys who have a "natural inclination to tinker and explore"
and whose masculinity is anchored around demonstrations of "feats of technical prowess and
ingenuity" rather than feats of physical strength, as with the opposing "jock imaginary" (Ames
2019:41). In this way, "OLPC’s contributors appeared to take a hegemonic approach to the social
imaginary of the technically precocious boy by assuming that it would be universally recognized
and universally accepted because they saw it as the natural state of children, not as a socially
constructed imaginary at all" (Ames 2019:45).
Together, constructionism and the social imaginary of the technically precocious boy inform the "three pillars" of the XO laptop’s charisma—play, connectivity, and freedom—which
eventually came to be embodied in the laptop’s design. First, because the designers understood
learning to be nearly inseparable from play, they designed the laptop to look 'playful': imbuing it
with bright green and white colors; basing the XO logo on 1990’s-style emoticons; and including
playful software on the laptop. The desktop environment and preloaded software is also designed to mimic a video game environment, which is another instantiation of their assumption
that users would be technically precocious boys. Second, one of the most popular early promises
of the OLPC project was that the laptops would work on a mesh network and always be connected to each other. Although the mesh network did not work in practice and was dropped in
an update in 2010, the designers continued to design the laptop’s features to prioritize connectivity—even though this strained the technical parameters of the laptop, often draining the battery
quickly. Third, the designers equate the laptop’s open-source design with deep exploration,
learning, and control. The hope is that the laptop’s "hardware design would encourage kids to
tinker with the laptop and even to be able to repair it themselves, which would let them really
understand the machine inside out, the way the developers themselves understood computers"
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(Ames 2019:62). Ames (2019) refers to the practice of inscribing these three pillars of the XO’s
charisma into the materiality of the laptop nostalgic design. The principles of play, connectivity,
and freedom were all interwoven with "a sense of nostalgia for the kinds of computing experiences that many contributors recounted about their formative years" when they first began to
love working with computers (Ames 2019:50).
Paradoxically, it is precisely the same elements which comprise the XO laptop’s charisma
which severely undermine its effectiveness in practice. Children, teachers, and parents interpret
the "playful" appearance of the laptop as signaling its status as a juegito, or "little toy," and therefore do not take it seriously as a part of the children’s education. The technical specifications of
the laptop mean the screens and chargers break easily; the battery drains quickly and there is
often no easy access to power outlets; and the limited memory often leads children to delete programs necessary to complete their schoolwork so they can download music and other video
games. By assuming the children would repair the laptops themselves, OLPC did not provide
help or resources to local organizations for maintenance and repair, which meant in practice that
a significant portion of children had laptops that were unusably broken. In sum, Ames (2019)
concludes that the charisma that travelled with the XO laptop did not resonate with Paraguayan
children, who already had rich, fulfilling lives without the laptop and did not understand it as a
mechanism for deep learning, exploration, or social mobility. Whatever potential the laptop
might have had for making incremental changes in children’s lives (such as increasing school
attendance) was also undercut by OLPC’s under-appreciation (and thus lack of support) for the
teachers, parents, and nonprofit staff members who were essential to encouraging children to use
the laptops in the first place.
There are repeated instances—from the initial inspiration for the project to years after its
distribution—when designers were presented with evidence that the XO laptop’s charismatic
promises were going unfulfilled. But designers and supporters never strayed from their commitment to the project or their belief that the future they promised would eventually be realized. A
refusal to admit failure is a key component of charisma: believing in charismatic authority—
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whether in a person or an object—demands maintaining faith in the face of contradictory evidence. But more than that, for designers and supporters, admitting failure would also require
admitting that their imaginaries about childhood are not universal, nor are they the natural state
of things. It is worth quoting Ames (2019:190) at length here:
The project team’s members and contributors collectively affirmed
their belief in the power of the XO laptop to unlock children’s creativity. They dismissed evidence that constructionism had previously failed to achieve its utopian goals. This imposed coherence
on the project and sustained it, even as evidence mounted that its
outcome might match that of previous constructionist projects. Like
the charismatic leaders whom Max Weber studied in early twentieth-century Germany, the XO laptop exerted an uncanny holding
power, connecting its acolytes to a broader purpose. It affirmed all
they held dear, from the hacker ethos to the natural (technical) curiosity of children, from the irresistibility of machines to the duty of
the technology industry to lead the world to a utopian future.
Therefore, admitting that the XO laptop was not fulfilling its charismatic promises means not
only abandoning the original dreams of the project, but opening up for contestation many of the
designers’ and hackers’ beliefs which they "hold dear."
Beyond simply ignoring evidence that the project was not unfolding as anticipated, designers also devised active strategies for maintaining investment in the project. Ames (2019) identifies charismatic performances as a key mechanism for shoring up support for the OLPC project.
When Walter Bender, a top OLPC leader, visited a Caacupé school to check-in on how the project
was unfolding, Ames (2019) witnessed something remarkable: all the children, teachers, parents,
and nonprofit staff—as well as Bender himself—staged a performance of the charismatic vision
of the XO laptop. Teachers organized for students from multiple schools to attend a single class
that day—the one which Bender would be attending—and brought in multiple teachers to help
out as well. This meant that the student to teacher ratio was drastically reduced, when it typically
is quite high; all the students in the classroom had working laptops, when typically, most are
broken; and students were staged to appear that they were teaching themselves how to use the
laptops, when typically, they engage with them during highly structured classroom activities as
directed by their teacher. In short, "an integral part of Bender’s visit was to uphold and reinforce
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the same imaginaries" which undergirded the design of the OLPC project, including "the idea
that the XO laptop could unlock the innate creativity of children and harness that creativity and
inclination to play towards constructive ends, especially for the technically precocious boys"
(Ames 2019:171).
Reinterpreting Failure: Repair Work and Capitalization
In Disruptive Fixation: School Reform and the Pitfalls of Techno-Idealism (2017), Christo Sims ethnographically investigates the Downtown School for Design, Media, and Technology, an educational initiative to revamp public schools for the high-tech twenty-first century. In order to overcome the "rote and boring activities that were common at conventional schools" and prepare students for the "radically new, interconnected, technologically saturated, and unequal era", the
schools’ administrators and backers designed the school’s courses to simulate a game environment in order to encourage students to be "creative makers, remixers, and hackers of technology
and culture" (Sims 2017:2). The school had more laptops than students and "one of only two 'semiimmersive embodied learning environments' in the world" (Sims 2017:2). However, despite the
hopes of technophilanthropic backers, parents, and teachers, Sims (2017) finds that the school
ended up operating more like the schools it intended to replace and reinforcing the same social
problems it was designed to address. But supporters continued to act as if the school was the
disruptive institution which they originally hoped it would be, even in the face of mounting evidence that suggested the opposite. Not only that, but the initiative spurred subsequent efforts to
disrupt education using similar techniques. Sims (2017:11) defines this process as "disruptive fixation," or "the cyclical processes by which swells of optimism and idealism for seemingly disruptive philanthropic interventions often produce a countercurrent, or undertow, that paradoxically
helps lock social processes into enduring and regressive forms while also, and ironically, renewing faith in the promise of more rounds of cutting-edge interventions." The concept of disruptive
fixation can help us understand why the Downtown School failed to meet its original promises:
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because it locked in place the same social processes they intended to reform while simultaneously
renewing faith in subsequent technophilanthropic efforts to disrupt education.
Sims (2017) argues that The Downtown School failed to fulfill its initial promises because
its designers approached the problems they were solving and the interventions they constructed
using a type of fixation, or tunnel vision. Fixation proceeds through two processes. On the one
hand, designers engage in problematization, or "the processes by which reformers specify problems that need to be fixed or improved" (Sims 2017:13). On the other hand, designers engage in a
process called "rendering technical," which I discuss in Chapter 4. When reformers render a problem technical, they "imagine and conceptualize the worlds into which they plan to intervene as
both intelligible with, and amenable to, the instruments they have on hand or are designing"
(Sims 2017:13). Rendering technical operates very closely to the process of "reverse engineering"
which I observed amongst civic technologists. Reformers start with the tools they have readily
available and use them to understand the social worlds into which they are intervening. In short,
fixation refers to "the collectively realized forms of tunnel vision that occur through the interrelated processes of problematization and rendering technical" (Sims 2017:15). In the case of the
Downtown School, reformers problematized public schools as stuck in the past; relying on pedagogies which prioritized rote learning and memorizing facts rather than active problem-solving
and creation; and failing to prepare students for the high-tech jobs of the twenty-first century—
thus contributing to the social and economic inequalities. They rendered public education technical by reimagining these inequalities as "digital divides" and "participation gaps," making them
much more amenable to solutions which understand high-tech education as a mechanism for
social mobility (Sims 2017:13).
It is precisely how reformers problematized existing public schools and rendered them
technical which eventually led the Downtown School’s inability to meet its original promises.
Reformers rendered public education technical by reconceptualizing problems in narrow, circumscribed terms—and, perhaps unsurprisingly, when the project was put into practice, the
messy, complex realities of public schooling "overflew reformers’ plans and started destabilizing
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the project in ways that appeared to threaten its survival" (Sims 2017:109). Interestingly, in response to this "overflow," reformers reverted back to many of the pre-existing pedagogical practices which they initially critiqued when starting the project. This process—where attempts to
stabilize a disruptive project end up reinforcing the very things which reformers aim to disrupt—
is key to the cycle of disruptive fixation. Because disruptive fixations are lived fictions, rather
than cultural values or ideologies, they require constant work to be "maintained, repaired, and
rationalized in the face of corrosive forces" (Sims 2017:18). When faced with evidence that their
original plans are not unfolding in ways they anticipated, reformers reach for "stabilizing resources" to help fortify the project against critique. Interestingly, these stabilizing resources often
end up being the existing tools and approaches that are common amongst education experts and
which the reformers originally criticized; for example, teachers ended up focusing on improving
students’ standardized test scores as a method for demonstrating the intellectual rigor (and success) of the program, despite the project’s initial promise of moving away from the kind of rote
learning often mandated by standardized testing. In short, when faced with the realities of public
schooling when they put their plan into practice, reformers "quickly reached for resources that
could stabilize the project; ironically, many of these resources came from canonical versions of
the institution that reformers aimed to disrupt" (Sims 2017:109).
Crucially, reformers continued to act as if they were still disrupting education, even as
they increasingly relied on the same pedagogical tools which they initially critiqued in order to
keep the school running. Sims (2017:18) argues reformers maintain their faith in the project
through two mechanisms. On the one hand, they often "overlook, downplay, excuse, and rationalize actions and policies that appear to undermine and contradict" the Downtown School’s mission. On the other hand, they routinely stage performances of their ideal vision of the school to
repair the lived fiction of their disruptive fixation. Sims (2017:18) calls these practices "sanctioned
counterpractices," or "the periodic orchestration, documentation, circulation, and ritualistic celebration of practices that appear to fulfill the intervention’s innovative philanthropic promise."
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Similar to Ames' (2019) articulation of charismatic performances, sanctioned counterpractices are
pivotal for maintaining designers’ faith in the project.
Third, and somewhat counterintuitively, it is the failure of these projects to meet their
original promises which eventually spurs the subsequent technophilanthropic projects. Sims
(2017) emphasizes that although the project did not live up to its philanthropic promise of disrupting education, this does not mean that it was a complete failure to everyone involved. Instead, Sims (2017) encourages us to ask: what did the failure of the project accomplish, and for
whom? Sims (2017) argues that to answer this question, we should look to what participants did
after they left the project; most of them moved on to very highly paid and high-status jobs, and
many received multi-million-dollar funding packages to start similar projects as the Downtown
School. Thus, Sims (2017:166) concludes that "the recurring failures of techno-philanthropism
ironically help maintain, and even expand, the industries, research programs, media professionals, and investment opportunities of parties that specialize in diagnosing social ailments and prescribing seemingly innovative new fixes." This burgeoning field of expertise capitalizes on failed
projects such as the Downtown School by claiming that they can succeed where others have
failed, primarily because they are able to pinpoint why previous techno-philanthropic projects
did not live up to expectations and that they know how to avoid making the same mistakes in the
future. Oftentimes, these promises are paired with demands that projects be even more expansive
and more funded so that reformers will be able to move beyond the limitations of past endeavors.
Defining and Interpreting Failure: The Generative Role of Faith and Repair
Work in Civic Tech Volunteering
Scholarship on technophilanthropic initiatives further illustrate the limitations of conceptualizing
the idea that ‘tech can save the world’ as an ideology, epistemology, or belief. Research in this
tradition effectively demonstrates how individuals who participate in projects which deploy technical solutions to social problems have much more complicated relationships to their projects
than the literature in the previous section might suggest. First, this body of work suggests that
failure plays a constitutive role in sustaining and guiding “tech for good” projects. In ideological,
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epistemological, and belief frameworks, failure is largely taken for granted as inevitable due to
the limited scope of the idea that ‘tech can save the world.’ In these perspectives, technologists
are assumed to not fully grasp the complexity of social problems, either because they are (a) at
the mercy of a capitalist ideology deployed by the elite in order to maximize profit; (b) attached
to an epistemology which limits their ability to account for various social and political factors
when designing technologies; or (c) largely occupying privileged positions and therefore unable
to fully account for others’ experiences with exploitative and oppressive systems. But these perspectives are unable to fully explain why civic technologists continued to persist in their design
approaches despite mounting evidence that their projects were not being adopted by local governments, as well as their insistence that they did not believe digital technologies could solve
social problems. Second, Ames' (2019) study indicates that technophilanthropic projects are sustained by a certain faith in the promises of digital technologies to upend longstanding inequalities
and social structures. Attending to the role of faith—defined by Ames (2019) as part of charisma—
in sustaining civic technology projects not only takes more seriously volunteers’ justifications for
their actions but starts to get at why they persist in the face of evidence that their efforts are not
having the impact they originally hoped. Third, Sims' (2017) research demonstrates the critical
role of repair work in generating and sustaining support for, and investment in, technophilanthropic projects. Rather than understanding volunteers’ justifications for their engagement as a
result of a static set of beliefs that they are acting on, Sims' (2017) work shows us that certain
understandings of the world require constant, routine maintenance in order to survive. This perspective opens up new spaces for inquiry by drawing our attention to actions which volunteers
undertake in concrete situations. I will now walk through each of these points in turn.
Crucially, research by Ames (2019) clarifies the constitutive, yet ambivalent, role of ‘failure’ in “tech for good” projects, as well as the role of faith in sustaining investment in the project.
Recognizing the failure of the XO laptop to lift Paraguayan children and their families out of
poverty—the publicly stated goal of the project—would not only necessitate admitting that the
particular project did not work but could potentially threaten many of the core beliefs designers
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“held most dear.” The OLPC laptop’s charismatic promises failed to resonate with children in
Caacupé, Paraguay, because they already led rich, fulfilling lives without the laptop and did not
understand it as a mechanism for deep learning, exploration, or social mobility. Despite mounting
evidence that the children were not using the laptops as designers intended—or, in the majority
of cases, not using the laptop at all—OLPC supporters refused to label the project a failure. Indeed, this is a necessary part of believing in charismatic technology: believers maintain faith in
the face of contradicting evidence. But Ames (2019) also demonstrates that, for supporters, there
is much more at stake in labelling the project a ‘failure’ than what might initially appear. But
because the charismatic promises of the OLPC project are constituted in large part by nostalgic
design, constructionism, and the social imaginary of the technically precocious boy, admitting
failure of OLPC could threaten the underlying assumptions that motivated the project in the first
place. The design of the laptop and the OLPC project in general was motivated by the social imaginary of the technically precocious boy—an imaginary that was mutually constituted and reinforced by Papert’s theory of constructionism and MIT’s hacker culture. This social imaginary reflects designers’ memories of their own childhoods, which they remember as characterized by a
rugged individualism, innocent mischief, and a self-taught love for computers—all characteristics
which constructionism argues are 'innate' characteristics for all childhoods, but which are disciplined out of children by authoritarian teachers and parents. They then inscribed these memories
into the XO laptop via nostalgic design, where they recreated what their first computers looked
like, especially with regards to what they remember as prompting them to fall in love with digital
technologies as young children.
But it is exactly these motivations and attachments to "rose-tinted" memories of their
childhoods which ends up making it more difficult for designers and other supporters to admit
that the OLPC project did not fulfill its publicly-stated promises: admitting the OLPC’s charismatic promises did not resonate with children in Caacupé would mean also admitting that their
childhoods are not universal experiences—and, perhaps, that their own memories of their childhoods are not as accurate as they initially believed. Ames (2019) points out that the social
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imaginary of the technically precocious boy and Papert’s theory of constructionism depict adults
as mostly harming children’s innate creativity and joy and portrays designers’ childhood love for
computers as "self-taught." The problem, though, is that this erases much of the labor which parents and teachers had to do in order to facilitate their children’s love for computers: they had to
ensure that the rest of their needs were filled; that they had the financial resources to purchase a
computer; etc. Depicting their childhoods as free of adult intervention erases the contribution of
parents and teachers—mostly women—who supported their ability to discover and use computers in the first place. Admitting the failure of OLPC might then open up these "rose-tinted" memories of their childhoods for contestation: their assumption that such experiences are universal,
and the connection they make between the self-taught love for computers and their secure economic positions. Thus, there is much more at stake in admitting the OLPC project’s failure than
might initially appear.
Ames' (2019) research can help us understand what is similarly at stake for civic technologists in ensuring that their projects are labelled ‘successful.’ On the one hand, civic technologists
do genuinely believe that digitizing social services can help ameliorate inequalities, just as the
OLPC designers genuinely believe that the widespread dissemination of the XO laptop can help
lift children and their families out of poverty. But on the other hand, civic technologists are invested in proving that ‘tech can save the world’—proving that by building and acting in their
idealized versions of their workplaces (looking at their jobs through what Ames refers to as “rose
tinted glasses”) they can fulfill the original promises of the Big Tech industry: that digital technologies can be built to disrupt old systems and create a new digital utopia where technologists,
by working on their passion projects, can overturn entrenched, unequal systems. The idea here is
that by removing the more harmful aspects of the industry—including the profit motive, hierarchical management structures, and technologists’ inability to work on their passion projects at
their jobs—technologists can reclaim what is inherently ‘good’ about the industry and prove that
this kind of work can improve the common good. But if such an effort fails, what else is left?
There is a lot at stake in ensuring the civic tech project works. If the work done in these idealized
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workplaces does not contribute to the common good, civic technologists might be confronted
with the possibility that the Big Tech industry does not have an unadulterated core that can be
salvaged and turned towards the common good, that there is potentially no way to redeem the
work they are doing as they currently understand it, that the career they have been working for
years to achieve is not dedicated to effectively addressing inequalities, that the work they do at
their day jobs cannot be translated into civic spaces in ways they had hoped.
However, it is also important to note here that the concept of “charismatic technology”
does not fully apply to civic technology. Although it is an apt framework for studying the XO
laptop, it does not explain civic technologists’ belief in digital technologies for two main reasons.
First, there is no single, stable technology which all volunteers are building. In the OLPC project,
designers’ and supporters’ efforts were directed towards a single artifact: the XO laptop. But civic
technologists are working on a wide range of technologies, many of which are unstable and do
not retain a coherent design throughout their lifecycle. Second, a key benefit of the concept of
“charismatic technology” is that it conceptualizes charisma as attached to the technology, and thus
as something which travels with the object as it is designed, disseminated, and adopted. But civic
tech projects do not meaningfully travel anywhere; more often than not, as I have shown, they
are not adopted by a government partner. That being said, the idea of charisma could be applied
here to the Big Tech industry itself, and in particular the idealized version the volunteers recreate
in civic tech organizations. Civic technologists have a profound faith in the ability of their design
practices to improve the common good—a faith that preservers in spite of a lack of evidence that
their products are changing local government in a meaningful way.
Sims' (2017) research also helps us understand the generative role of failure in sustaining
civic tech projects. When evidence began emerging that the Downtown School was not living up
to its promise to disrupt education by instituting a high-tech pedagogy and training students for
twenty-first century jobs, participants continued to act “as if” what they were doing was disruptive (Sims 2017). Whereas the designers of the XO laptop invested faith in the XO laptop’s charismatic promises, designers of the Downtown School invested in a “lived fiction” about the
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capacity of digital technologies to reform public schooling. Compared to charisma, lived fictions
require more constant maintenance. They do not subsist on their own without constant repair—
and repair takes more than faith. It requires, for example, periodic, active demonstrations that
prove that the lived fiction is true. Sims (2017) refers to these demonstrations as “sanctioned counterpractices,” or the orchestrated demonstrations of the lived fictions for a wider audience. Maintaining the lived fiction can be so crucial for participants that they will turn to “stabilizing resources”—including the practices and tools which they are trying to disrupt—in order to secure
the lived fiction against evidence threatening its efficacy.
The concept of “lived fictions” can help us move away from ideological explanations by
elucidating how volunteers actively engage in maintaining and repairing the belief that ‘tech can
save the world.’ This perspective suggests that technologists seek out civic tech volunteering in
order to repair their investment in the lived fiction that Big Tech is improving the world. But as
the actual complexity of social problems threatens to “overflow” their circumscribed understandings of social problems—which they arrived at by “rendering technical” local inequalities—they
downplay or ignore evidence that their projects are not having their intended impacts. Despite
the fact that many of their projects are never adopted by local governments, participants continue
to act as if they are making an impact on how municipal agencies are run. For example, whenever
I asked participants whether a certain project was being used by local government, their response
was often something along the lines of “I don’t know.” When I asked about what issues their
organization is going to focus on in the future, one volunteer suggested their group needed to
focus more on measuring the “impact” of their projects, starting with actually keeping track of
which government partners were using their products. The fact that many organizations did not
maintain data about the eventual fates of civic tech projects can be interpreted as a deliberate
construction of ambiguity about the effectiveness of their volunteering which allows volunteers
to continue acting as if their lived fictions were true. Thus, we can interpret volunteers’ persistence
in the face of failure not as a result of “wrong beliefs,” of a limited epistemology, or of the
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overwhelming power of capitalist ideology, but as an active process which stabilizes the lived
fiction that ‘tech is saving the world.’
When supporters and designers of projects work to stabilize lived fictions over time, they
also contribute to the growth of a professional field with expertise in designing and implementing
similar solutions—especially ones which purportedly address failures in previous projects. The
connection between ostensibly ‘failed’ projects and the creation of professional fields dedicated
to improving ‘failed’ projects becomes clear once we conceptualize failure not as something that
is absolutely present or absent, but rather as an ambivalent label that can be contested and reappropriated for different ends (Sims 2017). Failure for one group is not failure for another, and
neither does a project’s failure to meet one goal necessarily mean it cannot be recouped to meet
another. Rather than asking whether the Downtown School was a success or a failure, Sims (2017)
proposes that we ask for whom the project was a success and towards what ends. Many of the
reformers who backed and helped run the Downtown School ended up moving on to well-paid,
high-status jobs or received major grants to start similar projects of their own. This happened
despite the obvious shortcomings of the project with regard to its publicly stated purpose: to
disrupt education. But we could also think about this professional expansion as occurring because
the Downtown School failed to meet this goal: after moving on from the project, designers pitched
similar plans to cities and funding agencies as “correcting” the limitations of previous models, of
promising that this time things would be different—and that they were the only ones with the
knowledge of how to improve on a previous failure, because they were a part of it.
There is a similar dynamic playing out in civic technology organizations. Despite the lack
of evidence that civic tech projects are being adopted by local government, much less meaningfully changing how they do their work, there is evidence that technologists are working to professionalize the field of civic technology. Several participants—after acknowledging their projects’ low adoption rates—proposed that civic technologists did not need to change their approach, but rather further standardize it. For example, some suggested that civic tech organizations needed to make a “playbook” for volunteers looking to partner with local bureaucrats. The
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playbook would list “best practices” for cultivating relationships with municipal employees,
identifying potential partners, and designing digital technologies for government use. There is
also evidence at the federal level that civic tech, as a field of expertise and organized practices, is
being professionalized. One indication is the institutionalization of civic tech in new government
offices such as 18F and the U.S. Digital Service. These departments “recruit technologists for
short-term tours of duty ranging from a few months to several years” (Lin 2021). In fact, there is
preliminary evidence that civic technologists have a renewed interest in federal government since
the election of the Biden administration (Lin 2021). From this, we can conclude that research illuminates how civic technologists (a) ignore and downplay evidence that their projects are not impacting local government, while simultaneously (b) advocating for the further professionalization
and standardization of the field of civic technology so as to create additional opportunities for
working with, for, and in government in the future.
Altogether, scholarship on technophilanthropy suggests that failure, faith, and repair
work are critical components constituting the dynamics of civic technology and can go a long
way towards explaining the contradictions I outline at the beginning of this chapter. They illuminate how civic technologists respond to evidence that their projects are not fulfilling their ostensible goals by taking on additional projects (such as standardizing a civic tech playbook) which
provide new opportunities to maintain their lived fiction. They also provide strong explanations
for why technologists are reticent to question their investment in existing civic tech practices:
because there is more at stake in labelling these projects ‘failures’ than might originally appear.
Crucially, this research draws our attention to how failure can be generative of civic technology
projects in that they can spur future activities which attempt to overcome previous weaknesses
and maintain the lived fiction that tech can save the world.
That being said, I believe we can further clarify the relationship between the various “tech
for good” efforts which have emerged in recent years—including civic technology—and the Big
Tech industry. Research on technophilanthropic projects have effectively demonstrated the complex, contradictory dynamics which have shaped individual projects. At the same time, many
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scholars have critiqued current industry-led approaches for addressing algorithmic inequality,
such as those under the banner of “algorithmic fairness,” for being quite limited in their understanding of how digital algorithmic technologies reproduce inequalities (e.g., Myers West 2020).
However, what still requires clarification is the relationship between these reform efforts and the
Big Tech industry. Sims (2017) gestures towards a possible feedback loop between the industry
and technophilanthropic projects when he discusses how designers of the Downtown School
went on to receive large grants to initiate similar projects even though the school largely failed to
live up to its publicly stated promises. This finding suggests that the industry is capitalizing on
failed technophilanthropic projects by establishing new contractors and consultants whose goal
is to build out similar projects. Might there be other ways in which the Big Tech industry is structuring “tech for good” initiatives?
In the next chapter, I sketch out a new approach for studying the role of moral judgments
and affective attachments to labor in mediating the relationship between the Big Tech industry
and “tech for good” initiatives. The goal of this framework is to help generate new research into
the interplay between high-status employment in the tech sector and civic initiatives which try to
design digital technologies for the common good. Clarifying this relationship can better help us
understand why technologists seek out certain volunteer opportunities; why they structure projects in certain ways; how they determine “success” and “failure”; and what consequences these
initiatives might have for how we critique the technology industry and contemporary workplaces.
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Chapter 7
The Spirit of Civic Technology
The contradictions I outlined in the previous chapter strain the explanatory power of existing
frameworks for conceptualizing the widespread idea that ‘tech can save the world.’ First, ideological frameworks cannot account for the fact that civic technology volunteers express different
conceptualizations of social problems depending on whether they are talking about their civic
tech projects or local issues which they personally believe are the most pressing ones facing the
Bay Area. This apparent contradiction suggests the need for an approach which considers how
and why technologists shift their understandings of social problems—and their role in addressing
them—depending on the situation. Second, epistemological explanations are not able to fully account for why volunteers persist in applying private sector design approaches to building civic
technologies despite growing evidence that their products are not being adopted by local government partners. These limitations point to the need to consider the role of failure in civic technology projects, both in terms of how volunteers confront evidence of ostensible failure and how
their responses to failure are constitutive of civic technology as a professional field. Third, critiques of “tech for good” efforts which focus on how technologists often misunderstand or underestimate social problems because they occupy privileged positions in the “matrix of domination” (Costanza-Chock 2020; Hill Collins 2009) cannot account for how civic tech volunteers often
do recognize the fundamental role of race, class, and gender in shaping inequalities in the Bay
Area—a state of affairs which suggests that there is something else, beyond education, which is
shaping volunteers’ tendency to pursue narrow, circumscribed techno-fixes for complex social
problems.
Research on technophilanthropic projects helps us move beyond the limitations of the
above approaches by highlighting the critical role of failure, faith, and repair work in shaping the
trajectory of reform efforts and designers’ relationships to the project itself. Rather than interpreting volunteers’ persistence in the face of failure as evidence of their hypocrisy, lack of education,
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or problematic epistemological training, research on technophilanthropy reorients our understanding of the purpose of volunteers’ engagement on civic tech projects and what they are getting out of their participation; when volunteers participate in civic tech projects they are engaging
in reparative work in order to maintain the “lived fiction” that tech can save the world. This work
involves proving that the Big Tech industry has a fundamentally good core that can be salvaged
with a few adjustments to how work is organized and how technologists are permitted to pursue
their passion projects. When faced with evidence which contradicts this foundational belief, civic
technologists deliberately construct ambiguity around the impacts of their projects in order to
sustain a discursive space for continuing to make plausible claims about civic technologists improving local government. Altogether, this research suggests that moral judgments and affective
attachments play a more important role in technologists’ volunteering than previous research has
indicated.
In this chapter, I sketch out an approach which is more attuned to studying the contradictions of “tech for good” volunteering initiatives. The goal of this framework is to provide a generative scaffolding for future research into “tech for good” projects by articulating how technologists’ affective attachments to their employment in the tech industry, as well as the moral judgments they make about their work, mediate the relationship between the Big Tech industry and
efforts to design technologies for the common good. To capture the dynamics of this relationship
I coin the term “the spirit of civic technology” which aims to explain how moral judgments about
what constitutes ‘good’ technologies and ‘good’ work practices, and which are salient in the Big
Tech industry, come to structure the civic engagement projects of Big Tech workers. The spirit of
civic technology draws on insights from pragmatic sociology regarding the interplay between
justification, critique, action, and capitalism. Scholarship in this tradition is well-suited to explaining the contradictory dynamics of civic technology because it draws our attention to—and takes
seriously—technologists’ moral convictions: how they assess some actions, organizational structures, and relationships as ‘good’ or ‘bad’ in different concrete situations. In particular, French
pragmatic sociology has insightfully investigated the relationship between different forms of
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critique and justification and how these have shaped shifts in capitalism throughout history.
There are two main benefits to utilizing pragmatic sociology to understanding the dynamics of
civic technology. First, it can help explain the contradictions that emerged during my fieldwork
and which I have outlined in the preceding chapters. Second, it provides the conceptual infrastructure for connecting civic technology volunteering with capitalism and critique, which I turn
to at the end of this chapter.

A Pragmatic Sociological Framework for Apprehending “Tech for Good” Efforts
The French pragmatist tradition emerged in response to Marxist frameworks for theorizing the
relationship between ideology and action which were dominant in the second half of the 20th
century. Pragmatic sociologists argue that Marxist understandings of ideology assume that:
the social world is constituted by ‘structures’, inhabited by ‘laws’,
and propelled by ‘forces’ that escape the consciousness of social actors; and history itself follows a course that does not directly depend upon the volition of human beings subject to it […] Because it
aims to dig beneath the consciousness of actors and unveil structures, laws, and forces that are beyond their control, the scientific
approach can deal with moral values and ideals only as ‘ideologies’—that is to say, in this conception, as a more or less hypocritical cover for relations of force. (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018:xxii)
Pragmatic sociologists charge that ideology is typically operationalized to explain how people
are manipulated into believing something that actually goes against their own interests. But in
my own work, the civic technologists I spoke with were not simply dupes of a broader ideology;
they were not acting under the influence of an elite-backed public relations campaign intended
to shore up the power of Big Tech corporations. Instead, my study reveals that technologists often
simultaneously critique the Big Tech industry; articulate social problems as rooted in systemic,
structural forces; and believe that tech can save the world, albeit after undergoing some adjustments to how tech work is done.
To move beyond the limitations of existing conceptualizations of the relationship between
ideology and action, pragmatic sociology proposes “taking the normative principles and ideals
that people claim to adhere to seriously, without reducing them to mere ideological masks or
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expressions of false consciousness” (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018:xxiii). This is perhaps the defining principle of pragmatic sociology which distinguishes it from other approaches to theorizing the relationship between ideology and action. Taking the technologists’ justifications for their
actions seriously—especially as they unfold in concrete situations—allows us to move beyond
“hammer/nail” explanations to comprehend why they reproduce so many aspects of tech employment in their civic volunteerism even as they criticize the industry and its effects on civic life.
The starting point for pragmatic sociological theories is the assumption that all concrete
situations require participants to, at some point, grapple with agreement and disagreement.
These situations can range from something as mundane as a couple deciding where to eat to
workers voting to authorize a work stoppage (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006). Making collective
decisions requires not only agreeing on a particular option but agreeing on the underlying principle on which the decision is being based. For instance, are we choosing somewhere to eat based
on price, location, or type of food? To come to an agreement on this underlying principle, individuals must justify their decisions: for example, we should choose a restaurant based on price
because it is important to be careful with our money, and choosing a cheaper establishment indicates that we value our financial health. These justifications must be accepted as legitimate by
other participants if the person has any chance of being acknowledged or taken seriously. As a
result, to make legitimate justifications, individuals draw upon supra-individual, collectively
shared moral orders of worth (Blokker 2011). Drawing on works of political philosophy, Boltanski
and Thévenot (2006) construct six polities—or supra-individual moral orders which provide a
common principle of evaluating worth—and trace how individuals apply these polities in concrete situations. The resulting application of polities to concrete situations is referred to as
‘worlds’ (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006) or ‘cities’ (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018). For example, in
the domestic world a person’s worth depends on their position in chains of personal dependence;
worthy people include fathers, kings, ancestors, and parents (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006:167).
In contrast, the civic world values collectives over individuals, suggesting that worthy persons
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are members or representatives of collectives such as parties, federations, chapters, or committees
(Boltanski and Thévenot 2006:187).
One of the benefits of focusing on how individuals mobilize orders of worth in justifying
their actions is that it allows us to better understand the underlying assumptions and beliefs about
what constitutes justice. In the context of my study, explicating the negotiation of moral orders
of worth clarifies the judgments which animate volunteers’ actions when they engage in concrete
situations with others. For example, rather than concluding from the empirical material provided
in the preceding chapters that civic technologists pursue techno-fixes because they have a hammer and everything, to them, looks like a nail, we can evaluate their navigation of moral orders
of worth to lend much greater nuance to the analysis. Considering the seeming contradictions of
volunteering in terms of civic technologists’ negotiation of moral orders of worth serves to pragmatically demarcate the contexts within which civic technologists judge and determine their actions within different parts of their productive life and how this process in turn shapes the kinds
of projects they pursue, collectives they imagine, and conceptualizations of social problems they
are trying to solve.
Recent theorizations of the civic as a form of action—rather than as a space distinct from
the market, state, and family—can turn our attention to how actors can combine economic and
civic action, sometimes in the same space with the same people, depending on their read of the
situation. In moving beyond spatial understandings of the civic, Lichterman and Eliasoph
(2014:809) define civic action as occurring when “participants are coordinating action to improve
some aspect of common life in society, as they imagine society.” This definition has three key
components. First, in order to be considered “civic action,” technologists need to have some control—or at least the expectation of control—over the terms of their engagement in civic tech projects; secondly, technologists engage in civic action when they coordinate activity with each other
as they collectively work towards solving problems; finally, as they engage in this coordination
and problem solving, technologists imagine themselves as part of a broader collective. The term
“civic action” is agnostic regarding how exactly volunteers are imagining this collective—
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including who is included or excluded—instead leaving this process open for analysis. Crucial to
my account of civic tech volunteering is the authors’ repeated emphasis on coordinating action.
The civic action framework “directs inquiry to people’s practical methods for imagining other members of society and for sharing a basis for acting in relation to them” (Lichterman and Eliasoph 2014:812).
Thus, whenever a technologist engages in civic action with a civic tech group, they must necessarily coordinate activities with other volunteers, imagine other members of society who their
work will benefit, and select courses of action that will allow them to act for the benefit of others.
However, these processes are not uniform across organizations, let alone for individual volunteers within the same organization. Rather, volunteers often coordinate activity in a specific setting in different, patterned ways, or what Lichterman and Eliasoph (2014) call scene styles. How
this coordination unfolds depends on the technologists’ imagined audience; the imagined goal of
the interaction; and what the interaction may contribute to longer-term goals. Coordinating action looks quite different when it happens amongst a group of software developers, or among a
more heterogenous group of engineers and bureaucrats, or when technologists meet with potential funders, or when they host hackathons for local nonprofits.
As quickly becomes apparent when considering group dynamics, several scene styles can
be present within a single organization even if they are incompatible with each other and different
styles may be employed by the same individual in different group contexts; indeed, some scene
styles can cultivate values and ideals that are incompatible with those encouraged in others. For
example, when volunteers met in their project teams with other technologists, they tended to
prioritize scaling up their projects to reach as many residents as possible, but when they met with
bureaucrats, they were confronted with a different set of values which deprioritized scaling and
instead valorized local, idiosyncratic solutions tailored to municipal employees’ needs. Rather
than seeing different scene styles or orders of worth as evidence that civic technologists are hypocritical, or that they are using the idea that ‘tech can save the world’ to their own advantage to
secure a job or launch a startup, a pragmatic sociology framework views shifting patterns of coordination as necessary and unavoidable elements of civic action.
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Pragmatic sociology attunes scholars to the contextual and contingent nature of moral
judgments and conceptualizations of social problems. When considered via a pragmatic framework, these apparent contradictions can be more generatively considered as questions, such as:
why do civic technologists switch scene styles or orders of worth in different situations? How do
these decisions shape the kinds of projects they create, the relationships they build with municipal
employees, their imaginary about what future society they hope to build—and, ultimately, their
relationship to their jobs in the high-tech industry? To address these questions, we can use the
pragmatic framework to identify how technologists make moral judgments about what makes a
‘good’ organization, technologist, project, and technology. Doing so can help clarify the relationship between Big Tech workplaces and civic technology organizations.

The Spirit of Civic Technology: Moral Judgments in Civic Tech Volunteering
Technologists, in the process of trying to repair the narrative that ‘tech can save the world,’ are
exporting the moral orders governing their workplaces into volunteering spaces, with the ultimate consequence of reinforcing the epistemic, economic, and cultural power of Big Tech firms.
As I argue in Chapter 3, many technologists seek out civic tech organizations because they are
feeling disillusioned with their jobs in the high-tech sector. What is really key to the discussion
here is why they feel disillusioned: interviewees expressed disappointment with the fact that the
types of projects they worked on and the technologies they built were largely dictated by their
employers’ bottom line rather than alternative priorities such as improving collective life. They
felt that their work was dictated by their superiors more than they had been expecting; high-tech
firms often promise their workers that they will have full control over the kind of work they do,
but the volunteers I interviewed found that they had much less control than they had originally
anticipated. These technologists got involved in civic tech because they were actively seeking out
alternative spaces where they could work on their passion projects in nonhierarchical and egalitarian project teams all while contributing to the common good—something they did not feel they
were able to do in their workplaces.
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As a result, then, civic technology organizations are structured by technologists’ moral
judgments about what constitutes ideal workplaces. There is very little formal hierarchy, with
some organizations run by steering committees with regular elections and others by one or two
individuals who founded the group. Those who are nominally in charge typically use their position to pursue practical tasks, such as finding a meeting space, making sure food is available
during meetups, and securing funding. They do not set priorities in terms of which social issues
the organization should tackle, nor do they tell volunteers what to do or when to have it done.
This reflects what many volunteers wish their own workplaces looked like: a space where technologists are free to work on their passion projects, can switch projects for any reason and at any
time, and are not restricted by internal deadlines about when elements of a project must be completed.
Civic technology is also structured by judgments about what makes a ‘good’ technologist.
In the high-tech sector, ‘good’ employees are those who are constantly jumping from job to job,
from project to project, and are constantly networking (Neff 2015; Shih 2004). They are, at their
core, active (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018). Crunch time—a period leading up to a deadline when
technologists work nearly nonstop—is not only ubiquitous in the industry but is frequently valorized and experienced as thrilling or exciting even when it takes a significant toll on workers’
physical and mental health (Liu 2020; Turner 2009). Good technologists are also those who know
the latest, cutting-edge coding languages, indicating they are constantly updating their skills and
adding to the bundle of human capital that travels with them as they job hop. Civic technology
organizations are structured to emulate and support this model of a ‘good’ technologist: they
allow volunteers to switch projects at-will, without needing to inform anyone; they do not require
any level of investment from volunteers; and they allow volunteers to structure their projects so
that they can practice their coding language of choice. In fact, many of the projects I learned about
for this project started because a volunteer wanted to practice a particular coding language—
what I call “reverse engineering” in Chapter 4.
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When designing tools for adoption by local governments and residents, volunteers also
mobilized a set of moral judgments which were greatly informed by private sector ‘best practices’
in order to determine what constitutes a ‘good’ technology, or the moral worth of its material
characteristics, and a ‘good’ project, or the organizational and management practices which best
facilitate the development of these good technologies. A good civic technology is one which
demonstrates a capacity to ‘empower users’ by providing them with more information so they
can make more informed and therefore better choices; which increases opportunities for easy
communication and engagement in a particular context; or which simplifies a bureaucratic process by digitizing it. It is notable that none of these moral judgments relate to how residents or
bureaucrats ultimately interact with a given technology, nor whether the technology is actually
adopted or not. In this moral order a good technology is one which demonstrates the capability of
accomplishing one or more of these three goals even if it does not do so in practice. These moral
judgments are also common justifications Big Tech companies mobilize when pitching their platforms to users in commercial settings; social media companies, for instance, frame their products
as connecting users and building community, increasing opportunities for people to build their
networks (Rider and Murakami Wood 2018).
As outlined in Chapter 4, volunteers also define ‘good’ technologies as those which can
be scaled up or exported to other cities. I witnessed at least two situations where bureaucrats and
nonprofit staff explicitly expressed their desire for a technology that was tailored to their particular need. In spite of this, volunteers decided that the technology could actually serve more people
if it was built to scale. In one instance, a municipal bureaucrat became frustrated when a project
team’s decision to scale up the technology set the time-sensitive project behind schedule; in another case, the technology ended up not being built at all. Alongside scalability, universality—
the ability to export and import projects seamlessly between cities—is also highly valued by volunteers, again following the moral judgments common to Big Tech firms: technologies which
could be applied to multiple municipalities were axiomatically understood to be good solutions
because they could address basic needs that most cities have without the additional work
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inherent to bespoke solutions. Additionally, as outlined in Chapter 4, good projects are those
which are structured according to Scrum software development and Agile management principles, focused on conducting sprints, iterating, and generally being quick and adaptable throughout the project cycle. Finally, although these value judgments might appear to suggest that civic
technologists produce complex, sophisticated technologies, a ‘good’ project is actually judged as
one which attacks the “low-hanging fruit.” Projects which make simple, quick interventions into
bureaucratic processes or nonprofits’ daily activities are some of the most valorized amongst volunteers, and ones which cohere most readily with the values of scalability and universality in a
civic technology context.
Civic technologists often contrast these ‘good’ projects and technologies with the “bad”
elements of government bureaucracy, constituting a perennial foil for the moral order exported
from Big Tech. As I argued in Chapter 5, civic technologists critique bureaucracy for being slow,
hierarchical, analog, nonsensical, and inefficient, making them resultingly unable to actually address residents’ needs effectively. In response, several volunteers told me that they believed their
“real” impact lay not in getting a municipal office to adopt a particular technology, but to adopt
a particular approach to service design—one which is more in-line with how technologists structure their own work, both at their places of employment and while volunteering, effectively exporting the moral order of Big Tech into civic governance. In this sense, civic technologists work
to functionally discipline bureaucrats to value a different type of work—in short, to adopt their
set of value judgments about what makes a good service, a good technology, a good project, and
a good worker.
Taken together, these value judgments form the spirit of civic technology: a moral order,
exported from high-tech workplaces, which animates and structures a specific set of practices in
civic engagement initiatives. There are three components of this concept which are important to
highlight in order to begin its theorization. First, the spirit of civic technology comprises a set of
moral judgments which volunteers mobilize to justify certain courses of action in civic spaces.
These moral judgments determine what constitutes a ‘good’ project, technologist, organization,
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and digital technology, as I have outlined above. Second, these moral judgments are exported from
high-tech workplaces. This is the source of legitimacy in this order of worth: these judgments
already serve as the foundation for success of the Big Tech industry, as well as for the volunteers
in terms of their successful participation in the market economy as well-compensated private
sector employees and has been widely promoted in order to justify the industry’s actions since
its inception. In short, when technologists engage in civic tech volunteering, they are exporting the
moral judgments which structure their workplaces and applying them to their civic engagement.
Third, the spirit of civic technology also encapsulates the actions which are structured (and justified) by these moral judgments. In the pragmatic sociology tradition, justification and action are
inextricably linked: justifications are only invoked when individuals are in concrete situations,
acting in relation to one another (Boltanski and Thévenot 2006). The moral order of Big Tech
which has been outlined throughout therefore powerfully informs the moral order which constitutes the spirit of civic technology.
To further demonstrate the utility of the spirit of civic technology as an analytic concept,
I want to revisit the contradictions of civic tech I introduced in the previous chapter. First, why
do civic technologists articulate systemic, structural understandings of social problems in some
concrete situations, but engage in scoping and reverse engineering when designing projects? My
study suggests that this happens because civic technology is structured by a certain spirit, a specific set of value judgments to guide how projects are created—and these value judgments often
come into conflict with, but will override, volunteers’ alternative assessments of social problems.
Modes of justification are always contextual, and when participants enter the civic tech space,
their read of the concrete situation is that this is meant to look like an idealized tech workplace,
which means the appropriate moral judgments are those which either currently characterize—or
which volunteers wish would characterize—their places of employment. The fact that many volunteers join civic tech groups to practice their skills and improve their employability also adds to
the weight of this moral order, because volunteers must follow it if they want to become more
economically successful.
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Second, why do volunteers continue to persist in their work in the face of evidence of their
failure? The Big Tech industry is notorious for valorizing failure; it is the basis for Facebook’s
early motto of “move fast and break things.” Failure is viewed amongst technologists and entrepreneurs as a necessary precondition to success: you cannot succeed without having first failed
dozens of times, sometimes quite spectacularly. It is therefore accepted as not only a normal part
of every production cycle and every technologist’s career, but as a positive outcome, one that can
be capitalized on to increases chances for success in the future. Civic technologists, when they
export the moral orders salient in Big Tech workplaces into volunteering spaces, bring this moral
judgment along as well. Failure can also be generative of new professional opportunities, as technologists who participated in ‘failed’ projects are able to leverage their experience and expertise
to subsequently initiate or take part in a similar project, promising that ‘this time, it will be different’ (Sims 2017). Additionally, the judgments technologists deploy regarding what constitutes
a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ project are not concerned with the adoption or use of a particular technology;
instead, ‘good’ and ‘bad’ projects are characterized by their material, inherent features—such as
whether it is scalable or whether it was adopted in an iterative fashion. But beyond these reasons,
the spirit of civic technology also directs our attention to the very act of exporting moral orders
from contemporary workplaces into civic engagement settings: volunteers are exercising agency
here in choosing to seek out organizations which allow them to use the same practices, assumptions, and beliefs which animate their own careers (and which they are disappointed are not more
present in their workplaces). Thus, civic tech volunteering is fundamentally structured by efforts
to repair the narrative that ‘tech can save the world.’ The spirit of civic technology provides technologists with the moral justifications for doing just that, which means there is a lot more at stake
for participants in admitting the “failure” of a particular project than what might initially appear.

Civic Technology, Network Capitalism, and Critique
Conceptualizing civic technology as guided by a ‘spirit’ helps clarify how this emergent site of
civic engagement relates to capitalism—specifically, as embodied by the high-tech industry—and
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critiques being made against the industry by activists, scholars, and policymakers. To conclude
this chapter, I outline the contours of this relationship by drawing on Boltanski and Chiapello’s
(2018) conceptualization of the spirit of capitalism to demonstrate how civic technology risks reinforcing the economic, cultural, and political dominance of the Big Tech industry, and how it
might risk undermining more radical critiques of the industry.
In The New Spirit of Capitalism (2018), Boltanski and Chiapello set out to explain why critiques of capitalism seemingly vanished following the political uprisings of 1968 and propose a
framework for analyzing the relationship between capitalism and critique. Boltanski and Chiapello (2018:7) argue that capitalism is “an absurd system” which does not provide, on its own,
good reasons for workers to participate. Although economic necessity (particularly for low-wage
workers) is an oft-cited explanation for why workers engage with capitalism, it is insufficient to
explain why so many workers (particularly high-status, high-wage workers such as engineers)
enthusiastically participate in capitalism and why they defend the economic system against critique. In order for high-status workers to enthusiastically participate in capitalist enterprises, they
require a set of justifications which depict capitalism as contributing to their individual well-being as well as society more generally. For this reason, “the quality of commitment one can expect
depends upon the arguments that can be cited to bring out not only the advantages which participation in capitalist processes might afford on an individual basis, but also the collective benefits,
defined in terms of the common good, which it contributes to producing for everyone” Boltanski
and Chiapello 2018:8). This set of justifications is the spirit of capitalism.
The exact justifications that constitute the spirit of capitalism have changed over time as
they shift in response to critiques individuals and groups make of capitalism. Regardless of the
time period, though, the spirit needs to address the “anxiety” many workers have about capitalist
systems. Boltanski and Chiapello (2018:16) argue that the spirit of capitalism must provide the
resources for answering the following three questions in any given epoch:
How is committed engagement in the process of accumulation a
source of enthusiasm, even for those who will not necessarily be the
main beneficiaries of the profits that are made?
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To what extent can those involved in the capitalist universe be assured of a minimum security for themselves and their children?
How can participation in capitalist firms be justified in terms of the
common good and how, confronted with accusations of injustice,
can the way that it is conducted and managed be defended?
In short, in order for high-status workers to engage enthusiastically in capitalism, they need to be
able to justify their participation as contributing to the common good, as improving collective life
in some way. The problem, however, is that capitalism—being the absurd system that it is—does
not have its own set of justifications for why it improves individuals’ lives, nor for why it benefits
the collective. This is why capitalism “needs its enemies, people whom it outrages and who are
opposed to it, to find the moral supports it lacks and to incorporate mechanisms of justice whose
relevance it would otherwise have no reason to acknowledge” (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018:27).
When groups critique capitalism, they “[compel] its spokesmen [sic] to justify that process in
terms of the common good […] and when capitalism is obliged to respond positively to the points
raised by critique, to try to placate it and maintain the support of its troops, who are in danger of
listening to the denunciation, by the same gesture it incorporates some of the values in whose name it
was criticized” (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018:28). Hence, capitalism requires critique because critique constrains the process of capital accumulation—and, in doing so, legitimates it.
Boltanski and Chiapello (2018) argue that a new spirit of capitalism emerged in the second
half of the 20th century in response to critiques various activist groups were making of what has
commonly been referred to as the Fordist mode of production. Thinking in ideal types, capitalism
in the U.S. after WWII was primarily organized by large, bureaucratized, hierarchical firms—best
characterized by the Ford Motor Company. These companies mass produced identical products
for mass consumption. High-status employees often stayed with a single company for the duration of their careers, moving up the internal job ladder as they went, until they reached retirement.
But a broad range of activist groups, as well as management scholars, criticized these labor arrangements for being alienating—they did not allow workers to engage with their creative and
critical faculties and the mass production of goods led to corporate dominance over every sector
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of human life, from which cars people drove to which media they consumed. Hierarchy stifled
innovation, as did the large, bureaucratic nature of firms. Without being lean and nimble, they
were unable to maximize the productivity of their workers and take advantage of different segments of the labor market.
These critiques played a critical role in the move away from industrial capitalism and
towards what they call network capitalism. Network capitalism—again speaking in ideal types—
is best characterized by the Big Tech firm, which has very flat or minimal hierarchies, encourages
workers to engage with their creative talents to work on their passion projects, and valorizes hopping from job to job, rather than sticking with the same company for decades. As I mentioned
above, every form of capitalism requires a spirit, which adapts alongside changes to the mode of
production. Boltanski and Chiapello (2018) articulate the spirit that coincides with network capitalism as the projective city—the moral order which justifies enthusiastic participation in network
capitalism. The projective city bears remarkable resemblance to the moral order articulated by
the volunteers who participated in this study. Worthy persons are those who are active: they are
“adaptable and flexible, able to switch from one situation to a very different one, and adjust to it;
and versatile, capable of changing activity or tools, depending on the nature of the relationship
entered into with others or with objects. It is precisely this adaptability and versatility that make
[them] employable—that is to say, in the world of firms, in a position to attach [themselves] to
new projects” (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018:112). In contrast, unworthy people are unadaptable,
local, rooted, immobile, and who prefer security over risk. In short, people are assessed based on
their level of activity. Activity is understood in incredibly broad terms:
in contrast to what we observe in the industrial city, where activity
merges with work and the active are quintessentially those who
have stable, productive waged work, activity in the projective city
surmounts the oppositions between work and non-work, the stable
and the unstable, wage-earning class and non-wage-earning class,
paid work and voluntary work, that which may be assessed in terms
of productivity and that which, not being measurable, eludes calculable assessment. (Boltanski and Chiapello 2018:109; emphasis
mine)
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One of the more nefarious aspects of network capitalism is that it treats nearly any activity as
potentially contributing to employability. This includes volunteer work.
Therefore, I argue that when technologists participate in civic technology, they are legitimating network capitalism in two senses. The first is related to the breakdown of work and nonwork activities under network capitalism. Civic technology volunteers reinforce this breakdown
when they approach civic engagement as an opportunity for building their skills and improving
their employability; in a sense, they are treating this breakdown as a given state of affairs. The
second point relates to the types of critiques civic tech volunteers make of the tech industry. Recall
the reasons that I have outlined for why technologists feel disillusioned from their jobs, and that,
as a result, they organize their volunteering experiences to realize their idealized versions of their
workplaces, or what they wished their places of employment looked like. The critiques they make
of their employers concern the latter’s failure to fully live up to the promises of network capitalism. Technologists’ response is not to critique the assumption that work should be a place where
people are dedicating themselves to their passions; rather, they make reforms to existing organizational structures and practices in order to make this more possible.
The critique civic technologists are making of the technology industry is what Boltanski
and Chiapello (2018) call the artistic critique. The artistic critique understands that capitalism
causes disenchantment, inauthenticity, and oppression in that it suppresses human creativity,
autonomy, and freedom. This stands in stark contrast to the social critique, which conceptualizes
capitalism as a source of poverty and inequality amongst workers, as well as of opportunism and
egoism amongst the bourgeoisie. The social critique is much more common amongst labor organizations in the technology industry which understand the Big Tech industry in terms how structural class inequalities, particularly as they intersect with race and gender (Tarnoff 2020). Crucially, Boltanski and Chiapello (2018) argue that the artistic critique can undermine the social
critique by fragmenting and tempering workers’ commitment to organizing around social inequalities and, ultimately, weakening labor movements. Is a similar process at play here between
civic technology, labor organizations, and other local grassroots groups in the Bay Area?
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One way the social critique might be undercut is through Big Tech’s adoption of much of
the language of civic technology, and even supporting some of these initiatives themselves. For
instance, many critics have charged the industry with being “technosolutionist,” meaning that
they believe technology can address complex social problems. But many technologists are now
getting ahead of these critiques, claiming that they know technosolutionism is a bad thing, and
that they do not believe technology can address social problems. Firms claim to be addressing
inequality, to be anti-racist, that they are not actually building technologies to solve social problems but are centering the “human” element in technology design in order to build better futures.
When Big Tech firms adopt the language used by radical critique, they can simultaneously depoliticize these terms while also fragment our understanding of the problem.
How the Big Tech industry will continue to respond to critiques, as well as what will ultimately happen to the more radical social critique posited by labor organizations, remain open
questions. Will firms escalate their attempts to make technologists feel that they are contributing
to the common good at their workplaces by intensifying their commitment to current moral orders about what makes a ‘good’ technology, employee, project, and organization—by, for example, giving workers even more freedom to choose the kinds of projects they work on, or by dividing even more work up into projects? Will more industries follow suit, organizing work as the
tech industry does? Beyond industries, will government start to do the same—will bureaucrats
become fully committed to using Scrum? And what will happen to alternative modes of critiquing the tech industry, such as those coming from labor organizers (Tarnoff 2020)? Does civic technology have the potential to undercut some of these more radical critiques? It is these questions
which I turn to in the following chapter, tentatively exploring how the reformist critiques coming
from civic technology might be undermining other forms of critique.
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Chapter 8
(Design) Justice Under Network Capitalism
On November 3, 2020, Californians voted on twelve ballot propositions. Among them was Proposition 22, titled “Exempts App-Based Transportation and Delivery Companies from Providing
Employee Benefits to Certain Drivers.” The proposition, written and bankrolled by app-based
tech firms such as Uber and Lyft, defined app-based transportation and delivery drivers as independent contractors. The Supreme Court of California had recently ruled that many workers categorized as “independent contractors” in the state were, in fact, employees—including the drivers working for Uber, DoorDash, and Postmates. The finding was enshrined in California Assembly Bill 5, which entitled these newly classified employees to benefits and protections such as
minimum wage and sick leave. Proposition 22 provides an exemption to this statute for appbased transportation and delivery drivers, which is key to companies like Uber maintaining at
least some viability for making a profit in the future. Maintaining the ability to claim that their
drivers are not employees is at the core of their business model.
There was a second proposition on the ballot related to the technology industry: Proposition 24, the “Privacy Rights and Enforcement Initiative.” According to the California Secretary of
State’s description of the 2020 ballot measures, the proposition allows consumers to “(1) prevent
businesses from sharing personal information; (2) correct inaccurate personal information; and
(3) limit businesses’ use of ‘sensitive personal information’—such as precise geolocation; race;
ethnicity; religion; genetic data; union membership; private communications; and certain sexual
orientation, health, and biometric information.” It also creates a new state agency to enforce the
privacy protections laid out in the California Consumer Privacy Act (Gardiner and Narayan
2020). Both propositions eventually passed with very similar margins: Prop 22 with 58.6% of the
vote, and Prop 24 with 56.2% (Politico 2020).
Why did one approach to regulating the technology industry pass but the other failed?
One explanation is the sheer amount of money that went into the Yes on 22 campaign, making it
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the most expensive ballot proposition in California history with supporters spending over $200
million (Menezes, Moore, and Do 2020). Gig companies also engaged in incredibly deceptive
campaigns, including building prompts into the apps themselves; drivers report some apps
would require customers to “’confirm’ before riding that Prop 22 would prevent prices and wait
times from substantially increasing” (Isenberg 2020). Drivers themselves also faced immense
pressure from their employers to publicly support the Yes on 22 campaign. According to a lawsuit
recently filed against Uber, the company spent the months leading up to the election “pressuring
the drivers to submit their voting preferences by stating they support Prop 22” (Valdez et al. v.
Uber Technologies, Inc. et al. 2020).
In contrast, the Yes on 24 campaign succeeded by drawing on pre-existing, widely circulated critiques of the technology industry as infringing on individual privacy. The problems with
Big Tech, this argument goes, is that it is using our data in unscrupulous ways without giving us
the opportunity to consent or to be appropriately compensated for selling our data, which is occasionally conceptualized as personal, private property. With the correct legislation, which makes
precisely targeted tweaks to the Big Tech business model, we can ensure that individuals are not
exploited by tech firms and do so without threatening the industry’s crucial role in California’s
economy. Despite the seemingly widespread acknowledgment amongst journalists, scholars, activists, and even Big Tech executives themselves that the industry needs to be regulated in some
way, critiques of the technology industry remain cloaked in a language of individual rights, transparency, private property, and personal control. Not only is this critique of the industry pushed
by many national civil liberties organizations, but Big Tech firms themselves use the same register
when talking about how their own products, services, and business models are responding to
current critiques. For instance, we can see it in new industry-backed initiatives to create “ethical
AI” which task tech companies with ensuring AI technologies do not invade individual privacy
and do not reproduce racist outcomes.
Thus, although it’s important to recognize the power the Yes on 22 campaign exercised
with its unprecedented funding, deceptive advertising, and threats towards their own drivers,
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it’s also important to recognize that campaigns such as these are successful because they resonate
with our pre-existing ideas about what the tech industry is, what values it embodies, and why it
represents the key to our economic future. The Yes on 22 campaign found so much purchase with
California voters because it told us what we already knew: that what makes Big Tech different is
its flexible labor arrangements and its ability to make each worker (or independent contractor)
the entrepreneur of their own lives. Big government is mistakenly trying to apply its pre-digital
labor laws to the 21st century workplace by mandating drivers be treated as employees. Indeed,
according to one poll, 40% of Yes voters said their vote was to ensure “Uber/Lyft and DoorDash
employees can earn livable wages” (Howard 2020). This is not a question of how gig companies
were able to dupe voters into thinking that increased flexibility would lead to higher wages and
better working conditions, but why that connection seems so plausible to so many of us in the first
place.
There are many different answers to this question. But I believe my study of civic technology can provide one: there is a deep-seated investment, even in organizations quite critical of Big
Tech, in the idea that some of the technology industry can be salvaged and used for good. Some
labor organizers I spoke with suggested that with enough organizing, the technology industry
could be reoriented towards actually solving social problems. Even Liu's (2020) call to “abolish
Silicon Valley,” when we get down to the details, is more a call to reform the industry by retooling
existing processes to better address the common good. The problem with these reform efforts is
that they leave much of the moral order governing high-tech workplaces (and civic tech volunteering) untouched: the assumption that work should be organized in project teams who manage
their own work using Scrum; that building technical skill and discipline will be rewarded with
employment; that digital technologies should be quickly rolled out and iterated; and that if everyone is actively working on their passion projects, their activities will add up to more fundamental social change.
These affective attachments are in no sense unique to high-tech firms, even though they
might be the ideal type for how professionalized, cognitive workers relate to their jobs under
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network capitalism. Many of us who are high-status professionals know that we occupy a privileged position in our social order, and we want to do something about it. As we increasingly
recognize that the system which has rewarded us is unjust, one of our first impulses is to try to
use the skills we have learned, our professional training, and our privileged positions in social
institutions for good. We hope that we can leverage our social position to actually break down
some of the structures and processes that made us so privileged to begin with. But the research I
present here indicates that we need to be very careful when we do this—because when we approach civic engagement from our professional positions, it becomes inextricably bound up with
the moral orders governing our employment as high-status professionals. When we try to use
our privileged, professionalized jobs for good, we run the risk of bringing the moral orders governing our workplaces to solving social problems, in the process reproducing many of the conditions which make our privilege possible in the first place.
Ruha Benjamin (2019:176) recently suggested that design is a “colonizing project” in that
it is often used “to describe any and everything.” In particular, she questions Costanza-Chock's
(2020) definition of design as a universal human activity. On the one hand, acknowledging that
everyone can engage in design can break down some of our assumptions about the 'genius' and
expertise of designers by reclaiming design as something anyone could do. But on the other hand,
"enrolling so many issues and experiences as design-related […] could also sanitize and make
palatable deep-seated injustices, contained within the innovative practices of design" (Benjamin
2019:176). In other words, we cannot escape the fact that design has become a "branded methodology" where some people are read as being designers and others are relegated to inferior positions which label them as unknowledgeable or unskilled (Benjamin 2019:178). For this reason,
Benjamin (2019:179) concludes that:
Maybe what we must demand is not liberatory designs but just plain
old liberation. Too retro, perhaps? And that is part of the issue—by
adding "design" to our vision of social change we rebrand it, upgrading social change from "mere" liberation to something out of
the box, "disrupting" the status quo […] It is not simply that design
thinking wrongly claims newness, but in doing so it erases the insights and agency of those who are discounted because they are not
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designers, capitalizing on the demand for novelty across numerous
fields of action and coaxing everyone who dons the cloak of design
into being seen and heard through the dominant aesthetic of innovation.
In many ways, it is impossible to disentangle what we mean when we call something "design"
from the high-status profession of design work—and all our assumptions about its ability to disrupt old institutions, improve the economy, and help countries compete on the world stage.
Benjamin’s analysis points to why it matters that we critically analyze both how civic technologists go about their work as well as the extent to which their products and processes are being
taken up by local governments. Because civic technologists are, first and foremost, technologists,
the fact of the matter is that local governments are going to listen to their advice before they listen
to many marginalized groups. They have expertise and status which, especially at this historical
point, is highly valued not only for what the experts can ostensibly do, but for what including
technologists signals to local residents: that governments are working to be more progressive,
modern, transparent, and responsive to local residents. Therefore, we need to consider how civic
technologists are trying to address local problems in practice because we so frequently value ‘design’ above all other types of interventions. At the same time, there is a significant question about
what might happen to local government if civic technology products and practices are adopted.
Do we want a “platform government” where government is a “convenor and an enabler”
(O’Reilly 2011)? What would such a shift portend for how citizens relate to their governments?
This is also why it is so crucial that efforts to design for social justice be combined with
labor activism, especially that which questions some of the more fundamental beliefs about highstatus, professionalized, cognitive labor, including in the high-tech industry. Although there is
growing attention—amongst scholars, policymakers, journalists, and tech workers themselves—
that digital technologies often reproduce inequalities, rather than ameliorate them, many of our
beliefs about what it means to work in tech (or in professionalized, cognitive, creative work in
general—including in academia) remain untouched. ‘good’ workers are those who are constantly
active; who always have a new project on the horizon; who hop from job to job regularly; who
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are always growing their personal networks; and who are adaptable, flexible, and not rooted to
a single place. ‘Good’ projects are those that can scale quickly; which accelerate engagement, communication, and network formation; which empower users to take their lives into their own
hands by accessing information they can use to help themselves. Do we want these judgments to
also structure how we engage in civic action? Do we want our volunteering and activist experiences to be organized to ensure that ‘good’ participants and ‘good’ projects adhere to these principles?
One of the most nefarious consequences of network capitalism is that it further breaks
down the separation between our understanding of our worth as employees and our worth as
citizens, as human beings. To be sure, these understandings have never truly been separated to
begin with, considering how the nation-state has always leveraged economic processes to control
who is a valued member of the citizenry and who is to be subjected to punishment. But what
makes network capitalism different is how openly valorized and embraced this breakdown is.
How do we start to dismantle some of these processes? There are no easy answers, no
clear way out, no obvious solutions. To start, I think we should take seriously Benjamin (2019:179)
suggestion that perhaps what we need is not liberatory design but just plain liberation. Perhaps
efforts to realize justice in the digital age should not start with technologies at all. In fact, maybe
what we need to refuse the “tech for good” framework, to reject some technologies wholesale (see,
for example, Hamid 2020). This does not mean that no public services should be digitized, and
everyone should be forced to apply for programs on paper. Nor does it mean that there aren’t
ways that digital technologies could assist bureaucrats in making their work easier for them so
that they can improve their relationships with their clients. But it is possible to refuse to make
civic technology a professional field, especially one which is ostensibly critiquing the Big Tech
industry. Rather than try to initiate their own projects in their own organizations, civic technologists could join existing groups which are already working to address local inequalities and offer
their technical skills when appropriate. This would help ensure that any projects that do emerge
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are directed by local residents themselves, by people most impacted by these inequalities and by
the technologies designed to address them.
However, if technologists do continue to engage in civic tech volunteering, they could
benefit a great deal from engaging with feminist and anti-racist design principles and practices.
D’Ignazio and Klein (2020) and Costanza-Chock (2020) draw from intersectional feminist theory,
science and technology studies, and liberatory pedagogy to develop more just data and design
practices. They emphasize that design must necessarily include analyses of power, hierarchies,
inequalities, and start from the recognition that labor is embodied, situated, and contextual. In
particular, I think that civic technologists could benefit from taking up their suggestions about
rethinking what constitutes a “contribution” to a project and what counts as “labor.” Increasing
our recognition of various forms and types of contributions can help us notice and value invisible
forms of labor which remain crucial to civic tech projects—there is a potential here for addressing
race, class, and gender inequalities in how labor is divided up and remunerated. In addition to
their suggestion to make labor visible, I propose that civic tech would also benefit from making
visible the underlying moral judgments which guide engineers’ and data scientists’ assumptions
about what makes a ‘good’ technologist, project, organization, or technology. In short, civic projects should make the spirit of civic tech visible.
In this sense, civic technology organizations might serve as a site for unlearning the hidden value judgments which often guide the work they do in the private sector, as well as for
political education which helps them understand themselves as workers. Recall what Paul said
about the possibilities for civic tech in the future:
We’re all trained, especially in tech, to be like, this is the customer,
this is their use-case, and this is what I’m building for. Realistically,
the customer is now every person, and we have been told not to
think that way. It’s interesting to me, especially in the civic tech
space, that this isn’t the defining principle that we’re all building
around—that you need to untrain yourself from that.
If civic technologists are going to continue trying to design digital technologies for use by municipal governments and local residents, it is crucial that they first unlearn many of the assumptions
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they have made about what constitutes a good project, technologist, technology, and organization. Reflecting on their own normative assumptions about work and technology can open up
new spaces for the exploration, contestation, and (most importantly) unlearning of the moral orders which form the foundation of the spirit of civic technology and, by extension, civic tech projects themselves. I question, however, whether this will be sufficient, because so many of the
problems I have outlined in this dissertation are structural in nature. They concern the dynamics
of capitalism and how it responds to critique, which is not something which can be easily addressed through individual-level education.

I began this dissertation with a description of the fraught relationships between Big Tech companies, their high-status employees, and local residents in the San Francisco Bay Area. Local residents are organizing public demonstrations against Big Tech, highlighting the industry’s role in
accelerating displacement, gentrification, and homelessness in the region. Tech workers themselves are increasingly recognizing their role in exacerbating local inequalities and are organizing
to address these issues, particularly through organizations such as the Tech Workers Coalition.
At the same time, tech workers are building coalitions across labor and class divisions within the
industry to work to address issues internal to their companies, contesting the kinds of products
they build as well as how workers are compensated and protected from harassment.
We are seeing a concerted effort by the Big Tech companies to placate many of the critiques residents and technologists are making of tech firms. Companies are working to improve
their image and relationship to their workers and surrounding communities by funding initiatives to address displacement, encouraging their employees to volunteer with local organizations,
and—in some instances—taking on the role of public service provider. They are also spearheading many “tech for good” initiatives across different domains and issue areas, from ethical AI to
civic hacking. Many organizations led by tech entrepreneurs have popped up in recent years—
such as All Tech Is Human and The Bridge—whose missions combine efforts to create more ethical, humane, or equitable digital technologies with networking, skill-building, and other
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resources to help participants improve their employment prospects. A quick glance at the institutional landscape suggests that civic technology is far from an anomaly, but rather represents a
broader shift towards tech-led civic engagement initiatives which work to combine critiques of
digital technologies and their production with employment in the industry which is ostensibly at
the root of the problem.
This is a troubling shift, and not only because we should be wary of allowing the industry
to regulate itself (Metcalf et al. 2019). The combination of critique and efforts to improve employment prospects in the industry which is being critiqued risks undercutting more radical criticisms
of Big Tech because it takes many of the underlying principles animating the industry for granted.
In the local context of the San Francisco Bay Area, this might also run the risk of exporting many
of the value judgments underpinning tech work into other local industries as well as municipal
government itself. It might also make it more difficult for labor organizers to accumulate power,
people, and resources to challenge their employers’ relationship with surrounding neighborhoods. The critiques of the industry that have become so salient in the region are at risk of having
their supports cut out from underneath them by well-meaning technologists who truly want to
improve local inequality—perhaps the most nefarious consequence of them all.
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Appendix B: Letter of Information and Consent

Project Title: Digital Imaginaries: Internet Infrastructure
and Political Action
Principal Investigator: Karina Rider,
Dept. of Sociology, Queen’s University, Canada
To whom it may concern:
You are being invited to participate in a research study on political activism, digital technologies,
and the tech industry. This sheet will provide you with information about the goals and duration
of the study; what participation looks like, should you agree to participate; your rights as a participant; privacy, confidentiality, and security procedures in place to protect you during and after
your participation.
Project description. You are invited to participate in a research project on political activism, digital technologies, and the tech industry. I am interested in how you think about the tech industry
and digital technologies, what kinds of problems you see arising from them, and how you think
these problems should be fixed.
Duration & nature of participation. I will be interviewing you about your experiences working
in and with activist groups who direct part of their resources towards engaging with technology
issues. I am interested in your personal experiences, opinions, and attitudes toward what you
believe to be important issues in your work, and how you go about addressing these issues. The
duration of the interview will be 45-90 minutes; I will record the audio of the interview.
Participant rights. As a prospective participant, you:
- Are under no obligation to participate;
- Are free to withdraw from at any time without prejudice or consequences up until 3
months after I conclude my field work; that is, until December 31, 2019, by contacting me
at 16kar4@queensu.ca. If you choose to withdraw, you have the right to request deletion
or removal of your data and information you have provided to me;
- Have the right to refuse to be recorded during the interview;
- Retain your rights to legal recourse, regardless of whether you choose to participate or
not.
Privacy, confidentiality, and security procedures. I hope to publish the results of this study in
academic journals and present them at conferences. I will include quotes from some of my interviews when presenting my findings. However, I will never include any real names with quotes,
and I will do my best to make sure quotes do not include information that could indirectly identify participants. Please let me know if you say anything you do not want me to quote.
While I will protect your confidentiality to the extent possible, there is a minimal risk that people
who are familiar with your work might indirectly identify you. I will mitigate these risks by substituting all names and, if applicable, organizations/organizational units, unique technical terms,
or project acronyms with pseudonyms in all data and all publications. While there are no direct
benefits to you as a participant, I hope that my study will provide insights that will help demonstrate the importance of the work you do, and generate more support for this field.
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I will keep your data securely for 10 years. Other than myself, no-one will have access to the audio
recordings, which will be encrypted and stored on a USB drive. All documents containing personally identifiable information will be kept in a locked cabinet. They will be stored separately
from the de-identified interview transcripts, and also separately from the code list linking names
and pseudonyms. After 10 years, all documents containing personally identifiable information
will be destroyed.
Contact. If you have questions or concerns about possible ethical issues in this project, please
contact the General Research Ethics Board (GREB) via phone (1-844-535-2988, toll free in North
America) or email (chair.GREB@queensu.ca). For more information about the nature of the study,
contact Karina Rider at 613-329-0558 or 16kar4@queensu.ca. Any questions about study participation may also be directed to Supervisor Norma Möllers at norma.mollers@queensu.ca.
This Letter of Information provides you with details to help you make an informed choice. All
your questions should be answered to your satisfaction before you decide whether or not to participate in this research study.
Keep one copy of this Letter for your records, and return one copy to the researcher, Karina Rider.
By signing below, you acknowledge that you understand the information presented on this sheet,
and hereby consent to participate in this research project within the limits described.
Name of Participant: _______________________________________________
Signature: ________________________________________________________
Date: __________________________________________________________
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Project Title: Digital Imaginaries: Internet Infrastructure
and Political Action
Principal Investigator: Karina Rider,
Dept. of Sociology, Queen’s University, Canada
To whom it may concern:
You are being invited to participate in a research study on political activism and the internet. This
sheet will provide you with information about the goals and duration of the study; what participation looks like, should you agree to participate; your rights as a participant; privacy, confidentiality, and security procedures in place to protect you during and after your participation.
Project description. You are invited to participate in a research project on political activism and
the internet. I am interested in how you think about the internet, what kinds of problems you see
arising from internet technologies, and how you think these problems should be fixed.
Duration & nature of participation. The duration of your participation will be one day (up to 8
hours) during which time I will be observing organizational meetings, holding informal conversations with staff members, and asking you questions about your work. I may later request a oneon-one interview, at which point I will provide you with a separate information sheet and consent
form.
Participant rights. As a prospective participant, you:
- Are under no obligation to participate;
- Are free to withdraw from at any time without prejudice or consequences up until 3 months
after I conclude my field work; that is, until __________________, by contacting me at
16kar4@queensu.ca. If you choose to withdraw, you have the right to request deletion or removal of your data and information you have provided to me;
- Will be given, in a timely manner throughout the course of the research project, information
that is relevant to your decision to continue or withdraw from participation;
- Retain your rights to legal recourse, regardless of whether you choose to participate or not.
Privacy, confidentiality, and security procedures. I hope to publish the results of this study in
academic journals and present them at conferences. I will include quotes from some of my field
notes when presenting my findings. However, I will never include any real names with quotes,
and I will do my best to make sure quotes do not include information that could indirectly identify participants. Please let me know if you say anything you do not want me to quote.
While I will protect your confidentiality to the extent possible, there is a minimal risk that people
who are familiar with your work might indirectly identify you. I will mitigate these risks by substituting all names and, if applicable, organizations/organizational units, unique technical terms,
or project acronyms with pseudonyms in all data and all publications. While there are no direct
benefits to you as a participant, I hope that my study will provide insights that will help demonstrate the importance of the work you do, and generate more support for this field.
I will keep your data securely for 10 years. Other than myself, no-one will have access to my
written field notes. My field notes will be stored in a locked filing cabinet, together with all documents containing personally identifiable information. They will be stored separately from the
de-identified observation transcripts, and also separately from the code list linking names and
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pseudonyms. After 10 years, all documents containing personally identifiable information will
be destroyed.
Contact. If you have questions or concerns about possible ethical issues in this project, please
contact the General Research Ethics Board (GREB) via phone (1-844-535-2988, toll free in North
America) or email (chair.GREB@queensu.ca). For more information about the nature of the study,
contact Karina Rider at 613-329-0558 or 16kar4@queensu.ca. Any questions about study participation may also be directed to Supervisor Norma Möllers at norma.mollers@queensu.ca.
This Letter of Information provides you with details to help you make an informed choice. All
your questions should be answered to your satisfaction before you decide whether or not to participate in this research study.
Keep one copy of this Letter for your records, and return one copy to the researcher, Karina Rider.
By signing below, you acknowledge that you understand the information presented on this sheet,
and hereby consent to participate in this research project within the limits described.
Name of Participant: _______________________________________________
Signature: ________________________________________________________
Date: ____________________________________________________________
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Appendix C: Interview Guide

1. Opening questions
How did you come to work with [current organization]?
Walk me through a typical day at your work.

2. Problem solving
Describe the organizational structure of [organization].
Hackathons?
Describe your volunteers. [typical; motivations; problems]
Are there any issues that you want to focus on, but can’t?
Tell me about a campaign/project that was [most/least] successful. [why?]

3. Problem defining / imaginaries
What led us to the point where you have to do the work you’re doing today?
In the next few years, what are going to be biggest issues?
What are biggest issues facing the Bay Area? How do you hope to help?
Big picture: how does your org’s efforts fit into broader social justice struggles?
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